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ABSTRACT

Coal fired powerstations will continue to be required in order to bridge the energy gap

caused bythe depletion of oil and gas supplies in the future and the relatively slow take-

up of renewable energy systems such as wind and water and the second generation of

nuclear powerstations. To comply with increasingly stricter environmental pollution
limits, the particulate waste released to atmosphere via powerstations must be reduced.

Electrostatic precipitators (ESP) are used to remove fly-ash from flue gases before

emission in to atmosphere. Acoustic cleaning promises a cost-effective and reliable
method of improving powerstation filter efficiency, either in parallel with or as an

alternative to conventional methods. Acoustic cleaning has the advantages of cleaning

all surfaces in the electrostatic precipitator casing whilst imposing very low mechanical

stress on components compared with vibration and impact (i.e. rapping) methods.

Although acoustic (sonic) cleaning has been used in industry for over 40 year, the

systems are not always successful and the power industry remains conservative in the

use of this technology despite its potential advantages. There appears not to be an

understanding of how high-intensity sound interacts with layered powders and how this

mechanism can be exploited for cleaning. Theoretical and experimental studies are

required.

In this mainly experimental work, a laboratory based system for electrostatically

depositing dry powders has been designed, constructed and tested. This allows the

acoustic forces, required to overcome bonding forces and thus remove powderlayers, to

be investigated. The bonding forces were first estimated using a calibrated vibration

system. The same powder-plate combinations were then exposed to high-intensity

sound in a wave tube, also designed and constructed for the project. The sound pressure

level required to remove the deposited powder layer was recorded. Measurements

undertaken in a reverberation chamberandin a full sized ESP lead to a specification of

the sound level, frequency and duration required to removeelectrostatically deposited

powder layers. Measured results were also compared to prediction using available

mathematical models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backgroundto the study

The Acoustics Research Unit was approached in 2001 by a manufacturer ofair-driven

horns wishing to producea specification in terms of sound poweroutput and frequency

content for their range of acoustic cleaning systems [1]. The horns generate high-level

low-frequency sound and are used widely in industry to promote powder flow and

prevent build-up of powder deposits. Such acoustic cleaning systems are inexpensive,

easy to run and maintain, and can operate in parallel with the main industrial process.

The company also wanted to explore the possibility of using acoustic cleaners to assist

or replace mechanical rapping systems in electrostatic precipitators (ESP) of coal

burning powerstations.

Acoustic cleaners in ESPs are not common, as the efficiency of the technique is

variable. This is a result of the inherent variability in fly-ash properties and in the

operating conditions (temperature, moisture content, exhaust gas flow conditions,etc.).

A scientific investigation was therefore required to determine the sound pressure level

and frequency content of sound required to efficiently de-bond electrostatically

deposited fly-ash from metal surfaces. The approach adoptedin this project wasto first

assess the adhesion forces (between powder and surface) and cohesion forces (within

the powder) by meansofinertial effects in a vibration rig. The second step then was to

generate sufficient sound to de-bond the same powder plate combinations. The

relationship between the acoustic and vibration forces then is explored.



1.2 Statement of the problem

The build up of particle deposits causes significant loss of efficiency and costly plant

down time in industry. Boilers, filters and silos require regular cleaning or unblocking.

Filters, used to remove flue gas particulates, require frequent cleaning in order to

maintain efficiency and so meet environmental standards [2]. This is a particular

problem for coal fired powerstations. During combustion, mineral impurities in the coal

fuse in suspension and travel from the combustion chamberwith the exhaust gases. The

most commontype of furnace used in industry is the dry-bottom boiler. In this system

approximately 80% of the ash leaves the furnace as fly-ash entrained in the flue gas. As

the fused material rises, it cools and solidifies into spherical glassy particles. The

particles range in size from 1-100uUm ( 10°-10*m) and must be removed from the

exhaust gases before exiting to the atmosphere.

Forty years ago, coal burning wasresponsible for the majority of air-borne pollution in

cities. Air-borne fly-ash particles can cause serious health problems in humans. The

infamous London smog of 1952, attributed primarily to pollution from domestic coal

fires, caused 4000 additional deaths from asthmatic and bronchial effects [3]. A study of

the adverse effects on the health of children due to a coal burning powerplant in China,

notfitted with pollution control equipment, resulted in its closure [4].

Despite continuing efforts to find alternative and environmentally safe forms of energy,

coal remains a major fuel for producing electricity worldwide. Countries substantially

dependant on coal for producing electrical energy include; China (80%), India (66%)

and the United States (56%) [5]. In the United Kingdom 30% ofelectricity is generated

by burning coal [6]. At the present time there is much concern regarding the security of



energy supplies. The United Kingdom and other European states are increasingly

dependant upon imports of natural gas. Nuclear energy may provide a long term

solution to this problem, but powerstations will not be commissioned quickly enough to

bridge the energy gap as North Sea oil and gas reserves run out [7]. In 2008 the British

Government announced the construction of a new coal burning powerstation,the first

for 30 years, at Kingsnorth in Kent. Strict environmental legislation in many countries is

producing tighter regulations and standards, governing the emission of fine particles to

the atmosphere. In the United Kingdom, particulate emissions from power station

chimneys has seen a ten-fold decrease over the last thirty years [8]. The Large

Combustion Plants Directive imposesstrict emission limits for particulate emissions to

atmosphere of 50mg/m* for solid fuel powerstations [9]

In coal burning powerstations in the United Kingdom, the most common form of

particle filter is the parallel plate electrostatic precipitator [10]. Electrostatic

precipitators use high voltages to attract dust particles towards large vertical collection

plates, where they form a dust layer. At a critical thickness the deposited dust must be

removedfrom the plate in order to maintain filter efficiency. This is normally achieved

by rapping the plate using automated hammer systems. Due to the mechanical nature of

the rapping systemsthey are prone to wear and if misaligned can cause physical damage

to plates and electrodes [11]. The acceleration generated, by rapping systems, can be of

the order of 1000g. The hammers, collection plates and electrodes of the precipitator

must be robust enough to withstand the mechanical shock whilst maintaining long-term

reliability. Development engineers conductfull-scale laboratory investigations to make

sure that systems can withstand the typical 1 million impact cycles over a ten year

period [12].



Acoustic cleaning offers a cost-effective, reliable alternative to mechanical rapping and

has the advantage of cleaning all surfaces in the ESP casing whilst imposing very low

mechanical stress on ESP components. To be effective, however, the acoustic cleaner

must produce sufficiently high sound pressure levels to de-bond fly-ash layers at a low

enough frequency to clean over the total volume of the ESP. The specification of

acoustic cleaners is difficult due to the many variables that dictate the bonding forces

that must be overcome by the sound. An understanding of material properties,

electrostatics, and acoustics is therefore needed to quantify the sound level required.

1.3 Aims of the thesis

The aim of this project was to quantify the adhesive and cohesive bonding forces

formed when fly-ash is electrostatically deposited on to a metal surface and to

determine the sound pressure levels required to overcometheseforces.

Objectives:

e To develop a laboratory system to electrostatically deposit fly-ash on to a metal

surface.

e To develop a laboratory system to remove deposited layers in a controlled

manner, using vibration.

e To develop a laboratory based system to remove deposited layers in a controlled

mannerusing sound.



e To compare theoretical models of powder bonding forces with de-bonding

forces estimated from measured acceleration of covered plates.

e To compare theoretical models of acoustic forces with values obtained from

measured sound pressure levels required to remove electrostatically deposited

powderlayers.

1.4 Thesis layout

The thesis continues, in Chapter 2, with a description of the operation and application of

the most commonparticulate control systems.

In Chapter 3, the operation of the Parallel Plate Electrostatic Precipitator, the particulate

control device most commonly used in reducing emissions from coal fired power

stations in the UK is described. Standard methods of removing fly-ash from the ESP

collection plate are described along with methodsinvolving ultrasonics, infrasonics and

acoustic cleaning.

In Chapter 4 the inter-particle bonding forces and the physical characteristics that affect

these forces are described. Agglomeration, cohesion and adhesion are described.

Standard methodsof determining inter-particle forces also are described.

In Chapter 5, the material properties of the studied powders are described including

chemical composition and physical properties. Results of microscopic examination and

sieve analysis are discussed.



In Chapter 6, various methods of powder deposition are evaluated. A description is

given of the design, construction and testing of a system capable of controlled

electrostatic deposition of the powder material. A comparisonis given of the laboratory

and industrial installation conditions.

In Chapter 7, the design, construction and calibration of a vibration system capable of

removing electrostatically deposited powder layers, is described. The de-bonding

accelerations yield the de-bonding forces on the powderdeposit.

In Chapter 8, the de-bonding forces are obtained for fly-ash collected from ESPsoffive

large UK coal burning powerstations plus two control materials. Values calculated

from measured de-bonding acceleration, are compared with theoretical estimates.

In Chapter 9, theoretical models of the forces produced by sound on powderparticles

are described, including simple models of single solid spheres in a sound field. The

appropriateness of such models, to the case of compacted layers in a soundfield, is

discussed.

In Chapter 10 the design, construction and calibration of a high intensity wave tube is

described. The system is then used to measure the sound pressure level required to

removeelectrostatically deposited powderlayers.

Chapter 11 deals with practical implementation of acoustic cleaning in industrial ESPs.

Several noise generation mechanisms are compared, including air driven industrial



acoustic cleaners. Results from field measurements, undertaken in the ESP of a large

UKcoal burning powerstation during maintenance shut down,are presented.

Conclusions and suggestion for further work are presented in Chapter 12.



2 PARTICULATE CONTROL SYSTEMS

2.1 Introduction

Atmospheric impurities are characterised as fume, dust or grit, depending on the size

range of their particles, as shown in Figure 2-1. Particulate emissions from industrial

processesare controlled using a variety of techniques, including, inertial separators, wet

scrubbers, fabric filters and electrostatic precipitators [13]. Each technique has a range

of efficiency in terms of particle size, shown in Figure 2-2. In order to comply with

legislative controls, filter efficiencies of 99.9% often are required. Filter systems must

be reliable and able to cope with high volumeflue-gas throughput. It is important that

they do not introduce a pressure drop into the system.

2.2 Inertial separation

Inertial separators subject particle laden gas to a rapid change in velocity. The gas can

change direction readily, but the heavier dust particles cannot alter their course and

continue in their original direction and migrate across the flow to the wall of the

containing vessel, where they becomedisentrained in the low flow region of the device.

Typesof inertial separator used in industry include louvres and circular cyclones [14].

In louvre systems, the particle laden gas passes through setof parallel slats, rapidly

changing the flow direction. Cyclones cause a continuous change in direction as the

gas-dust mixture spirals around inside them. This type offilter is relatively inexpensive,

simple to build and reliable. They cause a relatively large pressure drop and have

reduced removal efficiency for small particles. The efficiency of removal is

approximately 80% for particles having an average diameter of 201m, reducing to 50%



for particles with an average diameter of 10um.For these reasonsinertial separators are

not used to control particulate emissions in coal fired powerstations.

2.3 Wet scrubbers

In this type of filter the gas is passed through a spray of water. This process is known as

scrubbing and is an efficient method of removing particles from gas [15]. They are,

however, energy inefficient as water needs to be pumped into the system and they

introduce a relatively large pressure drop in to the system. This methodis limited inits

range of applications by the boiling point of water. Above 40°C, the amount of water

required increases as muchis lost by evaporation. The high humidity remaining in the

gas after it is cleaned can cause erosion and corrosion of plant equipment. This type of

filter is normally used in processes having relatively small gas flows and is not

generally appropriate for use in coal fired powerstations.

2.4 Fabricfilters

Fabric filters work on the principle of passing particulate-laden gas stream through a

porous membranewhichfilters off the particulates and allows clean gas to pass through.

Collected particles form a layer on the filter surface and this increases collection as

particles now have a smaller filter area to pass through. In theory this device should

have close to 100% efficiency. However, to maintain an acceptable pressure drop across

the filter, it is necessary to periodically remove the deposited dust layer from the filter

surface. This is achieved by vibrating the filter material or by reversing the air flow

through the filter (reverse purging). During the purging process particles can be re-



entrained into the air flow and pass throughthefilter, thus reducing removalefficiency.

Large-scale filtering of industrial gases is often carried outin a filter house using bag-

filters, consisting of tubes of woven material closed at one end. The bag-filters are

arranged so that the gas passes through a number of bags in parallel, the number

depending upon the flow-rate of the gas and the degree of cleaning required. For large

installations such as powerstations, 35,000 bagfilters are required to treat the flue-gas

from each SOOMW boiler [8]. Cleaning efficiencies of 99.95% can be achieved using

fabric filters. They are however expensive and require regular maintenance and

replacement. They may be considered as a viable replacement for electrostatic

precipitators for dust that is difficult to charge (i.e. having high electrical resistivity).

2.5 Electrostatic precipitators

Electrostatic precipitation is a process that exploits the difference in electrical properties

between particulate material and the gas in whichit is entrained. The process wasfirst

demonstrated by Hohlfield in 1824, when he used high voltage to clear the fog inside a

glass jar [16]. Particles are charged by passing through a corona or charging electric

field [17]. The charging field is produced by applying a high voltage to discharge

electrodes, over which suspendeddust particles flow. Once charged, the particles move

across the gas stream from the discharge electrode towards an earthed collection surface

where they adhere forming a dust layer [18]. Electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) come in

two forms, tube and parallel plate. The systems require a high voltage power supply to

charge entrained dustparticles, an airtight tube or duct through whichthe dust laden gas

flows, earthed collection electrodes on to which the particles are deposited and a system

of removalof the deposited dust layer.
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2.5.1 Tubular precipitator

This device comprises of a tube, usually vertical with a discharge electrode suspended

along its axis, see Figure 2.3. The gas to be cleaned passes inside the tube. The

suspended dust particles are charged by the electric field produced by the discharge

electrode. The charged particles move towards the inside of the tubular collection

electrode and form a layer. The collected dust is removed from the tube wall by

impacting the tube with a hammer(rapping), the collected dust falls under gravity into

collection hoppers. As the dislodged dust falls, some re-enters the air stream and is

swept out of the precipitator. This effect is known as re-entrainment and limits the

efficiency of the tube precipitator to 60-80%. The low removal efficiency of the tube

precipitator makesit inappropriate for use in coal fired powerstations.

2.6 Summary

In this Chapter several industrial particulate control systems have been described. Few

systems can cope with the large through-put of gas produced by coal burning power

stations. Fabric filter systems can remove fly-ash at the filter efficiency required by

legislative control for flue-gas exiting to atmosphere but are expensive to install and

maintain. In the Chapter 3, a filter system that meets all the requirements for filtering

fly-ash from flue-gas, the parallel plate electrostatic precipitator, will be described.

11
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3 PARALLEL PLATE PRECIPITATOR

3.1 Introduction

The parallel plate electrostatic precipitator (ESP) is the most common industrial

particulate control device for dust, fume and mistparticles with an estimated 70% share

of the market [20]. The major application of the ESPis in the control of air pollution

and modern designs can approach 99.9% particulate capture efficiency. A well

maintained ESP can produce emissions below 10mg/m? [8] and so comply with the

50mg/m? dust emission regulations given in the Department for Environment and Rural

Affairs Large Combustion Plant Directive [21]. Typical flue-gas volume flows for a

large powerstation is of the order of 120m*/s. ESPs can handle gas flowsofthis rate

without introducing a large pressure drop. Applications include coal burning power

stations, incinerators, boilers and cement plant. This project focuses on the use of

acoustic cleaning systems to improveefficiency andreliability of ESPs in coal burning

powerstations.

The dust collected by an ESP can be removed from the collection plates by application

of a wet spray to the plates (wet ESP). This type of precipitator is reserved for

applications where the potential for explosion is high (such as oxygen furnaces used in

the steel industry) or where fly-ash having very high electrical resistivity is to be

collected. The majority of ESPs run dry and have the dust removed from the plates by

rapping. This project considers dry ESPs.
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3.2 Developmental history

Sir Oliver Lodge patented a design for a parallel plate electrostatic precipitator in 1885

[22]. The first commercially successful device was an improved design by F.G.Cottrell

in 1908. Cottrell used a negative charging voltage, improved electrode design and

utilised the recently developed mechanical high voltage rectifier, increasing corona

current [23]. The device was used to collect fumes from a lead smelting plant but only

achieved a collection efficiency of 90%. At this stage in development it was not known

that to successfully precipitate lead dust and fume it is important to optimise

temperature and flue gas moisture to control particulate resistivity. In 1912 an improved

device using fine wire discharge electrodes was installed at the Riverside Portland

Cement works to remove cement and other dust[24]. This unit could handle gas volume

flow rate of 472m°/s and was highly successful and remained in operation for 50 years.

In the 1920s, electrostatic precipitators began to be used worldwide to combat

particulate air pollution [25]. At this time there were no specific air pollution emission

limits, so the sizing and installation costs were based on the recovery value of material

collected. It was also in the 1920s that ESPs were applied to the power industries. This

resulted from the growing need for more electricity and the use of the pulverised coal

combuster to increase steam production for generators. These combusters produced

serious air pollution problems as 90% of the ash is carried off to the atmosphere as

opposed to 10% in combusters not using pulverised fuel. Most ESPs were designed by

rule of thumb, based on the work of Cottrell et al [26]. Deutsch theoretically indicated a

logarithmic relationship between gas flow rate and collector area [27]. Evald Anderson

experimentally confirmedthis relationship in 1925 [28].
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In the 1960s, stringent environmental legislation came in to force. As a practical step,

the Deutsch equation was modified by Matts and Ohnfeld [29] into a user-friendly form

allowing more accurate sizing of an ESP for a given efficiency. However, even today,

accurate modelling of ESPsis not possible. This is due to many variables affecting ESP

performance, including: chemistry of the combusted fuel, boiler design, temperature and

relative humidity, high voltage power supply design, electrode design (both high

voltage wire and earthed collection plate) and their alignment. The layout of the

electrodes also affects the flow of the gas through the filter and this is difficult to

predict.

The science of dust collection from flue gas using ESPis at the interface of materials

science, electrostatics and fluid dynamics and thereis not yet a full understanding, such

as to provide accurate methodsof prediction of performance.

3.3 Principal of operation

A simplified diagram of the main components of a powerstation is shownin Figure 3-1.

The coal fired boiler heats water to produce steam that in turn drives the turbine to

produceelectricity. The combustion pre-heater is a heat exchanger, cooling the flue gas

and returning the heat to the combustion air feeding in to the boiler. ESPs are classified

as cold or hot side devices, depending uponthe position of the precipitator in relation to

the combustion pre-heater. In hot sided ESPs, the precipitator is located before the air

pre-heater and so operates at high temperature (320-420°C). Applications of the hot side

ESP include cement kilns. The increased air temperature can cause structural and

mechanical problems that occur in the precipitator shell and support structure due to
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differences in thermal expansion. Since the 1980s most powerstation operators have

used cold sided ESPs [30] and have flue-gas temperatures in the range 120-200°C.

The operation of a parallel pate ESP can be dividedin to five essential steps:

1. generation of charge carriers

2. charging the dustparticles

3. movementof the particles towardsthe collection electrode

4. deposition of the particles on the collection electrode

5. removal of the dust layer after an appropriate time

The componentparts of a parallel plate ESP are shownin Figure 3-2. In most industrial

ESPsthe five steps occur simultaneously in one operational section. This is known as a

single stage ESP and is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.3. The system comprises of

large metal collection plates typically (15m x 5m x 2mm thickness) with separation

distance of the order 0.2m. Wire discharge electrodes are suspended betweenplates.

The whole assembly is encased in an airtight housing of concrete or steel and can be of

size 16m x 6m x 12m. A DCvoltage, in the range 30-100kv, is applied to the discharge

electrode. The voltage between the electrodes must be sufficient to exceed a value

known as the corona onset voltage. Above this voltage, an electric current flows

between the electrodes. Air contains in the order of 10'° neutral molecules per cm*

[31].Under the electric field, electrons accelerate away from the discharge electrode

with energies sufficient to knock additional electrons from surrounding air molecules

with which they collide, producing charged ions. This process, known asionization,

creates a cascadeofelectrons, that in turn charge the dust particles entrainedin theair.
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If the voltage between the electrodes is too high it will exceed the breakdown voltage

of air, resulting in sparking between the electrodes. The breakdownvoltage is affected

by environmental conditions such as humidity. The ideal inter-electrode voltage should

be close to but not exceeding breakdown. Voltage breakdown occursat higher voltages

for negative energization. As a result, most industrial devices operate with negative

voltage applied to the discharge electrodes and earthed collection plates. Discharge

electrodes have curved or pointed surfaces, to concentrate the electric field and promote

ionization.

The flue-gas enters the precipitator, passing between the earthed collection plates and

the high-voltage discharge electrodes, where the dust particles acquire a negative

charge. The charged particles are repelled by the discharge electrode and drift across the

flow towards the plates. Once at the plates, particles are held by a variety of forces

including electrostatic, Van der Waals and mechanical (bonding forces are discussed in

Chapter 4). As more dustparticles arrive a dust layer forms. The layer must be removed

to maintain the efficiency of the filter. The removed powderfalls under gravity into

collection hoppers.

In orderto achieve particulate removalefficiency of more than 99%, more than one ESP

will be required. Most designs have three or more ESP sections, knownasfields or

zones, arranged in series. Figure 3-3 shows a three-zone system. Each zone hasits own

discharge electrode voltage supply, allowing greater flexibility to accommodate for the

decreased dust burden as the air moves throughthefilter.
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3.4 Conventional methodsof cleaning

3.4.1 Rapping

In order to maintain filter efficiency, it is necessary to periodically remove the dust

layer. Removal is usually by mechanical impact rapping. This is achieved either by

tumbling hammers (see Figure 3-4) or by dropping heavy rods on to anvils (see Figure

3-5) connected to the component to be rapped [11]. The tumbling hammer system

normally consists of a motor driven shaft rotating at a constant velocity. This causes the

hammersto fall on to the component to be rapped. The drop rod system uses either a

motor-driven cam shaft or magnetic lifting mechanism to lift and drop the rapping rod.

The bonding force between dust particles and the collection surface is likely to be

higher than the bonding force within the dust layer (discussed in Chapter 4). When

rapped, outer layers of dust are removed leaving a thin residual coating. The

acceleration needed to remove dust layers varies considerably with dust properties. The

general consensusis that an acceleration of 500 to 1000m/s” is required to break the

cohesive bonds within the powders [32]. Although, total cleaning of the metal plates

would be ideal, the acceleration required to dislodge a 10um particle from a metal

surface is estimated to be of the order of 10000 m/s? [33]. Rapping could achieve this

acceleration but would cause disintegration of the dust layer and lead to severe re-

entrainmentof particles in to the air stream. The forces involved would result in metal

fatigue and mechanical damage. The design optimum, and operation, therefore, is a

compromise between the force required to dislodge the dust layer without causingit to

disintegrate. In order to reach the collection hopper, the dust layer must have an

effective diameter of the order of 1000uUm in order that the gravity overcomes the
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horizontal componentof the gas flow. The deposited layer has to be allowed time to

build-up to the required thickness (3mm-6mm) before removal. The time between

rapping will therefore depend on the dust concentration in the air. For the inlet section

of an ESP the average time for the layer to form to the required depth is ten minutes.

3.4.2 Vibrators

Electric vibrators were used in the 1960s to remove dust deposits from wire discharge

electrodes. They were found to be inefficient and are now rarely used [11] and will not

be discussed further.

In general, cleaning methods which involve direct contact with the precipitator plates,

eventually result in metal fatigue and mechanical failure. Ideally, plant manufacturers

and operators would prefer methods of powder removal of similar efficiencies but

wherethe plates are not impacted. Acoustic cleaning offers such possibilities.

3.5 Cleaning using sound

3.5.1 Introduction

Acoustic cleaners have been usedin the power generation industry since the early 1980

to clean baghouses, boilers and electrostatic precipitators. [34].The cleaners are

characterised in terms of acoustic power and frequency. The frequency characteristics

are broadly categorised as ultrasonic, infrasonic and acoustic (or sonic).
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3.5.2 Ultrasonic cleaning

The term acoustic cleaning tends to invoke images of cleaning small items such as

industrial components and coins. It is used in industry to remove contamination from

hard surfaces, such as metals, plastics and ceramics. Ultrasonic cleaning systems

operate in the range 20kHz-400kHz. An ultrasound generating transducer is immersed

in a cleaning fluid and generates compressional waves. The wavesare of sufficient

amplitude to cause cavitation, i.e. microscopic ‘voids’ or “partial vacuum bubbles’. The

bubbles collapse with enormous energy, removing surface dirt and contaminants.

Ultrasound, therefore, is not effective in air or other gases. The attenuation in air due to

frictional losses (air absorption), increases with frequency. At 20kHz (at 20°C,20%RH)

the attenuation is 0.5 dB/m. At 400kHz it is 27dB/m. Also, short wavelengths are not

able to diffract around obstacles efficiently. For these reasons ultrasound is not a

suitable technique for cleaning large industrial spaces.

3.5.3 Infrasonic cleaning

Infrasonics covers the range 0.001Hz to 20Hz (this is the range covered by

seismographs for monitoring earthquakes). Sound of long wavelengths propagate with

little attenuation and diffract efficiently around obstacles. It could be argued that the

lowest frequency possible would be best for acoustic cleaning. There are a number of

practical reasons for not adopting this approach. Firstly, it is technically difficult to

construct sourcesthat can efficiently produce frequencies below 20Hz. Also, if too high

a level is generated, structural damage can occur. For the reasons given above this

project does not include steady state sources operating below 50Hz.
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3.5.4 Acoustic cleaning

Acoustic devices operate in the audio frequency range, 50Hz to 20kHz. Acoustic

cleaners are designed to operate in the lower part of this spectrum, SOHz to 500Hz

[35,36]. At 50Hz the wavelength of soundin air is 6.9m (assuming the speed of sound

in air to be 344m/s) and the attenuation due to air absorption is negligible. A typical

section of a large industrial ESP can have a volumein excess of 1000m*. The volume

will contain approximately 50 collection plates plus high voltage discharge wires

attached to frames and other equipment(see section 3.3). If sound is to be effective in

removing dust deposited on surfaces within the housing it will need to penetrate remote

parts with sound pressure levels capable of imparting enough force to overcome dust

particle bondingforces.

The sound pressures required will depend on the dust particle bonding force that must

be overcome. This is difficult to specify as it depends upon the dust cohesive

characteristics which are determined by particle size and shape, moisture content,

electrical charge and material hardness (discussed in Chapter 4). Flue temperature and

relative humidity will also affect bonding force. It is therefore one of the aimsof this

project to quantify the bonding force between particles of fly-ash and other common

powdered material under specified conditions.It is likely that sound used for industrial

cleaning will need to be in excess of 100dB [37,38]. Levels up to 170dBare notlikely

to cause structural damage [39,40], however it is unlikely that practical industrial

airborne sources will be able to generate sound pressure levels exceeding 160dB.
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The main requirements for acoustic cleaners are therefore:

e Able to generate sufficiently high sound pressures to overcome dust bonding

forces in all areas of the ESP enclosure.

e Long wavelength to efficiently diffract around obstacles within the space.

e Minimalattenuation dueto air absorption.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter the developmental history and principal of operation of the parallel plate

electrostatic precipitator has been given. The traditional method of rapping used in

industrial units to remove deposited powder layers from collection plates has been

described. Ultrasonic cleaning does not offer a practical alternative to rapping.

Infrasonic cleaning does offer a practical alternative but frequencies below 20Hz are

difficult to produce and can causestructural damageto industrial installations. For these

reasons acoustic cleaning offers the most practical alternative to rapping systems whilst

imposingrelatively small mechanicalstress on filter components. In order to specify the

sound level required to remove powderlayers, the bonding forces that exist between

powderparticles must be known. In Chapter 4, inter-particle forces are described and

rated in terms of importance whenconsidering electrostatically deposited dry powders.
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4 POWDER BONDING FORCES

4.1 Introduction

The manner in which powder particles interact with each other and with their

surroundings can have significant effects on the efficiency of industrial processes [44].

In the previous chapter the process of dust removal from an air stream using

electrostatic precipitation was described. Dust, deposited on the collection electrode,

forms a layer that must be removed before a critical depth is reached in order to

maintain filter efficiency. To removethe layer, the cleaning processes must be able to

overcomethe forces that bind particles to each other and to the collection surface.It is

important, therefore, to understand the mechanismsby whichparticles form clusters and

sub-clusters. In this chapter a description is given of the inter-particle forces and

bonding mechanisms in dry powders. The forces are ranked in terms of importance,

when considering conditions found in cold side electrostatic precipitators used in

collecting fly-ash dust formed by burning coal. Measurement methods for determining

powderbonding forces are described and assessed in terms of suitability for use in this

project.

4.2 Inter-particle force

Powdercan be defined as a solid substance in the form of loose particles. Particles bond

together because attractive forces exist between them. These forces are generated by

several mechanisms that depend upon the physical properties of the material and the

surrounding environmental conditions. Particle interactions occur as a consequence of
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so-called long-range attractive forces (long-range here refers to distances greater than

nanometer (10°m)) and maybethe result of a numberof simultaneous processes. These

processes are different from the strong covalent chemical bonds that bring atoms

together to form a molecule. Solid powder bridges can form when particles are

subjected to high temperature or when chemical bonding takes place and result in very

strong bonds. In general, powder bridges do not tend to form in the collected dust of

cold side precipitators. In the absence of solid bridges the most importantinter-particle

forces comprise: capillary, electrostatic and Van de Waals forces. The following

sections describe the mechanisms producing these forces and their relative importance

in termsofelectrostatically deposited dust layers.

4.2.1 Capillary forces

Capillary forces are caused by moisture which condenses from the surrounding gas,

onto particle surfaces. Liquid bridges form between adjacentparticles and the action of

surface tension gives rise to an attractive force. The forces are dependant on the vapour

pressure of the surrounding gas. Vapour pressure is an indication of evaporation rate

andis related to relative humidity by;

RH
VP =SVP-—— 4-1

100

VP is the vapour pressure (Pa), SVP is the saturation vapour pressure (Pa), RH is the

relative humidity (%).
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The saturation vapour pressure is the pressure water vapour creates whenairis fully

saturated and is dependant on temperature. Capillary condensation occurs at high

values of relative humidity (usually in excess of 60%). The relative humidity of flue gas

in cold side electrostatic precipitators (gas temperature 130°C is typically 1-20% [45].

The relative humidity recorded in the laboratory during this project was typically 30%.

Above 100°C , moisture within the dust boils away leaving a networkof interconnected

patches, reducing the force. Capillary forces, therefore, were considered notlikely to

contribute significantly to overall inter-particle forces at the temperature, relative

humidity and pressure foundin industrial units and in the laboratory.

4.2.2 Electrostatic forces

Electrostatic forces are created when non-conducting particles come into contact with

surfaces of dissimilar material, causing an exchange of electrons at the surface layer.

This process, known as tribo-charging, causes the particles to become positively or

negatively charged, depending on the nature of the contacting surfaces[46, 47]. This is

different to corona charging, discussed in Chapter 6. Generally the overall effect of

tribo-charging is that particles are charged similarly, hence, according to Coulomb’s

law, the inter-particle forces, caused by this effect, are repelling. In general, tribo-

electrostatic forces do not contribute significantly to the overall inter-particle force of

fly-ash in flue gas [48].
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4.2.3 Van de Waals force

In 1873, Dutch Physicist J. D. Van de Waals proposed that deviations from the ideal gas

law at high pressures could be explained by assuming that the molecules attract each

other. His nameis used as a synonym forthe totality of intermolecular forces. In 1930,

London wasable to quantify Van de Waals hypothesis employing the newly developed

quantum chemistry [49]. London’s dispersion forces are weak intermolecular forces that

arise from transient dipoles (weak in comparison to strong chemical covalent forces).

Electrons in a molecule are mobile and this can lead to one end of the molecule being

slightly more negative than the other. An instant later the electrons move and the

polarity of the molecule changes. Electron movementcauses rapidly fluctuating dipoles.

Londondescribed the interaction of two molecules, one of which has becomepolarized

(the dominant dipole) by electron dispersion. This molecule induces an electrostatic

charge on a non polarized molecule close to it (induced dipole) and this leads to an

attractive force between them. A short time later, the electrons in the dominant dipole

may travel to the opposite end of the molecule. This will force the induced dipole to

change charge orientation as its electrons are repelled by the electrons of the dominant

dipole. Thus, an attractive force still exists between the molecules. The process is

shown diagrammatically in Figure 4-1.

Hamaker extended London’s model, for the interaction of two molecules, to macro-

scale objects (10°m and above) by summing the forces between molecules in each

body. He derived expressionsfor the attractive force between ideally smooth spheresin

a vacuum and a sphere anda flat surface [50]. The molecular interactions may not be

cumulative since molecules at the surface of a particle tend to shield the interactions of
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those located in the inner layers of the material [51]. In order to circumvent Hamaker’s

assumption of additivity, Lifshitz developed a theory for the interaction energy between

solid bodies in liquid media, as well as in a vacuum, using bulk material properties [52].

The Lifshitz-Van der Walls constant is obtained by measuring the optical properties of a

material over the complete electromagnetic spectrum. Lifshitz’s approach allows

Hamakerconstants, which are linked to bulk material properties, to be measured.

Hein uses this approachto predict forces between particles and between particle and a

surface [53].The adhesive force, F,, between a spherical particle and a plane surface,is

given in terms of the Van der Waals forceas:

Hydp
12 z,

A, = /H,-H,

Fix 4-2

H, is the Hamaker constant of material 1 (J) and H, is the Hamaker constant of

material 2 (J), here material 1 is that of a plate and material 2 is a powder, zis the

distance of closest approach between surfaces 0.4nm, dp is the particle diameter (m)

The cohesive force between spherical dry powderparticles is given as;

pat
coh ~ 2 4-3

24 Zz

H,, is the Hamakerconstant of the material (J)

The surface free energy of a material is defined as the work required to increase the area
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of a substance by one unit area. The Hamakerconstantcan be calculated using;

H,, =12-7-1- 29° 4-4

y is the surface free energy of the material (J/m”)

A survey by Visser showed that on average the value of the Hamaker constant for most

solids is 10175 [54]. Phuoc gives the value for fly-ash as 1.55x10°° J [55]. The

Hamakerconstant, used in these expressions, are semi-empirical and quantify the sum

of various contributionsto the total inter-particle forces [56]. This treatmentis valid for

non-retarded Van der Waals interactions i.e. distances less than 10nm [57]. This means

that the distance between particles must be small compared to particle diameter. In the

present study, the distance of closest approach between particles is estimated to be

0.4nm andsince fly-ash particle diameters range from 10 to 100um, this condition is

satisfied. If a particle diameter of 50m is assumed, the cohesive force due to the Van

der Waalsforce for fly-ash is 2x10° N and the adhesive force is 6 x10°N.

4.3 Particle surface texture and deformability

If particulate interaction produces particle deformation, the contact area between the

interacting particles will increase [51]. Consequently, the total Vand der Waals force

will be the sum of the force (F1) when no deformation occurs and the force ( F2)

arising from the increased contact area due to the deformation ofthe particle:

2

Frotal =ihae2,oe. (Am)

24 Zo. 1220° 2

 4-5

Amis the modified contact area between deformedparticles.
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The amount of deformation will depend on material properties and the contact time.

The increase in bonding force with time, between a particle and a surface, is commonly

termed ageing. Ageing dramatically increases bonding forces. Thin layers of dust, in

contact with the collection electrode, are relatively old and cannot be removed by

standard cleaning techniques such as rapping. In a study by Krishnan, removal

efficiency fell from 100% at zero time(i.e. particles removed secondsafter deposition)

to 50% after 24 hours for sub micron polystyrene particles, deposited on a silicone

wafer [58]. The layer is only removed from the electrode by manually scraping the plate

during plant shut down (normally once a year). Initially, the bonding force of the layer

next to the electrode surface may be increased by mechanical linkage due to surface

roughness.

Johnson, Kendall and Roberts [59] developed a model to estimate the surface force

acting over the contact area of a deformable particle, causing deformation at the contact

point. This is known as the JKR modelandis given by;

Fixr=32-rp-¥ 4-6

rp particle radius, y surface free energy (J/m’)

Derjaguin, Muller and Toporov proposed a model which also accounts for non contact

forces in the vicinity of the contact area, predicting a larger force [60]. This is known as

the DMT modelandis given by;

Four =47-1p-¥ 4-7
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The JKR and DMT models were shownto be limiting cases by Tabor [61]. The JKR

model is appropriate for large soft bodies with high surface energies. For smooth hard

particles with low surface energy the DMT model should be applied. Johnson and

Greenwood [62] proposed a dimensionless parameter (/) as a useful measure as to

which model is appropriate. Values of # less than 1, indicate the DMT model is most

appropriate whilst values above 5 suggest the JKR modelis used.

 
p-| oe] 1s

Em is the combinedelastic modulus of the materials in contact (N/m”), y is the surface

free energy of the material (J/m’), r- is the reduced radius of spheres of radius ri and

r2 (m).

For iron spheres of radius 10um, the value off is 0.1 (use the DMT model). For

100um radius polystyrene spheres the value of # is 5 (use the JKR model).

In practice, surfaces are not perfectly smooth. Small particles attached to the surface of

larger particles are known as asperities. Asperities first come in to contact when

particles interact as shown in Figure 4-2. The increased distance between particles and

the reduced contact area will reduce the bonding force. Rumpf modified equation 4.3 to

take in to account the radius ra of surface asperities [63];
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Au lp-Ya lp
Fcoh = ——- Lr, 4-9

12 (1p + 1a)

 

1+ fa
 

Z0

  

rp is the radius of the sphere, ra is the radius of the asperity.

Further modification, to account for the dimensionsof the asperities was undertaken by

Rabinovichet al [64]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM,discussed in section 4.8.3) was

used to measure the root mean square roughness of a surface. The bonding force

between a sphere andthe nonflat surface is given in terms of the Hamakerconstantby;

_ Arp 1 1
Feoh = 2 + 4-10

6z0 1+ lp 1+ 1.48-rms ;

1.48-rms Zo

 

rp is the sphere radius, rms is the root mean square roughnessofthe surface (m)

Equation 4-10 has been found to give more accurate results than equation 4-9 [65] but

requires accurate measurements of the surface topographies of the bodies involved,

using AFM techniques.

4.4 Resistivity

Resistivity (w) is defined as the ability of a material to resist the passage of electric

current. It is measured in ohm metres (Q.m ) and given by;
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y= 4-11
RA

l

R is the electrical resistance of a uniform specimen of the material (Q), A is the cross

sectional area of the specimen (m’), l is the length of the specimen (m).

or

VW = 4-12z
J

E is the magnitude ofthe electric field (v/m), J is the magnitude of the current density

(A/m2).

It can also be expressed in termsofthe electrical conductivity (o ) of the material

y=— 4-13
oO

o is the material conductivity (Siemens per meter s/m).

Theresistivity of a material is determined by its chemical makeupandaffects the ability

of a particle to accept and give up charge.It is, therefore, a major factor in electrostatic

precipitator design as it affects filter efficiency. The range of resistivity over which

electrostatic precipitators are mostefficient is 10°-10° Q.m. Dustwith resistivity below

this range acquire a charge quickly and are efficiently moved towards the collection

electrode by electrostatic force. Once deposited, however, they lose their charge. This

can lead to particles being dislodged from the electrode by drag forces created by the

flue gas and re-entrained into the gas stream. Coal which has a low sulphur content,

produces highresistivity dust (10'°Q.mat 150°C) [66]. Dust particles with resistivity
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above 10° Q.m is more difficult to charge and this reduces the effective migration

velocity of particles towards the collection electrode. Migration velocity for a dust

having a resistivity of 10''Q.m may be as low as 3 cm/s (optimum velocity is of the

order of 20cm/s). Once deposited on the collection electrode, high resistivity particles

maintain their charge and this can lead to difficulty in removing the dust by rapping,

due to the additional voltage clamping force (discussed in section 4.4.5).

4.4.1 Particle surface resistivity

Moisture present in flue gas can be adsorbed (process by which molecules of liquid are

held on to a surface forminga thin film) on to the surface of dust particles. The moisture

provides an electrical path with lowerresistivity than through the core of the particle.

Above 100°C (at atmospheric pressure), water boils away leaving a network of

interconnected patcheson the particle surface. As temperature rises, the patches occupy

a reduced proportion of the surface, increasing resistivity. Cold side electrostatic

precipitators operate at temperatures in the region of 150°C and surface conduction is

significantly reduced, conduction through the core of the particle now becomes the

dominantelectrical path. Figure 4-3 showsresults from laboratory measurements offly-

ash resistivity with and without moisture present [67]. Measurements, with moisture

removedshow, high valuesofresistivity (1.6x10'” Q.m ) at low temperature (50°C). As

the temperature approaches 200°C, the resistivity begins to decrease as a result of

increased thermal motion of molecules . In moist air, resistivity is reduced at low

temperature and increases with temperature as the particle surface water evaporates.

Resistivity reaches a maximum value at 150°C. Above this temperature, the resistivity

again reduces, due to thermal molecular motion [68].
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Dustresistivity can be modified by several mechanisms,including;

e Adjusting the filter operating temperature

e Increasing the moisture content

e Adding conditioning agents to the gas stream

e Take account of reduced collection efficiency by increasing the collection area

(i.e. a bigger filter)

Whenthe operating temperature of the process cannot be adjusted and the collection

area cannot be increased, the options are limited to increasing moisture content or

adding conditioning agents. The cheapest effective additive is water but this can cause

corrosion of metal parts within the filter. In order to be cost effective, conditioning

additives must be efficient in reducing dust resistivity at low concentration. The amount

of chemical required depends uponthe operating conditions of the precipitator and the

nature of the dust. One of the most widely used chemical conditioning agents is sulphur

trioxide [69].

4.4.2 Particle core resistivity

Theresistivity of the material from which the dust particles are composedis termed core

resistivity. In order to measurecoreresistivity, surface effects discussed earlier must be

eliminated. The method of measurement for the resistivity of insulating materials at

high temperatures is given in BS 5823 [70]. It is possible to estimate resistivity from

heating dust until particles fuse and taking samples from the interior of the solid mass of

cooled dust (avoiding the unrepresentative chemical composition of the fused mass near

to the surface). However, it is difficult to accurately predict the resistivity of an
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electrostatically deposited dust layer as the resistance of the dust is modified by the

effect of the junctions between particles, which depend upon particle shape and size

[71]. The relationship betweenresistivity and temperature is given by [69];

 (GF)y =B-exp 4-14

B is the pre-exponential constant (determined from measurement), Eu is the

minimum energy required for a chemical reaction to begin (activation energy

(J/molecule)), k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature (K).

4.4.3 Back-ionisation

Back-ionisation (also knownasreverse ionisation) is the term used to describe the effect

of electrical breakdown which occurs whentheelectric field developed acrossa layer of

charged dust deposited on the collection plate reaches a critical value. It is particularly

important in the case of high resistivity dust. The electrical breakdown strength of

deposited dust is between 10° and 10’ v/m.Thefield that builds up acrossthe layer, Er,

can be estimated from the dustresistivity and the current density:

Ei=y-J 4-15

Typically the current density at the collection plate of an electrostatic precipitatoris 10*

A/m?. Therefore thefield across the dust layer reaches breakdown whentheresistivity is

in the range 10'° to 10'' Qum. The ensuing electrical discharge that occurs within the

layer at the breakdown voltage produces electrons and positive ions. Positive ions

counteract the negative voltage of the discharge electrode and discharge dustparticles,

reducing precipitator efficiency.
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4.4.4 Voltage clamping forces

High voltages, applied to the discharge electrodes of industrial electrostatic

precipitators, generate additional forces on dust layers formed on the collection

electrode. Zimon suggests that efficient removal of adherent dust from collection

electrodes is possible only if the voltage is removed [72]. The direction and magnitude

of the clamping force depends upon the applied voltage and the resistivity of the dust.

Penney and Klinger propose an estimate of the force per unit area exerted on the surface

of a dust layer, situated in a corona field, based on the voltage gradient in air (i.e.

between the electrodes) and the voltage gradient in the dust layer [73]. The equation for

the forceis:

 

2

Faossa{e'-(L2) 4-16
A E0

&is the permittivity of free space (F/m), E is the potential gradient in the gas adjacent

to the dust surface (v/m), J is the current density (A/m”) , ris the dustresistivity (Q -

m) , & is the relative permittivity of the dust (F/m).

The voltage gradient in the dust is dependant on the current density in the deposited

layer, the resistivity and permittivity of the deposited material. Permittivity indicates the

ability of a material to store electrical energy when a voltage is applied toit. Figure 4-4

showsthe additional clamping force calculated using equation 4-16 for typical values

foundin industrial units (shownin Table 4-1).
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Permittivity free Permittivity of Dust Potential Current
space dust resistivity gradient density

@y (F/m) e, (F/m) Q-m E (kv/m) j (amps/m2)

8.85E-12 3.54E-11 1.00E+07 5.00E+05 5.00E-04

Table 4-1 Typical values for dust permittivity, dust resistivity, potential gradient and

current density existing in an industrial unit.

For dust resistivity up to 2.4 x 10° Qm the force is positive, signifying a pull-off force.

Whentheresistivity is 2.5x10° Qm,the additional clampingforceis zero,i.e.

p-(74) Per
E€0

Whentheresistivity of the dust exceeds 2.5x10° Qm,the force holds the layer on to the

collection plate (a negative force indicates voltage clamping). This effect is investigated

experimentally in Chapter7.5.

4.5 Surface roughness

Particles, and the surfaces to which they adhere haveirregularities that can reduce the

area of contact and increase the separation distance, as introduced in section 4.3. This

section will discuss the effect of surface irregularities on bonding forces. Studies into

the effect of surface roughness on the bonding forces of smooth spherical glass particles

show that the force is highest for the smoothest surfaces [74]. As the roughnessof the

surface increased the force decreases, until, at a critical roughness, the force once again

increases. This is shown for a single spherical particle in Figure 4-5. For a smooth

surface the contact area between surface and particle is a maximum (4-5 a). If the
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roughness increases, but is small compared to the particle diameter, the contact area is

reduced and the distance between surface and particle increased (4-5 b). If the particle

diameter is small compared to surface irregularities, mechanical interlocking occurs and

the force increases again (4-5 c). As described in section 4.3, powders will be subject to

deformation caused by bondingforces, resulting in elastic flattening of the particle. This

will increase contact area and reduce separation distance, increasing the force between

the particle and surface. The effects of surface roughness, mechanical linkage and

elastic deformation of the powderare likely to increase the bonding force at powder-

plate interfaces. This may lead to fracture within the powderand notat the powder-plate

interface, when removinga layer.

4.6 Particle characterization

4.6.1 Introduction

Particle size and shape determine powder bulk properties [75]. Powders, comprising of

particles having well defined shape and of similar size, are rare (glass bead calibration

powders have this property). Most powders have particles varying in both size and

shape. In air pollution control, particles fall in to one or more of the following

categories, based on particle size: fumes (particles<lum); dust (1-100uUm); mist

(>100um), shown in Chapterl, Figure 2-1. Flue gas, at the inlet of an electrostatic

precipitator comprises of various sized particles of irregular shape. The challenges in

arriving at a meaningful single figure descriptor for particle size will now be discussed.
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4.6.2 Particle size

In many industrial applications a single number is required to characterise powder

particle size. Powders consisting of particles having a well defined shape of similar size,

a mono-sized distribution of spheres or cubes for example, can be accurately described

by a single size descriptor, such as shape and number of dimensions (Table 4.2).

Industrial powders tend to comprise various size particles with shapes that require

knowledge of more than one dimension to fully describe them. Examples of

terminology used to quantify the size of an irregular shaped particle are shownin Figure

4.6. Martin’s diameter is the mean of the length of a chord that bisects the particle area

[75]. Feret’s diameter is the maximum distance between two tangents on opposite sides

of the particle [76].

 

 

      
 

Shape Sphere Cube Cylinder Cuboid Cone
Radius,

Dimension Radius Side length Radius, height Three side lengths height

Table 4-2 Dimensions required for a full description of regular shaped particles using a

single number.

Image shear diameter is the mean of the distance that the image ofa particle has to be

moved so that it does not overlap the original outline of the particle [77]. These

classifications are classed as two-dimensionalstatistical mean diameters. If sieving is

used, derived diameters are determined by measuring a size dependant property of the

particle and relating it to a linear dimension. The most widely used of these are the

equivalent spherical diameters. Thus a unit cube with the same volumeas a sphere of

diameter dy has a volume diameter given by;
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1/3

ay (2%) 4-18
1%

Vp is the volumeofthe particle (m?).

The volumeofan irregular shaped particle can be calculated from its density and mass.

4.6.3 Particle shape

The shape of a particle influences such properties as flowability of powder, packing

density and interaction with fluids (including air) [78]. Quantification of particle shape

is difficult for irregular particles. Qualitative terms may be used to give someindication

of the nature of particle shape and someof these are given in Table 4-3 from British

Standard 2955: Glossary of termsrelating to powders[79].

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Term Definition

Acicular Needle shaped

Angular Sharp edged or polyhedral shape

Crystalline Havingthe geometric symmetry characteristic of a crystal

Dendritic Having a branched crystalline shape

Fibrous Threadlike, either regularly formed or not

Flake A thin broad particle

Granular Having an approximately equidimensional but irregular shape

Irregular Having different measurements in three dimensions

Nodular Having a rounded irregular shape

Table 4-3 Qualitative terms used to describe particle shape from BS 2955

4.6.4 Optical microscopy

Microscopyis often used for particle size analysis, since it allows individual particles to

be observed and measured [80]. It also permits examination of the composition of

particles. The representativeness of the sample under analysis is critical. Sampling
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techniques and sample preparation should therefore be carefully considered. The optical

microscope is used for the examination of particles in the range 0.8-150um. Above

150um a magnifying glass is suitable, while for smaller particles it is necessary to use

an electron microscope. Fly-ash has a particle size range of 1-100um and sois suitable

for study using optical microscopes. Modern systems have high-quality digital cameras,

attached to the microscope, so that photographs of the specimen can be taken for further

analysis. Samples of the materials used in this study were sent to the Department of

Chemistry at the University of Liverpool. The resulting digital images were then

analysed by the author and are discussedin section 5.4.1.

4.6.5 Sieving

Sieving is probably the easiest and most popular method of size analysis, but is

restricted to powders having the greater proportion of particles coarser than 75um. For

finer powders the method is not usually used because of the high cost of producing

sieves with uniform apertures ofthis size.

A sieve is an open container, usually cylindrical, having regularly spaced and uniform

openings in the base. When wire meshis used to form the base the openings are square.

Bystacking sieves in order of ascending aperture size and placing the powderon the top

sieve and agitating, the powderisclassified in to fractions. A closed panis placedat the

bottom of the sieves to collect the fines and a lid placed on top of the stack to prevent

loss of powder whenagitating. The sieves can be agitated manually or mechanically.

The technical requirementfor test sieves is given in BS 410 [81], the method for the use

of the sieves is given in BS 1796 [82]. The sieve size is the minimum square aperture
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through whichparticles can pass. Fractionation is defined as the process of separation of

a mixture in successive stages, each stage removing one of the substances making up

the mixture. In the sieving method, the sample is divided in to a numberof discrete

fractions using a set of sieves [83]. Fractionation by sieving is a function of two

dimensions only, maximum breadth and maximumthickness,as unless the particles are

excessively elongated, the length does not hinder the passage of the particle through the

aperture [84].

Sieving will be mostly effected by;

e Errors of sampling from the bulk material

e Particle size distribution of the powder

e Numberofparticles on the sieve (load)

e Methodof shaking the sieve

e Duration of sieving

The results of sieving materials used in this study are given in section 5.4.2.

4.6.6 Sampling

In practice, the particle size distribution of large quantities of powder often are assumed

from laboratory analysis performed on small samples. It therefore is important that the

sample is representative of the bulk powder. Generally, samples should be taken with

the powder in motion. This is usually possible in continuous processes. With

consignment sampling, it may be achieved during filling or emptying of storage

containers.
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4.7 Powderpacking and layer formation

4.7.1 Introduction

Section 4.2 describes forces that exist between single powder particles. This section

considers how particles pack to form layers. In the case of an electrostatic precipitator,

fly-ash particles are directed under electrostatic force towards the collection electrode.

Thefirst particles to reach the electrode will bondto its metal surface. As moreparticles

arrive they pack ontop, to form a layer. [85]. The mechanismsthat bring single particles

together to form clusters and layers can be broadly classified as agglomerative, cohesive

or adhesive (see Figure 4.7).

4.7.2 Agglomeration

Agglomeration is the term used to describe the action of fine powderparticles colliding

with each other to form larger clusters of material in an air stream. Fine dust particles

are in continuous motion due to bombardment by air molecules. The result of this

bombardmentis known as Brownian motion [86]. As particles increase in size they are

less prone to Brownian motion and so the probability of collisions decreases. In

electrostatic precipitators, agglomeration increases the average particle size of dust in

the air stream as small particles collide and bind to each other, forming clusters. As the

mass of the clusters increases, the drift speed of the material towards the collection

electrode reduces andthe distribution of charge within the precipitator is also affected.
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4.7.3 Cohesion

Cohesion refers to interactions between particles of the same chemical structure and

similar particle size and is defined as the maximum tensile stress that a powder can

withstand andis directly related to the maximumforceat the contact point between two

neighbouring particles. Cohesion, therefore, depends on the inter-particle forces

discussed earlier in this chapter. In electrostatic precipitators, cohesion of the dust layer

formed on the collection electrode is important as it will affect the efficiency of the

filter. If the deposited layer has low cohesivity, it may break up when removed from the

collection plate and dust particles could be re-entrainedin to the air stream.

4.7.4 Adhesion

Adhesion refers to interactions between particles of different materials (particles and a

surface, for example). In order for adhesion to take place the particle and the surface

must comein to contact. After deposition on to the surface, the bonding force will be

determined by surface roughness (described in 4.3) and Van de Waals forces (described

in 4.2.3). Elastic deformation of the particle, caused by the bonding force, will increase

the contact area between particle and surface and so reduce the distance between them.

Adhesion is likely, therefore, to increase with contact time after deposition of the

particle on to the surface.
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4.8 Bonding force measurement methods

4.8.1 Surfacetilt

The simplest method for the determination of powder bonding force is based on

measurementof the slope of a surface [87]. Powder is placed on a horizontal surface,

the surface is then inclined until the powder detaches and the angle of the surface is

measured. This technique was used by Buzagh [88] to determine bonding forces in

liquid media. The bondingforce is given by;

F= velPp - pr)g sing 4-19

v is the volume of the particle, ~ is the density of the particle, pris the density of

liquid, g is the acceleration due to gravity and q@ is the angle of inclination of the

surface.

For the case of a powderlayerin air, the de-bonding force was determined by Cremer

et al [89]. When the powderlayer begins to slide from the inclined surface, the de-

bonding force can be expressed by;

F=mg sina 4-20

mis the mass of the powderlayer.

It is assumedthat in the course of detachment, the layer is mass like. The technique has

been usedin a study of avalanches of fine cohesive powders [90].
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The methodis applicable only if the bonding force perparticle is less than the particle

weight, if this is not the case the layer will not be removed even whentheplate is at 90°

to the horizontal plane. The collection plates in electrostatic precipitators hang

vertically and collected dust can only be removed from them by rapping the plate

(section 3.4.1). The force due to gravity, therefore, is not sufficient to remove

electrostatically deposited powder layers. The aim of this work (section 1.3) is to

quantify bonding forces formed when fly-ash is electrostatically deposited on metal

surfaces. For the reasons given,the surface tilt method cannotbe usedin this study.

4.8.2 Centrifuge method

This method uses a standard laboratory centrifuge to remove powderparticles and

layers in a controlled way. It has been widely used in determining bonding forces in

both air and liquids [91]. The method is based on detachmentof particles from a dust

covered plate that is rotated about a horizontal or vertical axis. The direction of the

force, produced by rotation, depends onthe orientation of the plate in the holder. If the

deposited layer faces inward towards the centrifuge rotor, the force will press the

material on to the plate. This allows material to be pressed on to a surface, with forces

found in an industrial process for example, before then being removed.If the layer faces

outward with the plate next to the rotor a pull off force will be produced. Modern

systems use image analysis software, coupled to a microscope, to store images of the

deposited powderon the collection plate prior to testing. After rotation, the collection

plate is re-photographed so that comparisons can be made with the stored image. This

process is repeated for increasing speed ofrotation, allowing the efficiency of removal

to be assessed. The de-bondingforceis given by:
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F=ma’l 4-21

mis the massof the particle (kg), @ is the angular velocity (radians/second), / is the

distance between the centre of gravity of the powderlayer andthe axis of the centrifuge

(m).

This system is used widely in the pharmaceutical industry and particularly for

measurements of the adhesion of powders used in drug inhalation [92]. A study of the

inter-particle force of phosphate rock, using this method, measured particle removal

forces of 2x10’ N [93]. The method has the advantage that it uses standard laboratory

equipment, is relatively simple and can measure a wide range of forces. General

laboratory centrifuges operate up to 3000 rpm and, depending on particle size and

specific measurement conditions, can be used to measure bonding forces in the range

10° to 10N.

This project is concerned with the efficiency of removal of deposited powders using

sound. It is likely that the frequency of the sound and the sound level will affect

removal efficiency. The centrifuge method does not allow measurement of the de-

bonding force in terms of frequency. It is also not practical to use this method with high

voltages present, this is essential in order to investigate voltage clamping effects. For

these reasonsthe centrifuge method cannotbe usedin this project.

4.8.3 Atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was developed at the IBM Research Laboratories in

Zurich in the mid 1980s. The primary function of the microscope is to allow
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visualisation of a surface on an atomicscale. It can also be used to measure bonding

forces of microscopic particles. The measurement of forces using this system is called

atomic force spectroscopy (AFS). The system comprises of a sharp tip situated at the

apex of a flexible cantilever that is deflected by external forces. The tip can be moved

using a piezoelectric scanner allowing sub-nanometer displacement when a voltage is

applied. Deflection of the cantilever is monitored by a laser beam reflected from the

back surface of the cantilever and detected by a position-sensitive photodiode-detector.

The system can measure particle bonding forces over the range 10pN to IUN [94]. This

method allows accurate measurement of the de-bonding force of individual particles

from a surface. It cannot be used for powder layers and measurements can not be

undertaken in the presence of high voltages for investigation of voltage clamping

effects. Sample preparation is intricate and time consuming. The equipment involvedis

specialised and very expensive and wasnot consideredfurtherfor this investigation.

4.8.4 Vibration method

In this method, powderis deposited on to a surface to form a layer. The layer is then

removed by increasing the oscillation of the surface at a set frequency. When in

oscillatory motion, the powder is subjected to inertial forces and when these forces

exceed bonding forces, the powder layer will be removed. The processis illustrated in

Figure 4.8.

The layerinertial force is given by;

Fi=m.a 4-22
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F; is the layer de-bonding force (N), m is the mass of the powderlayer (kg) and a is

the acceleration of the surface (m/s’).

In order for this method to be used, bonding forces must be greater than gravitational

force. The force, F’, , due to gravity is given by;

Fs = g xm 4-23

g is the acceleration dueto gravity (m/s”), mz is the layer mass (kg)

mi == dp’pyN 4-24

dp is the particle diameter (m), >is the particle density (kg/m’), N is the numberof

particles forming the layer.

The movementof the powderthroughthe air will also produce a drag force on the layer.

For a spherical particle, this force can be calculated using Stokes law [95];

Fa = 62Nrpw 4-25

7) is the viscosity of air (N s/m’), w is the velocity of the particle (m/s), rp is the

particle radius (m).

The relative contributions of the forces exerted on a single 100um spherical fly-ash

particle can be estimated using values shown in Table 4.4 for a surface vibrated at an

acceleration of 100m/s” and a frequency of 100Hz;
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Particle diameter 100 x10° (m)
Particle acceleration 100 (m/s?)

Particle velocity 0.16 (m/s)

Particle density (fly-ash) 3200 (kg/m?)

Dynamicviscosity of air 1.85x10° (Ns/m’)   
 

Force due to gravity 1.5x10°N

Drag force 2.3x10°N

Inertial force 1.6x10’7N

Table 4-4 Typical values of parameters for fly-ash and resultant forces

The gravitational force is an order of magnitude lower and the drag force almost two

orders of magnitude lower than the inertial force. Hein [53] used this technique as an

indirect method to measure the bonding force between a silicon wafer substrate and

spherical particles of glass, tin and starch. The particle diameters in this study were in

the range 20-70um. Single particles were placed on to the substrate, which was then

vibrated until they were removed. The force required to remove the particles from the

substrate was in the range 1x10°N to 8x10’ N. In the industrial situation under study,

the collection plates in electrostatic precipitators are vertically hung. The bonding force

of the dust layer must therefore exceed the gravitational force. The dust layer is exposed

to drag forces from the movement of the air stream through the filter, usually of the

order of 3m/s, again this is not sufficient to remove the layer. Removal of the collected

dust is achieved by rapping the plate and inducing a sufficiently large inertial force to

overcome the layer bonding force. As a laboratory method, the vibration method is

attractive as it allows controlled removal of layers at a single frequency using inertial

forces. It has the additional benefits of being able to monitor the process of removal

using video cameras, digitising images for later analysis and allows high voltage

electrodes to be positioned near to the powderlayer in orderto assess additional voltage
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clamping forces. This method wasused in the present study in order to obtain estimates

of the cohesive and adhesive forces in fly-ash samples.

4.9 Discussion and summary

In this chapter a description has been given of the inter-particle forces that exist in dry

powders. The dominant bonding forces in cold-side electrostatic precipitators are Van

der Waals forces. Estimates, based on the bulk Hamaker constant and a particle

diameter for fly-ash of 50um (Equation 4-3), predict the inter-particle cohesive Van der

Waals force to be 2x10° N. Predicted forces are similar to those reported in the

literature on dry pharmaceutical powders, obtained by vibration methods. In addition to

the Van der Waals force, a clamping force due to the discharge electrode voltage is also

predicted. This force is not expected to be significant unless the fly-ash has high

resistivity (above 10° Qm). Distinction has been made between the terms

agglomeration, cohesion and adhesion with respect to their roles in the operation of

industrial electrostatic precipitators. Agglomeration affects transport of the ash to the

collection electrode. Once attached to the surface, removal of the dust will depend on

the adhesion between the dust and the surface and cohesion between dust particles

forming the layer. Adhesion is likely to exceed cohesion and this may lead to the dust

layer fracturing and leaving a thin layer of dust attached at the powder-plate interface.

The latter is observed as a thin residual layer that can only be removed from the

collection electrode by scraping during shut downofindustrial units.

The vibration method has been selected for laboratory use in this project. It provides a

controllable, repeatable method of powder removal at set frequencies of excitation. It

also allows measurements to be undertaken with discharge electrode voltages applied. A
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system employing the vibration method wasdesigned and calibrated and is described in

Chapter 7. The system is used to measure the de-bonding force required to remove

electrostatically deposited powders in Chapter8.
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a Ideally smooth surface

b Surface irregularity small compared to particle diameter

Cc Surface irregularity large compared to particle diameter

Figure 4-5 Effect of surface roughness on contact area and distance.
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A Equivalentcircle diameter

B Martin’s diameter

C Feret’s diameter

D Image shear diameter

Figure 4-6 Dimensional terminology used in microscopy. Extract from reference 75
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Figure 4-8
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5 POWDERS

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, a description was given of inter-particle bonding forces and

their method of measurement. This chapter describes the physical characteristics of dry

powder materials used in the study. In addition to five fly-ash samples, two control

materials, calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate, were also included. In contrast to

fly-ash, the control materials are manufactured to a specification and so have well

defined characteristics. They are also inert and readily available. Calibrated optical

micrographs of each material were obtained to investigate powder particle size and

shape for the materials. A sieve analysis, using standard techniques, was also

undertaken.

5.2 Fly-ash properties

The ash formed when coal is crushed and ground in to a fine powder and burnt in a

furnace is known as pulverised fuel ash (PFA). The ash, carried overin flue gases from

the combustion zone comprises a complex mixture of predominantly silica and alumina

based compounds. During combustion, the coal is exposed to temperatures in the

region of 1200°C. This causes some ash material to be volatilised (converted into gas or

vapour). This material subsequently condenses, as the flue gas leaves the boiler and the

temperature reduces, to produce particles that are less than lum in size. As most of

these particles have been in a liquid or molten state, surface tension tends to produce

spherical shapes. Therefore, PFA is a mixture of both dust and micron and sub micron

size spherical fume particles. Parker describes the range in size of particles making up

fly ash as a log normal form of distribution [67]. He gives the mean particle size,
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defined as the diameter where 50% of the mass of the sample lies above and below this

size, as 15um. The mode,the particle size that has the highest frequency of occurrence

within the distribution, is 5um. The median, the size where 50% of the number of

particles lie above and below that value is, 101m. The material data sheet of the fly-ash

resource centre gives a figure of approximately 20-40% of particles below 7um in

diameter [96].

Individual fly-ash samples, collected from different powerstations, will be referred to as

batch samples. Averages of measurementresults using the five batch samples will be

referred to as processresults.

5.3 Control powder properties

Calcium sulphate (CaSO4.2H2O) is a powder produced from processing naturally

occurring gypsum mineral. For the present study, the material was purchased in 25kg

sealed paper sacks from BPB Formula as ground gypsum (superfine white). A

description of the physical properties of this material is given in technical data sheet

167/TD3/UR [97]. A sieve analysis given in the data sheet gives a figure of 86% of

particles as being of 75um diameter or less. It also states that the material will not

deteriorate chemically whenstored in an airtight container at room temperature and in

dry conditions, however,it is particularly susceptible to compaction.

Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) forms 4% of the earth’s crust and is most common in

natural form as chalk, limestone and marble [98]. The primary type of industrial product

is ground calcium carbonate made by crushing and processing limestone to produce
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powder graded in terms of particle size. Material was purchased from Omya UK as

Snowcal 70. The product specification states that 0.01% of particles have diameters

larger than 45um [99]. The material is described as stable at room temperature and

pressure.

5.4 Inspection and measurement of samples

Samples of fly-ash were received from five large coal burning powerstations in the

United Kingdom. Samples were scooped from the collection hoppers of station

electrostatic precipitators by workers at the plant. This method of sampling is prone to

errors, as the sample is taken from the surface of the storage device and may not be

typical of the bulk of the material. However, as the fly-ash is removed from the

collection electrode in sheets (3-6mm in thickness), one on top of another, and the

collection hopperis stationary (so not causing segregation as on a moving conveyor for

example), it is reasonable to assume that material scooped from the surface is

representative.

5.4.1 Microscopic examination

Micrographs, prepared by the Department of Chemistry at the University of Liverpool,

using an optical microscope of 600x magnification, are shown in Figures 5-1 (fly-ash)

and 5-2 (calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate).

Visual inspection of the micrographsof the five fly-ash samples revealed that they are

madeupof similar sized particles, despite being the product of combustion of different

types of coal in different furnaces. Representative micrographsof fly-ash samples | and
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4 are shownin Figure 5-1. Particles range in diameter from 5um to 100um.Particles

having a diameter of less than 25m are generally spherical in shape, with larger

agglomerates tending to have an irregular shape. Visual assessment of the spread of

particle sizes is given in Table. 5.1. The limited study suggests that 80% of particles

have a diameter of 25um orless.

 

 

 

      
 

Percentage

No of particles: Fly- No of particles: Fly- of total
Particle diameter (um) ash batch sample 1 ash batch sample 4_| particles

5 to 30 250 300 79.30

30 to 50 50 21 8.72

>50 12 20 5.11

Table 5-1 Estimate of the range of particle size for fly-ash sample 1 and 4 from visual

inspection of the micrographs.

Calcium sulphate powder particles appear irregular in shape and range in size from

approximately 50-100um.It is difficult to accurately estimate the particle size and shape

of calcium carbonate from the micrograph in Figure 5.2. A rough approximationis that

the particles are 10um in size and irregular in shape.

The results of the visual inspection are summarized in Table 5.2.

 

 

 

 

Material Estimatedparticle size (jum)

Fly-ash 12

Calcium sulphate 100

Calcium carbonate 10    
 

Table 5-2 Estimated particle size of the powders from visual inspection.
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5.4.2 Sieve analysis

Dry sieve analysis was conducted on the five fly-ash samples, calcium sulphate and

calcium carbonate powder, using wire mesh sieves conforming to BS 410, shown in

Figures 5-3 and 5-4. The 75m sieve mesh is shown in the micrograph of Figure 5-5.

100g of powder wasplaced in to the top sieve and the sieves were manually agitated

according to the procedure given in BS 1796-1. Powderin each sieve after agitation was

weighedto an accuracyof 0.01g using a precision balance.

Results are shown in Figures 5-6, 5-7 and 5-8. For the five fly-ash samples tested, 50%

pass through to the 75um sieve and 40% progresses throughthis sieve to the collection

pan. This suggests that fly-ash has 90% of particles less than 212um in size. The

average particle size for fly-ash will be taken as 75 um.

For calcium sulphate, 80% of the sample exceeds 425um in size. Calcium carbonate has

57% of the sample exceeding 425um in size. The average particle size for these

materials will be 425um.

5.5 Discussion

Data for fly-ash particle size given in the literature suggests a range of 1-100,1m, with a

mean size of 15um. Visual inspection of calibrated micrographs of the five fly-ashes

used in this study suggest particles in the range 5-100um, with an average particle size

of 12um. Smaller particles are spherical in shape and larger agglomerates haveirregular

shape. Sieve analysis of the samples indicate that over 50% of the particles lie in the

size range 75-212um, significantly higher than suggested in the literature. The samples
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of fly-ash used in this study were very small and can hardly be representative of fly-ash

as a whole. However, the similarity in physical properties between the samples was both

striking and unexpected, as each sample was formed from the combustion of different

coal in different furnaces. Similarity in physical properties may lead to similar force

forming whentheparticles are deposited in a layer.

Visual inspection of the micrograph of calcium sulphate indicate irregular shape in the

range 1-100um.Sieve analysis indicated 80% exceeds 425um. The manufacturers data

sheet gave 86% being less than 75um. Similarly, the measured calcium carbonate was

larger particles than given in the material data sheet, whilst the micrographs generally

agree with particle size given in the literature. The reason for the inconsistency, between

the data given by the manufacturer, visual inspection of micrographs and sieve analysis

undertaken in the laboratory, is probably due to agglomeration of the powder during the

sieving process.It is assumed the manufacturer also used manualagitation, although the

details are not known. This suggests that whilst micrographs are useful in determining

particle shape and fundamental particle size, when particles interact with each other

they agglomerate to form larger clusters and this will affect the way the material

behaves. This is likely to be important when particles form layers on surfaces. The

measured sieve analysis data is likely to give particle size closer to that found in

deposited powder layers when large numbers of particles interact to form the layer.

Chapter 6 describes methods of depositing the powders described in this chapter on to a

surface.
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Fly-ash batch sample! (100Um = ) Fly-ash batch sample 4 (100m )

Figure 5-1 Optical micrographsof fly-ash samples 1 and 4 (600x magnification).

 

Calcium sulphate (100Um=) Calcium carbonate (SOum = )

Figure 5-2 Optical micrographsof calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate (600x magnification).
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Figure 5-3 Wire meshsieves conforming to BS 410

 

Collection pan 
Figure 5-4 Assembled sieve set
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Figure 5-5 Micrograph of the 75m sieve mesh (200 time magnification) used in sieve analysis
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6 DEPOSITION OF POWDERS

6.1 Introduction

Bonding forces that exist between powderparticles within a powder layer and between

the powder and a solid surface have been described in Chapter 4. Several factors affect

the magnitude of bonding forces, including the characteristics of the powder, the surface

of deposition and the mechanism of attachment [100,101]. Environmental conditions,

including temperature and relative humidity, also affect powder bonding forces [67].

The complex interaction between the many variables involved points to an experimental

assessment of bonding forces rather than a theoretical approach. It was proposed to

estimate bonding forces by meansof a vibration method(see section 4.8.4).

The first requirement was a repeatable and controllable method of powder layer

deposition. The powder bonding forces, produced by the method of deposition, must be

sufficiently large to allow manipulation of the coated surface for furthertesting.

6.2 Powderdispersal

The size of airborne fly-ash particles, found in electrostatic precipitators, is within the

range 1j/m to 100j/m [8]. In this investigation the range of powderparticle size was

reduced by sieving before dispersal into the air. A sieve of mesh size 500/.m wasfitted

in a funnel of diameter!20mm (see Figure 6-1). The powder wasloadedin to the funnel,

which dispersed it efficiently onto the surface. Flow was promoted by tapping the

funnel gently. The system provided a simple and controllable method of deposition.
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6.3 Receiver surface system

The choice of size and shape of the block, onto which the powders wereto be deposited,

was dictated by several factors. The surface had not to display resonant characteristics.

The system had to be small and easily detachable as small quantities of powder only

were available. The coated receiver structure formedpart of a calibrated vibration table,

the details of which are given in Chapter 7. The powderreceiving structure was required

to move as a simple mass whendriven bythe electro-dynamic shakerof the calibrated

vibration table. The vibratory motion of thin plates is complicated and can bealtered by

mass loading of the plate by attaching transducers (discussed in detail in Chapter 7).

The high-intensity wave tube, internal diameter 180mm, described in Chapter 10, also

placed size constraints on the coated structure. Large concentrations of airborne powder

can pose health hazards and can lead to explosions if sparks occur. An aluminium cube

was proposed, see Figure 6-2. Aluminium wasselected as it is easy to fabricate and

gave a total mass of 600g. The dimensions were 60mm x 60mm x 60mm.Theback face

wasdrilled and tapped at its centre to allow attachment to the shaker. The cube was

light enough to be supported by the electro-dynamic shaker centralising system but

heavy enoughnotto be significantly mass loaded by the attached vibration transducers.

Spacerstrips, on the front face, allowed the depth of the powderlayer to be uniformly

deposited to a thickness of 3mm or 6mm. Excess powderwastrimmed using a thin wire

cutter. 3mm spacers were used unless otherwise stated. The centre of one side of the

cube wasdrilled and tappedto allow anearth strap to be attached.
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6.4 Powder deposition

Several methods of depositing powder were investigated. The method was required to

produce powder bonding forces large enough for the coated surface to be manipulated

and placed on other experimental setups. Deposition was to be controllable to ensure

experimental repeatability.

6.4.1 Deposition by gravity

In this method of deposition, powder is allowed to fall under gravity. The method is

attractive as it is easy to implement[102]. Preliminary experiments were undertaken to

establish if this method was suitable for this project. The powder dispensing system

described in 6.2 was used to deposit a powder layer on the surface of the aluminium

cube. The distance from the outlet of the funnel to the cube surface was 100mm. The

powder layer wasleft to settle for 10, 20 and 30 minutes, after which the cube was

rotated through 90 degrees, shifting the coated surface from the horizontal to vertical

plane. Experiments were repeated five times at each of the three settling times. For

settling times of 10 and 20 minutes the powder layer detached immediately when the

block was rotated from the horizontal to the vertical plane. For the settling time of 30

minutes, the layer did not detach when the coated surface wasrotated in to the vertical

position, but did so when attempting to attach the cube to the electro-dynamic shaker.

The gravity method wastherefore rejected.
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6.4.2 Pressing

A massof 600g wasplaced on top of a gravity deposited layer for 10 minutes. Again,

the powder layer detached on rotating the cube. This was also the case for a mass of

2kg. The mass was increased to 20 kg but there were difficulties in preserving a

constant layer thickness of 3mm and this method was not pursuedfurther.

6.4.3 Electrostatic deposition

Electrostatic deposition relies on differences in the electrical properties of powder

particles and the air within whichthey are entrained to direct particles onto an earthed

surface. As a rule, the adhesion of particles to a surface in an electric field is greater

than the adhesion of particles that have freely settled [72]. This suggests that

electrostatically depositing the powder will produce powder bonding forces large

enough to allow the manipulation of the coated structure. Electrostatic deposition in the

laboratory offers an additional advantage in that the process of industrial electrostatic

precipitation is simulated or partly simulated. Direct measurement inside a working

electrostatic precipitator, is impractical due the high temperatures, high voltages and a

chemically corrosive environment.

Pilot precipitators often are miniature versions of full scale units since scale models

provide a rapid and cost effective method of assessing changes in design that cannot

conveniently be studied in the field [103]. The size of the model varies from desk-top

experiments to half scale models. In general small-scale models are used to conduct

theoretical studies as they are flexible, can be easily controlled andare relatively easy to

measure.
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Therefore, the same process of powderdeposition as full sized electrostatic precipitators

was considered the most likely method of reproducing powder bonding forces in a

laboratory system. Workingelectrostatic precipitators leave the high voltage supply on

during rapping. This can produce an additional voltage clamping force on the deposited

powder. This method of deposition allows this effect to be measured and assessed. The

parameters mostlikely to affect bonding forces in an electrostatic system are:

1. DCvoltage applied to the discharge electrode

Z. Distance between the discharge and collection plate electrodes

a. Characteristics of the powderto be collected

4. Settling time of the powderlayer on the collection surface before removal.

In order to design a laboratory based electrostatic deposition system, an understanding

of the theory of electrostatic precipitation was required. The theory was then used to

calculate the electrostatic force, terminal velocity, collection time and charging time in

both a full size parallel plate electrostatic precipitator and the laboratory scale model

coating system. It was proposed that if the calculated values for the full sized

precipitator and the modelare similar then the resulting bonding forces will be similar

in the twocases.

6.5 Powder charging

6.5.1 Corona discharge

Manyindustrial electrostatic applications use corona discharge as the preferred method

of charging particles as it is reliable and produces a high charge [104, 105]. A corona
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discharge is produced when a high voltage is applied between two electrodes one of

which has a small radius of curvature (the discharge electrode). This is achieved by

points or sharp edges on the discharge electrode (see Chapter 3). The non uniform field

causes discharge in a limited region near to the discharge electrode and in this region

the electric field strength is high. Electrical discharge occurs below the spark

breakdown voltage (arcing) for the gap between electrodes. Arcing occurs when the

charge build-up exceeds the electric limit or dielectric strength of a material. The

dielectric strength is defined as the maximum electric field that an insulator can

withstand without breakdown,usually measured in volts/mm. Thedielectric strength of

air is 3kV/mm.Positive corona discharges tend to arc at lower voltage than negative

discharges and so where possible a negative voltage is usually selected. Electrons

entering the region close to the discharge electrode will accelerate so that when they

collide with an atom they have sufficient energy to detach an electron, leaving a positive

ion (ions are electrically charged atoms or molecules) and an additional electron. The

extra electron also produces an electron/ion pair and the result is a cascade of electrons

close to the discharge electrode.

6.5.2 Field charging

Field charging is the process by which powder particles collect charged gas ions and

electrons streaming away from the discharge electrode. The ions and electrons are

attracted to the powderparticles because of distortions in the electric field caused by the

difference in the relative permittivity of the particles compared with that of the gas (air

in this case). Relative permittivity is definedas the ratio of the absolute permittivity of a

medium to the permittivity of free space (formally referred to as a vacuum). Absolute

permittivity is a measure of the degree to which a medium canresist the flow of charge,
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defined as the ratio of electric displacement to the intensity of the electric field that

produces it and is measured in Farads per metre [17]. Each particle will continue to

collect negative charge until it has a potential large enough to stop any further charge.

6.6 Forces on a charged powderparticle in an electric field

6.6.1 Electrostatic force

Powderparticles are subject to forces from the local electric field and to gravity. As the

force of gravity is much smaller than that produced by the electric field, its effect is

generally ignored. The electrostatic force exerted by the electric field on the charged

particle moves it towards the earthed collection electrode. The motion is opposed by

aerodynamic drag forces. The speed that the particle travels through the gas, the drift

speed, therefore depends on the charge held by the particle, the size and shape of the

particle and the viscosity of the gas.

The electrostatic force on a particle with charge q in an electric field E is given by

[106]:

Fe=qE 6-1

The charge andthe field are limited by the electric limit of air (arcing). The maximum

charge that can be applied to a body is proportional to surface area. As the body

becomes smaller, the charge to mass ratio increases and eventually the electrostatic

force exceeds the force due to gravity. It is therefore possible to make use of

electrostatic force to direct small air-borne charged particles towards collection
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electrodes. The electrostatic force is therefore effective for particles that are small

enough to have sufficient charge to mass ratio but not so small as to be affected by

aerodynamic forces. The range of particle size for which electrostatic forces dominate

have been calculated by Cross etal [107] as l/¢m to 100/im. The maximum or

saturation charge of a spherical particle of radius greater than 1//m in an ionized

electric field first was given by Pauthenier and Moreau [108] as,

q max = An€PEcrp* 6-2

E. is the electric field in which the particle is charged (Volts), & is the permittivity of

free space (8.8x10"'? F/m), rp is the particle radius (m), &is the relative permittivity of

the material (the ratio of the absolute permittivity of a medium to the permittivity of free

space).

Therefore, the electrostatic force on a fully charged particle is given by:

F. = 61€rp°EcE 6-4

Typically E-=FE as the variation in field strength over the relatively small distance

between the electrodesis negligible.

6.6.2 Viscous drag force

Theparticle is given a transverse acceleration by the electrostatic force given by:

a=F./m 6-5
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a is acceleration(m/s”), m is the massofthe particle

Whenthe particle and a viscousfluid are in relative motion the particle experiences an

opposing drag force parallel to the direction of relative motion. Whenthe electrostatic

and drag forces are equal the particle has attained its terminal velocity (w). The drag

force ( Fa ) is given by Stokes law:

Fa = 627rpw 6-6

71s the viscosity of air (N s/m°), w is the terminal velocity of the particle (m/s), rp is

the particle radius (m)

The terminal velocity of the particle is reached whenthe electrostatic force is balanced

by the drag force, therefore:

Fa = 62rpw = Fe = 61€0rpEcE 6-7

The terminal velocity of the particle is given by:

w= orpEcE/N 6-8

With equations for the two main forces acting on a charged particle in an electric field

now established the magnitude of the forces acting on a particle can be estimated for

full sized electrostatic precipitators and the laboratory scale model.
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6.7 Scale modelelectrostatic coating system

The electrostatic coating system comprised of the aluminium cube with one face

operating as an earthed collection electrode, onto which the powder particles were

directed to form a layer. Corona discharge was produced at the end of a twisted wire

discharge electrode which was connected to the output of a high voltage variable power

supply (EL series Glassman). The discharge electrode was 30mm long with a diameter

of 2.3mm (Figure 6-3). For safety reasons the discharge electrode was mountedinside

an electrically insulating plastic funnel (Figure 6-4). Full sized electrostatic precipitators

have applied potential in the range -30kV to -85 kV and the distance between the

electrodes varies from 0.1 to 0.9m. The upper voltage of limit of the power supply used

in the model was -50kV, however, for safety reasons the output of the power supply was

adjusted to -30kV, correspondingto the lower end of discharge electrode voltages found

in full sized systems. The distance between the discharge and collection electrodes was

50mm. The reduced distance generates voltage fields similar to full sized electrostatic

precipitators. The reduced distance between electrodes also reduces the time for a

particle to travel to the collection electrode. The scale model electrostatic coating

system is shown in Figure 6-5. Powder was dropped between the discharge and

collection electrodes using the powder dispensing system described in section 6.2. The

particles then collided with the collection electrode and formed a layer. Powder not

deposited on the collection electrode wascollected in a glass vessel below the cube.

It was not practical to model all the physical characteristics of a real precipitator in the

scale model for this investigation. Flue gas temperatures in electrostatic precipitators are

of the range 20-450 degrees Celsius. The temperature of dust, entering an electrostatic

precipitator, after the air pre-heater in coal burning powerstations is of the order 120°C.
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Theresistivity of fly ash increases with temperature and this will affect the electrostatic

force on the particle in the electric field (discussed in Chapter 4). It is the author’s

opinion that the main difference between fly ash at room temperature and at operating

temperatures is the moisture content. Samples of fly ash were obtained from the hoppers

of coal burning powerstations and placedin air tight containers to reduce the uptake of

moisture. The time of collection from the hoppers after removal from the collection

plates of the precipitator was, however, unknown.It was considered outside the scope

of this study to include temperature effects on the materials tested. Experiments,

therefore, were conducted at room temperature.

Gas turbulence caused by the combination of internal geometry and gas velocity within

electrostatic precipitators disturbs the otherwise orderly drift of dust particles towards

the collecting electrodes. The powder dispensing system introduces little if any

turbulence as the particles fall under gravity through the air and so the gas flow in the

model wasconsidered laminar(zero turbulence).

6.7.1 Preliminary experiments

The tested powder wastransferred from an airtight storage container and placed in the

powder storage funnel above the electrodes. The outlet of the funnel was positioned

100mm above the electrodes and in the centre of the 50mm gap between them. The

voltage to the discharge electrode was switched on and powderagitated through the 500

micron plastic mesh fixed inside the funnel by lightly tapping the funnel walls. The

mesh prevented powder agglomerating in to larger clusters than those found in airborne

fly-ash. On exiting the funnel the powderfell under gravity towards the electrodes. The
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column of powder particles was observed to be violently deflected from the discharge

electrode and towards the collection electrode. The process continued until the

deposited powder layer exceeded the required depth of 3mm. The deposited powder

layer then was trimmed using a thin wire cutter. The deposited powder layer was

allowed to settle for ten minutes, which correspondsto the interval between rapping of

electrostatic precipitators (section 3.4.1). The cube could be repositioned without the

deposited powder layer becoming detached. This was important as the coated cube was

to be installed in othertest rigs to conduct vibration and acoustic experiments.

6.8 Laboratory versusinstalled conditions

A comparison now is made between the electrical parameters, existing in full sized

electrostatic precipitators, and in the laboratory scale model. The electric field Eis

given by:

6-9E=~
le

V is the applied potential in volts and /. the distance betweenthe electrodes in metres.

The current density J is given by:

6-10

>
|~

T is the discharge current flowing from the discharge to collecting electrode in amps

and A the area of the collecting electrode (m)

Calculated values of the electric field and current density for typical dimensions and

applied voltage of a full sized electrostatic precipitator and for the laboratory scale
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model are shown in Table 6-1. The main differences between the full scale and the

laboratory setups are the collection electrode area and the distance between the

electrodes. However, the reduction in the collection area of the scale modelis offset by

the closeness of the electrodes. This results in the electric field concentration being of

similar order of magnitude. Again, although a smaller corona current flows in the scale

model, the current density is similar to that found in the full-scale systemsas the area of

the collection electrode in the model is much reducedto that in a full sized device. A

major difference is the time the particle spendsin the full sized device compared to the

laboratory model. In a full sized electrostatic precipitator the particles are in the electric

field for at least several seconds and the collection is efficient. For the experimental

system, we are not as concerned with efficiency as more powder can be added until a

powderlayer of the required depth is obtained. It can be shown [47] that the time f(s)

for a particle to reach a charge q is given by:

XS

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

t

jon ~ (Pet) on

T=48E/J 6-12

Parameter Full size parallel plate precipitator Laboratory scale model

Collection electrode area (m*) 2000 2.5x10~

Distance betweenelectrodes (m) 0.2 0.05

Applied potential (kV) 50 30

Electric field (V/m) 2.5x10° 6x10°

Coronacurrent(A) 0.3 0.02x10*

Corona current density (A/m*) 1.5x10" 8x10°    
 

* measured on the high voltage power supply internal current meter.

Table 6-1 Typical parametervalues for a full size precipitator and the proposed

laboratory scale model
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The particle reaches 50% of its maximum charge after a time 7 and 90% ofits

maximum chargeafter 97 .

The collection time fc (s) during which a particle with a charge qmax Must remain in the

electric field in order to travel the distance / to the collector, is given by

le MleP== =—_- 6-13
Ww &rpEE

The electrostatic force on a particle and its terminal velocity can be obtained from

equations 6-4 and 6-8. The time taken for a particle to attain its maximum charge and

for that particle to reach the collection electrode can be calculated using equations 6-11

and 6-13. Values for a full sized precipitator and the laboratory scale model are shown

 

 

 

 

     
 

in Table 6.2.

Parameter Full size parallel plate precipitator Laboratory scale model

Electrostatic force (N) 2.6x10° 14.9x10°

Terminal velocity (m/s) 1.53 8.8

Collection time(s) 0.13 5.7x10™

charging time (s) 0.5 0.02

Table 6-2 Comparisonofthe calculated electrostatic force, terminal velocity and

chargetime for powderparticlesin the full sized precipitator and the

laboratory scale model.

The calculated results, in Table 6.2, show that the electrostatic force on a charged

particle andits resulting terminal velocity in a full-scale precipitator is of the same order

as the laboratory system. It was estimated that the powder particles take 0.1 seconds to

fall 100mm, the distance between the funnel outlet and the electrodes in the scale
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model. The time for a particle to achieve 90% ofits total charge in the modelis 0.02

seconds. The particles will therefore be fully charged very soon after leaving the powder

dispenser. The time taken for the charged particle to travel to the collection electrode

(the collection time) for a distance of 50mm between the electrodes was 0.0057

seconds.

6.9 Conclusions

A controllable and repeatable method of depositing powder on to a solid surface was

developed to assess powder bonding forces. Several methods were considered.

Deposition by gravity did not produce the required bonding forces for use in this

project. Similarly, applied pressure wasrejected asit did not produce sufficient bonding

withoutuse of large masses.

Electrostatic deposition offers a controllable and repeatable method of depositing

powder. The bonding forces produced by this method allowed the coated surface to be

manipulated for use in other experimental setups.

Theoretical considerations show that the electrostatic force exerted on a powderparticle

was of a similar order in the laboratory scale model as found in full sized electrostatic

precipitators. The powder bonding forces produced in the laboratory model should

therefore be of a similar order to those existing in full sized devices.

The coated receiver system of the laboratory model was used in vibration experiments

to determine powder bonding forces associated with an electrostatically deposited

powderlayer,as described in Chapters 7 and 8. The same powderplate combinations
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were then exposed to high intensity low frequency sound in a high intensity wave tube

to determine the sound pressure level required to de-bond the powder layers, as

described in Chapter 10.
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Figure 6-1 Powderdispensing system
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Figure 6-2 Receiving structure
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Figure 6-3 High voltage discharge electrode
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Figure 6-4 High voltage discharge electrodeinside a protective plastic funnel
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Figure 6-5 Laboratory scale modelelectrostatic coating system.
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7 VIBRATION REMOVAL SYSTEM

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter a methodofelectrostatically depositing a powder layer on to a

metal surface was introduced. A controlled method of removal was now required in

order to estimate powder layer bonding forces. Several possible methods have been

considered, such as the surface tilt, centrifugal and atomic force microscopy methods

discussed in Chapter4.

The vibration methodis selected as it allows controlled removal of the bondedlayerat

a set frequency and acceleration. This was achieved using a calibrated vibration table

capable of generating undistorted acceleration levels sufficient to remove the deposited

layer.

This chapter contains a description of the design, calibration and validation of the

vibration table. The repeatability of the system and the powder de-bonding mechanics

were investigated using fly-ash collected from the precipitator of a large coal burning

powerstation in the United Kingdom (defined in Chapter 5.2 as batch sample 1). The

effect on de-bonding acceleration of layer settling time, surface roughness, layer mass,

contact area and voltage clamping werealso investigated.

7.2 Vibration table

The vibration table was required to remove electrostatically deposited powder layers

from the coated aluminium cube, described in Chapter 6. Inter-particle forces, measured

in studies using atomic force microscopy for dry powders, show forces to be in the
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range 0.3 x10’ to 2 x10’N [109]. Predictions using Hein (section 4.2.3) suggest inter-

particle cohesive force of the order of 2x10°N (based on a particle diameter of 75um,

see section 5.4.2). The mass of a 3mm fly-ash layer, electrostatically deposited, on to

the aluminium cube face was estimated as approximately 7g by pressing fly-ash on to

the surface of the cube and weighing the powderusing a precision balance. Particle

diameters, estimated from sieve analysis of fly-ash, allow an estimate of the surface

density of the layer for a 75m diameter particle on the 60mm by 40mm face to be

426x10°, giving a required de-bonding force of approximately 1 N. If the deposited

layer has masslike behaviourthen the acceleration required to remove a 7g layer will be

of the order of 142m/s’. The vibration table was able to operate up to150m/s’at a single

frequency without distortion. The system was tested for short periods (due to over

heating) up to its maximum acceleration of 200m/s” and wasstable with low harmonic

distortion. The system wasrequired to operate at frequencies typical of air driven horn

systems used to acoustically clean large industrial spaces. Measurements, therefore,

werecarried out at 75Hz, 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz and 400Hz.

The vibration table, shown in Figure 7-1, consisted of an electro-dynamic shaker (Ling

Dynamic Systems 4000) capable of generating a force of 178 N over the frequency

range DC to 9 kHz. The shaker wasbolted to a trunnion, allowing the shakerthrust axis

to be adjusted +90 degrees. The shaker was adjusted to 90 degrees from the vertical

position. The aluminium cube wasattached via a 3mm threaded rod. The centralizing

(spider) system for the shaker coil was sufficiently robust to prevent misalignment and

thus distortion. The shaker was mounted on an inertia base fitted, on resilient

mountings, to reduce the effect of vibration on the high voltage electrode of the coating

system. A precision sine wave oscillator (Bruel and Kjaer type 2010) generated low
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distortion signals with a frequency accuracy of 0.1Hz. The output of the oscillator was

amplified (QSC professional power amplifier, type RMX2450) capable of producing a

maximum rmsoutput of 2k watts. The acceleration of the cube was recorded through a

uni-gain accelerometer (Bruel and Kjaer type 4371), attached to the rear face of the

cube by bees wax, and connected to a vibration meter (Bruel and Kjaer type 2511), to

record linear acceleration in the range 1-1000 m/s” with a frequency range of 3Hz

tolOkHz.

7.2.1 Calibration and validation

The system wascalibrated (using a Bruel and Kjaer 4294 vibration calibrator) prior to

and at the end of a measurement.

The acceleration signal was monitored, using an FFT analyzer (Onosoki type 350) to

ensure the cube was movingat the selected frequency without significant harmonics A

typical frequency plot is shown in Figure 7-2. The difference, between the level at the

drive frequency andthe level at the highest harmonic frequency are shownin Table 7-1.

At accelerations at and greater than estimated for powder removal, the difference was

greater than 20 dB.
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Driving frequency Highest harmonic frequency Difference

Frequency (Hz) acceleration (dB) acceleration (dB) (dB)

75 163.7 140.8 22.9

100 163.8 142.3 21.4

200 163.5 138.1 25.6

300 163.5 135.6 28.1

400 163.2 116.9 46.8

Table 7-1 Difference between driving frequency acceleration level and harmonic

accelerationlevel.

7.2.2 Test block dynamics

It was not possible to mount an accelerometer on the front face of the cube.It therefore

was necessary to establish that the acceleration on the back face of the cube was the

same as on the front face. The difference in magnitude and phase between the cube

faces was obtained by measuringthe transfer function. Accelerometers are not specified

in terms of their phase response and so preliminary measurements were taken between

accelerometers to find the best phase-matched pair. The accelerometers were mounted

on the moving platform of a Ling 406 electro-dynamic shaker, driven by a Quad 50E

power amplifier. The signal from the accelerometers was processed through a Bruel and

Kjaer Nexus conditioning amplifier. A four-channel FFT analyser (Siglab 20-42) was

used to generate a broadband signal and to record phase difference. The measured phase

difference for the matched pair of accelerometers selected, is shown in Figure 7-3. The

range of phase difference, over the frequency range of 70Hz to 400Hz, was +0.5

degrees to -0.3 degrees. With the system in operation, the transfer-function between

accelerometers, on opposing surfaces, as shown in Figure 7- 4, was recorded. The

magnitude and phase are shown in Figures 7-5 and 7-6, respectively. Ideally a level
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difference of 0 dB and a phase difference of 0 degrees indicate that the surfaces are

moving identically. The measured level difference varies between -0.25dB and 1.5dB

over the frequency range 50Hz - 5O0Hz. At the measurementfrequencies, selected for

study, the level difference is less than 0.8 dB, with a phase difference of 180 degrees

(due to the opposing accelerometers). Results confirmed that mounting the

accelerometer on the back face of the cube will give the acceleration of the front face

where the powderlayer is deposited, within 1dB.

Ideally, the motion of the aluminium block should be piston-like in order that all

deposited powderparticles are exposed to the same acceleration. At higher frequencies

it is likely that the centralising system of the shaker (the ‘spider’) will fail and some

‘judder’ will be introduced. This will cause rocking of the cube and variation in

acceleration level over the cube face. The frequency range over which the block is

piston-like can be observed from phase difference measurements overthe surface of the

block. One accelerometer was mountedat the top left corner of the block (see Figure 7-

7), as a reference. The phase difference between the block corners is shown in Figure 7-

8. The block motion is piston-like from 70Hz to 230Hz. Abovethis frequency the phase

difference fluctuates between +43 degrees and -7 degrees. Thisis likely to be the result

of slight flexure of the block or lateral motion, since the onset of rocking would register

as a phase difference of 180 degrees. The phase differences at the spot frequencies

(indicated in Figure 7-8) are shown in Table 7-2. The results indicate that at, 75Hz,

100Hz and 200Hz, the block motion is piston-like. At 300Hz and 400Hz the block

motion is prone to rocking. Thespatial variation in acceleration level over the cube face,

was obtained from 12 positions shownin Figure 7-9.
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Frequency Position1-2 Position1-3 Position1-4
(Hz) phase(degrees) phase(degrees) phase(degrees)

75 0.2 -0.2 0.1

100 0.02 0.05 0.06

200 0.01 0.02 0.02

300 0.4 4 2.5

400 -5.9 2.2 -2

Table 7-2 Phase differences of corner positions at the frequencies of interest

The oscillator was set to the frequency of interest and the level on the power amplifier

increased until the acceleration level displayed on the vibration meter was 60 m/s’. Four

mini accelerometers (B&K type 4393) were calibrated and attached to the front face of

the cube using bees wax. The four accelerometers were relocated twiceto give a total of

12 positions. The standard deviation of the acceleration is shown in Figure 7-10. At 75

Hz and 100Hzthe standard deviation is 0.5dB, at 200Hz, 300Hz and 400Hzit is of the

order of 1dB. Such spatial variations were within the repeatability described in 7.4.1.

7.3 Experimental procedure

Powder samples werestored in air tight containers to control moisture take up prior to

testing. Powder waselectrostatically attached to the cube, using the method described in

Chapter 6. Dust layers deposited on the collection plates of electrostatic precipitators

vary in thickness between 3 and 6 mm (see Chapter 3.4.1). In industrial operation, the

time taken for build-up to 3mm wasof the order of ten minutes. Therefore, within the

laboratory, powders wereelectrostatically deposited to a depth of 3 or 6mm and allowed

to settle for ten minutes before removal.

The coated cube wasplaced onthe calibrated vibration table. At the selected frequency,

the generated signal was increased until the powder layer detached from the vertical
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surface and the level recorded. The removed powderfell under gravity into a container

and the total removed mass was weighed using an electronic balance (Precisa 3000cd).

Measurements wererepeated four times at each frequencyofinterest.

7.4 Powder de-bonding dynamics

The process of removal at 75Hz was photographed andis shown in Figure 7-11. At an

acceleration of 50m/s”, part of the layer was detached. The layer became fully detached

at 80m/s”, the removal was sudden, the layer detaching en masse. The residue suggests

that the bonding force at the powder plate interface is greater than the inter-particle

bonding force within the powder. The layer was approximately 5O microns and could

not be removed, even whenthe acceleration was increased to a maximum of 200m/s’.In

full sized electrostatic precipitators, residual dust layers on the collection plates can only

be removedbyphysically scraping the plate during plant shut down.

7.4.1 Repeatability

As the powder was likely to be affected by the process of electrostatic deposition,

measurements could not be repeated on the same sample. Therefore, measurements

were repeated four times on fly-ash collected from the precipitator of a large coal

burning power station, defined in Chapter 4 as a batch sample. The de-bonding

acceleration level is shown in Figure 7-12. The range is approximately 2dB between

75Hz and 200Hz and 4 dB between 300Hz and 400Hz. Mean andstandard deviations

are shown in Figure 7.13 and indicate acceleration is repeatable with a standard

deviation of 0.8dB, from 75Hz to 200Hz. At 300 and 400Hzthe standard deviation is
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1.6dB. The mean value increases by 1.5dB from 75Hz to 300Hz. At 400Hz, the value

reduces by 4dB compared to the maximum value at 300Hz.

7.4.2 Layer thickness

The dynamicsof electrostatically deposited powder layers is complicated. Modelling

individual particles to give a complete description of the bulk characteristics is

problematical (see Chapter 4). Detailed modelling can be avoided if the layer is

assumed to be mass-like in behaviour when removed using vibration. In order to test

this assumption powderlayers of depth 3mm and 6mm were deposited. In effect the

layer mass was doubled for the same contact area. According to Newton’s second law

of motion the removalforce is given by:

F=ma 7-1

Mass(kg) and acceleration (m/s”)

If the layer mass is doubled then the required acceleration will be halved. Fly-ash was

electrostatically deposited, to the two layer thicknesses, andleft to settle for ten minutes

and then removed using vibration. The measurement was repeated using calcium

sulphate (control sample 1). Results are shown in Table 7-3. The de-bonding

acceleration reduces by 50%, within measurement repeatability, for both materials.

Therefore, a mass-like behaviour could be assumed. This points to a simple estimate of

force from de-bondingacceleration.
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Average de-bonding Average de-bonding
acceleration for 3mm acceleration for 6mm

Material layer (m/s2) layer (m/s2) Ratio

Fly-ash 38 15 2.5
Calcium
sulphate 40 18 2.2

Table 7-3 De- bondingacceleration for doubling of layer mass.

7.4.3 Layer area

The surface area of the collection electrode in full-sized electrostatic precipitators can

be as large as 2000 m”[32]. The collection area of the scale model electrostatic coating

system is small in comparison (2.5x10° m7’). If more particles are in contact with a

surface, or each other, the total bonding force will increase. However, the massof the

layer will vary in proportion to contact area and the de-bonding acceleration should be

independent of contact area. Measurements were conducted for fly-ash sample 1 and

calcium sulphate. A layer of 3mm thickness was electrostatically deposited on to the

cubeface,left to settle for 10 minutes and removed using vibration. Measurements were

then repeated for deposition on half of the cube face area. The acceleration level

required to removehalf the area was within 0.5dB of that required to remove the full

area of powder, see Table 7-4. De-bonding acceleration can be assumed to be

independentof contactarea.

 

 

 

      

Average de-bonding Average de-bonding
acceleration full cube acceleration 50% full

Material area (m/s2) cube area (m/s2) dB difference

Fly-ash 38 40 0.4

Calcium
sulphate 40 35 1

Table 7-4 De-bondingacceleration for halving of contact area.
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7.4.4 Settling time

De-bonding accelerations for fly-ash (sample 1) at 100Hz, were recorded forsettling

times varying from 0 seconds to 1200 seconds. Figure 7-14, indicates that the

acceleration level increases by 3dB from 0 seconds to 300 seconds, 1.5dB from 300

seconds to 600 seconds and 1.8 dB from 600 seconds to 1200 seconds. Onelayer,left

overnight (17 hours settling time), could not be removed at the maximum acceleration

attainable of 200m/s’, indicating that the de-bonding acceleration was more than 9dB

greater than that measured at 1200 seconds.

This suggests that the bonding force increases significantly in the first few minutes after

deposition, after which the force increases but at a slower rate. The dust burden is

greatest in the input stage of an electrostatic precipitator (see Chapter 3.3).

Collection-plate rapping takes place at approximately 10 minute intervals to remove

deposited dust before the thickness of the layer affects the efficiency of the electrostatic

precipitator. Rapping in the middle and output sections take place less frequently as the

dust burden is reduced, therefore the layer settles for a longer time before removal. In

order to reproducethe settling time in the input stage of an electro-static precipitator it

was decided to allow deposited layers to settle for 10 minutes before removal by

vibration or sound.

7.4.5 Surface roughness

The roughness of the receiver surface affects bonding forces between the surface and

the deposited powder, as described in Chapter 4.5. This is not an issue when comparing

removal vibration levels with removal sound pressure levels, as the same surface is used

in both experiments. If, however, the measured removal forces are to be compared with
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forces that exist in full-sized electrostatic precipitators, surface roughness must be taken

in to account. The roughness of a surface can be measured directly using a profile

following stylus drawn across the surface, as described in BS EN 623-4:2004:

Determination of surface roughness[110].

The approach adopted in this study was to measure the de-bonding force on the

aluminium cube and comparethis to the force required to remove the same powder from

a sample piece of precipitator plate. A section of plate (40mmx60mm) wasobtained

from a manufacturer and glued to one surface of the cube. The bond formed by

cyanoacrylate adhesive (superglue) is similar to that of a welded joint in that it does not

have resilient properties. A small area of metal to metal contact was retained between

the cube and plate to allow earth continuity. Fly-ash (batch sample 1) was

electrostatically deposited on to both surfaces. Removal accelerations were recorded

five times at 100Hz. The average removal acceleration level was 28m/s” for aluminium

and 27m/s’ for precipitator plate respectively. The results suggest that either the surface

roughnessof the materials is similar or, more likely, that the de-bonding forces are not

strongly dependant on surface roughness. Again a thin layer of powder remained on the

collection surfaces which suggests that the adhesive force between the surface and

powderwasgreater than the cohesive force within the powder(as stated in section 7.4).

This suggests that layer de-bonding forces are governed by properties of the powder and

not the surface to which they are attached. Surface roughness therefore need not be

considered.
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7.5 Voltage clamping

The high voltages applied to the discharge electrodes of industrial electrostatic

precipitators generate an additional force between the collection electrode and the

deposited dust layer. The direction and magnitude of the force depends upon the applied

voltage and the resistivity of the dust. Penney and Klinger propose an expression to

estimate the force per unit area exerted on the surface of a dust layer situated in a corona

field [73], this was introducedin chapter 4.4.4 and is reproduced below;

 

2

Fasee°-(222) | 7-2
A E0

& is the permittivity of free space (F/m), FE is the potential gradient in the gas adjacent

to the dust surface (v/m), J is the current density (A/m’) , Wis the dust resistivity (Q -

m) , & is the permittivity of the dust (F/m).

The additional force is calculated by estimating the voltage gradient in air, which is

dependant on the applied voltage and the distance between electrodes and the voltage

gradient in the dust based on the current density in the deposited layer, the resistivity

and permittivity of the deposited material. A negative force indicates that the dustis

being held on to the surface, or clamped, by the voltage.

7.5.1 Laboratory model

Typical values for the parameters required for the calculation of the predicted increase

in force for the laboratory model in are shownin Table 7-5.
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Parameter Symbol Unit Value

Permittivity of free space £0 F/m 8.85x10""
Permittivity of fly-ash & F/m 3.54x10"'
Electrode voltage V volts 30,000

Potential gradient E kv/m 600

Current density j Amps/m* 8.3x10°
Resistivity Vy Ohms-m 5x10’

Electrode distance le m 0.05

Table 7-5 Additional force prediction; parameters for the laboratory model.

The predicted increase in force for increasing voltage for a fixed dust resistivity of

5x10’Q-m (considered representative of dust at room temperature) is shown in Figure

7-15. With an applied voltage of -30kv the calculated additional force is 10.6 N/m’,this

is small compared to the force of 83 N/m’ calculated from the de-bonding acceleration

for fly-ash (batch sample 1) for no voltage present. Removal forces calculated from de-

bonding acceleration are converted to Newtons per metre squared by multiplying by a

scale factor of 416 (the ratio of the cube face area of 2.4x10° m? to 1m”). Thepredicted

additional force rises to 104N/m/ at -5Okv. This is of the same order as the measured

increase in force of 80N/m” whenthe voltage was increased from -30kvto -50kV.

The predicted increase in force for a voltage of -70kv is 291N/m*. The increase in force

extrapolated from measurements at -30kv and -50kvto -70kv(i.e. an additional 20kv)is

374N/m’.Prediction and extrapolation suggest that the increase in clamping force with

increasing voltageis a linear effect.

7.5.2 Laboratory modelversusindustrial unit

The predicted increase in force for a full sized industrial electrostatic precipitator for a

resistivity of 1x 10° Q-m (considered typical in industrial units operating at temperatures
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of 150°C ) is shown in Figure 7-16. The values used for the calculation are shownin

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

Table 7-6.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value and range

Permittivity of free space £0 F/m 8.85x10?
Permittivity of fly-ash & F/m 3.54x10""

Electrode voltage Vv volts 30,000-70,000

Potential gradient E kv/m 150-350

Current density j Amps/m* 5x10°-8x10"

Resistivity Pp Ohms-m 5x10’-1x10°
Electrode distance l m 0.2

Table 7-6 Additionalforce prediction; parameters for an industrial unit

Predictions indicate that a relatively small additional force is produced for voltages up

to SOkv after which the force increases at approximately 20N/m? per 10kv increase in

voltage. For a discharge electrode voltage of -7Okv (typical of full sized units) the

predicted additional force is 45 N/m”. This is a 19% increase when comparedto the de-

bonding force measured for fly-ash in the laboratory.

7.5.3 Measurementof voltage clamping force

The vibration table allowed this effect to be experimentally investigated as the system

could operate with a discharge electrode voltage applied. This would bedifficult to

achieve using other methods of removal such as the centrifuge method, as discussed in

Chapter 4. It has been shownthat the inertial de-bonding force of the layer is obtained

directly from the product of the de-bonding acceleration and the massof the layer. The

particle bonding force can be estimated from the quotient of the inertial de-bonding

force and the estimated numberof particles in contact with unit surface area or to other
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particles. Particle diameters were estimated from micrographs of the materials, as

described in Chapter5.

Fly-ash (batch samplel) was deposited to a depth of 3mm. The layer was allowed to

settle for ten minutes without the discharge electrode voltage present. This provided a

control. Next, a similar layer was deposited with -30kv applied. Results are shown in

figure 7-17. At 75Hz and 100Hzthe acceleration required to removethe layeris less

with the voltage present by 1dB. At 200Hz and 300 Hzthe acceleration increases by 0.7

dB and 1.3 dB respectively with the voltage present. At 400 Hz the acceleration is

unchanged within experimental error. Overall, at room temperature and for a discharge

electrode voltage of -30kV the additional force produced by the voltage was not

significant for this fly-ash.

A discharge electrode voltage of -5OkV was the maximumattainable in the laboratory.

Measurements wererepeated for this voltage at 100Hz only, because of safety concerns.

The average layer removal force increased by 34%. (0.56N at -30kV to 0.75N at -

50kV. Precipitators have a typical discharge electrode voltage of -70 kV, if the effectis

assumedlinear, the estimated increase in the clamping force for this voltage is 68%. The

estimated de-bonding acceleration for the laboratory modelforthis fly-ash at -70kV and

room temperatureis, therefore, 134m/s°.

Whilst de-bonding measurements could be undertaken safely with the discharge

electrode present using the vibration table it would have been much moredifficult to do

so in the acoustic measurements described in Chapter 10. As both measurement and

prediction suggest that at room temperature the additional force produced by the
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discharge electrode voltage is small compared to other bonding forces, measurements

were conducted without the voltage present

7.6 Temperature

The operating temperature of cold-side electrostatic precipitators is typically 150°C , as

discussed in Chapter 3.3. As temperature increases, the moisture content of fly-ash

reduces (from approximately 20% to less than 1% above 200°C [111]) and resistivity

increases to 4x10'°Q-m (see figure 4.3, Chapter 4.4) from 100-150°C . According to

equation 7-2, voltage clamping force increases with resistivity. In order to assess if this

increase in clamping force is significant, fly-ash (batch sample 1) was heated in an oven

to 170°C for 5 hours. De-bonding acceleration measurements were repeated four times

for a driving frequency of 100Hz. The results were then compared to values for the

same fly-ash at room temperature. The average layer removal force increased from 83

N/m? to 133 N/m?forthe dried dust, an increase of 60%.

Equation 7-2 can also be used to estimate the change in force produced by increasing

the dust resistivity for a fixed voltage. The increase in force, for the laboratory model

and a voltage of -30kv, is shown in Figure 7-18. Fora dustresistivity of 5x10’ Q-m the

calculated additional force is 10.6N/m”, a 12% increase in force. For a resistivity of

1x10°Q-m,as measured in flue gasof an electrostatic precipitator, operating at

150°C [67], the calculated additional force is 5ON/m2, an increase of 62%. The

predicted result is close to the measured increase in bonding force in the laboratory

model for dust heated to 170°C . The clamping force, due to increasedresistivity in full

sized electrostatic precipitators, is shown in Figure 7-19. At a resistivity of 2.5x 10°Q-m

the clamping force is zero. Below this value a small positive force exists (pulling force).
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Above 2x10’Q-m, the clamping force increases rapidly to a value of 600N/m? at

6x10°Q-m. This indicates that the additional force becomes significant at very high

resistivity (above 4x10°Q-m). Reduced effective migration velocity and reverse

ionisation, at resistivities above 1x10°Q-m, reduces the efficiency of electrostatic

precipitators, as discussed in Chapter 4. In industry, methods such as chemical

conditioning of the dust (see Chapter 4) are employed to reduce dust resistivity to the

range 108-10’ Q-m. Forthis range the predicted clamping force represents 20% of the

overall force. Dust samples, therefore were not oven dried prior to measurement but

werestored in airtight containers to reduce uptake of moisture.

In general voltage clamping forces become significant at high voltage values, high

temperatures values and for high values of dust resistivity. In full-sized electrostatic

precipitators, the effect due to the applied voltage will reduce with increased distance

between the electrodes. The efficiency of the electro filter is enhanced if high dust

resistivity is reduced by chemical additives, this will also reduce the clampingeffect.

7.7 Summary

In this chapter the design, calibration and verification of the vibration table has been

presented. Instability in the motion of the cube at higher frequencies was investigated

and shown not to cause measureable variation in acceleration over the cube face. The

system provides a repeatable and controllable method for removal of electrostatically

deposited powderlayers at a set frequency.

As the powderis likely to be affected by the process of electrostatic deposition,

measurements could not be repeated on the same powder sample. The repeatability
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therefore was considered for fly-ash from a sample collected from the precipitators of a

large coal burning powerstation, defined in Chapter 4 as a batch sample. Forthis fly-

ash, the standard deviation was within 1.6dB from 75Hz to 400Hz.

Measurements showedthat doubling the layer mass, by doubling the thickness of the

layer, halved the de-bonding acceleration. This fly-ash was, therefore, considered to

have a mass-like behaviour when removed using vibration. This points to a simple

estimate of force from de-bonding acceleration.

Measurements showedthat the acceleration level required to remove half the area of a

powderlayer was within 0.5dB of that required to remove the full area of powder. The

results suggest that layer de-bonding acceleration is independent of contact area as the

massof the layer varies in proportion to the area if the layer depth remains constant.

De-bonding acceleration increases rapidly in the first few minutes after deposition, it

then continues to increase but at a slower rate. The time a layer remains on the

collection electrode will, therefore, be critical in determining the de-bonding force

required to removeit.

Detachmentof fly-ash by vibration was catastrophic in nature. A thin layer of material

wasleft on the cube surface after removal. This suggests that the cohesive bonds within

the powder are broken rather than the adhesive forces at the powder-plate interface.

Therefore it was expected that the surface roughness of the receiver plate would not

affect the de-bonding acceleration. This was confirmed by measurement of receiver

surfaces. This result reinforces the theory that the removal of the layer is governed by
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powder characteristics and not the receiver surface. Surface roughness of the receiver

structure, therefore, can be ignored.

The design of the experimental setup allowed measurement with a high-voltage

discharge electrode present. This allowed the effect of voltage clamping forces to be

investigated. This would be difficult using other methods of removal such as the

centrifuge or atomic force microscopy. At room temperature and for a discharge

electrode voltage of -30kV the additional force produced by the voltage was not

significant. At a voltage of -50kV the increase was 34%. The experimental results are

consistent with prediction. Predictions for industrial units suggest the additional force

will be small due to the increased distance between the electrodes. Measurements were,

therefore, conducted without a discharge electrode voltage present.

Preliminary measurements have been undertaken to investigate the effect of temperature

on the de-bonding required to remove electrostatically deposited fly-ash. Cold-side

industrial units typically operate at 150°C . At this temperature the resistivity of fly-ash

increases andthis is likely to lead to an increase in additional force. It is shown that the

de-bonding force, required to removedried fly-ash, increased by 60%. The measured

increase was of the sameorderas prediction.

To establish if the results for this fly-ash are representative of fly-ash in general,

samples collected from the precipitators of other coal burning powerstations must be

tested. This is the subject of the next chapter.
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Figure 7-2 Frequency plot showing the driving frequency (400Hz) and harmonics
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the measurement cube.
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Figure 7-5 Magnitudeof the transfer-function between the front and back face of
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Figure 7-7 Phase matchedpair accelerometers mounted on the corners of the

aluminium cubeto measurethe phase difference between positions
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Figure 7-8 Phase difference between cornersof the block
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Figure 7-9 Measurementpositions for acceleration spatial distribution on the

cubeface.
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Figure 7-10 Meanandstandarddeviation of acceleration level for 12

positions on the cube face.
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Figure 7-11 Process of removal at 75Hz.

1 Coated cubeat rest 2 Acceleration 77dB (50m/s’)

3 Failure at 158dB (80m/s”) 4 Thin layer remainsat 163dB (150m/s2)
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Figure 7-15 Predicted additional force due to a discharge voltage for the laboratory

model.
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Figure 7-16 Predicted additional force due to a discharge voltage for an industrial

unit.
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Figure 7-18 Predicted additional force for increasing resistivity for the laboratory

model.
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Figure 7-19 Predicted additional force for increasing resistivity for an industrial unit.
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8 POWDER REMOVALBY VIBRATION

8.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter the vibration table method for removing electrostatically

deposited dry powder wasvalidated using a fly-ash batch sample. This chapter presents

results from an expanded study using the system to measure the de-bonding acceleration

level of four additional fly-ash batch samples collected from the electrostatic

precipitators of large coal burning powerstations in the United Kingdom.Asa control,

de-bonding measurements were also undertaken on two stable commercially available

dry powders.

A method is proposed where the de-bonding forces are estimated from the surface

accelerations when a known layer mass is removed. An estimate of the surface density

(i.e. the numberof particles per square meter) yields the de-bonding force perparticle.

Powder bonding forces were calculated from measured acceleration and compared to

theoretical prediction.

8.2 Electrostatic deposition of powders

Powders were electrostatically deposited on the test cube using the method described in

Chapter 6. Although fly-ash batch samples looked similar when inspected under a

microscope (see Chapter 5), they varied markedly in the mannerin which they attached

to the cube during electrostatic deposition. The deposition characteristics of materials

used in the study are summarized in Table 8-1. Electrostatic deposition of the materials

is likely to be affected by the resistivity of the sample.
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Fly-ash batch sample Comments on deposition

1 Layer built up quickly; easy to apply

2 Difficult to apply; took large amount of powder

3 Layer built up quickly; easy to apply
Very difficult to apply; initial thin layer seemed to resist further

4 deposition

5 Layer built up quickly; easy to apply

Calcium sulphate Layer built up quickly; easy to apply

Calcium carbonate Difficult to apply; took large amount of powder
 

Table 8-1 Comments onelectrostatic deposition of the materials

Fly-ash resistivity is dependant on the moisture content of the sample and this will

change with the duration of exposure of the sample to air and tothe relative humidity of

the air. Samples were collected by the staff of the power station and sent to the

laboratory via mail. The author therefore did not have detailed information on how long

the fly-ash remained in the storage hopper of the electrostatic precipitator, before

collection. Some of the samples were placed in to airtight plastic bins for transportation

whilst others arrived in plastic bags sealed with cable-ties. Resistivity of dry powder

(measured in vacuo at room temperature, surface films removed by outgassing) can be

as high as 1x10'°Q-m and reduce to 1x10’Q-m when exposed to moist air at room

temperature (67). Fly-ash heated in a laboratory oven to 170°C (see Chapter 7) was

more difficult to electrostatically deposit than the same ash at room temperature. This

suggests that reduced moisture content increases the ash resistivity and makes

electrostatic deposition more difficult.

The control materials used in the study are the product of a quality controlled industrial

process and were bought new and kept in original packaging until tested. Calcium

sulphate wasrelatively easy to deposit and to build up a 3mm layer. However, calcium
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carbonate proved difficult to deposit. Again, this is likely to be due to the sample

resistivity.

8.3 Removal by vibration

Fly-ash samples were requested from the precipitators of eight large coal-burning power

stations in the United Kingdom. Samples were received from five powerstations.

Ideally samples should have been collected in a systematic way and transported in air-

tight containers, but this was not the case. Measurements were undertaken onfive fly-

ash batch samples and acceleration level mean and standard deviation calculated. The

measurements should indicate if the process of combustion and handling of each sample

prior to testing is likely to affect de-bonding force. Statistical indicators derived from

measurements on the five batch samples were giventhetitle process results.

Measurements were also conducted on two control materials, calcium sulphate

(Gypsum) and calcium carbonate. The de-bonding acceleration for these materials was

measured four times at each frequencyofinterest.

All materials were electrostatically deposited on the test cube using the method

described in chapter five to a thickness of 3mm and allowed to settle for 10 minutes

before removalby vibration.

8.3.1 Fly-ash

Layer detachment wascatastrophic in nature, leaving a residual layer of approximately

50 microns thickness after the main body of the powder had been removed. This

suggests that the bonding force at the powderplate interface is larger than the inter-
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particle bonding force within the fly-ashes tested. Mean batch sample results are shown

in Figure 8-1. They are consistent in that the values are frequency invariant, within the

range of repeatability, for frequencies below 300 Hz. Above 300 Hz, a reducedlevelis

indicated but this is not consistent across the five samples. The largest range in de-

bonding acceleration is 6dB and occurs at 75Hz and 400Hz.At other frequencies the de-

bonding acceleration level is within a range of 4dB.

The mean and standard deviation of the five batch sample results (given the title process

results) are shown in Figure 8-2. The standard deviation was 2dB between 75 Hz and

300Hz, at 400Hz it was 2.6dB. Results indicate that although the fly-ash was obtained

from different combustion processes and waslikely to have different resistivity due to

chemical makeup and moisture content, in general, the fly-ashes tested behave the same,

with a standard deviation of 3dB.

In terms of de-bonding acceleration the fly-ash batch samples in the study behave as a

family despite differences in how they were produced and collected. De-bonding

acceleration measurements were repeated on fly-ash samples after storage at the

laboratory in air tight containers for six months, the de-bonding accelerations were

repeatable to within 2dB over the frequency range of interest. Micrographs of fly-ash

samples (see Chapter 5) show that the physical makeup of the ash is similar and the

spread in the de-bonding acceleration is small, suggesting that bonding forces are

dependent on physical properties of the material.
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8.3.2 Control materials

For both control materials a thin residual layer remained after the main body of the

powder had been removed. Again, this suggests that the bonding force at the powder

plate interface is larger than the inter-particle bonding force within these powders.

De-bondingacceleration for calcium sulphate is shown in Figure 8-3. The largest range

in de bonding level was 3dB and occurred at 100Hz. Mean and standard deviations for

this material are shown in Figure 8-4. The results show a trend of increasing

acceleration level with frequency. The acceleration level required to removea layerat

400Hzis 3dB higher than is required at 75Hz. Results were repeatable within a standard

deviation of 0.9dB except for 100Hz where the standard deviation was 1.3dB.

The results for calcium carbonate are shown in Figure 8-5. The largest range in de

bonding level was 5dB and occurred at 200Hz. The results do not show clear trends in

terms of frequency and de-bonding acceleration above 200Hz. Below 200Hz a lower

de-bonding acceleration was required but only by 2dB. Meanandstandard deviation for

this material are shown in Figure 8-6. The standard deviation was below 0.5dB at

100Hz and 400Hz,but increased to a maximum of 2.4dB at 200Hz.

8.3.3 Rank ordering of materials

De-bonding acceleration levels for the three materials tested are shown in Figure 8-7.

Calcium carbonate required the highest level to remove the layer followed by fly-ash

and calcium sulphate. De-bonding levels range from153dB to 164 dB for the materials

tested. This correspondsto a rangein acceleration of 44m/s” to 158m/s”.
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Calcium carbonate is approximately four times more difficult to remove than calcium

sulphate. Estimates of particle diameter from micrographs of the materials (see Chapter

5) suggest calcium carbonate contains the smallest particles (5 4m) followed by fly-ash

(25 44m) and calcium sulphate (100m). The results indicate that the finest powder

develops the highest bonding force. However,it is difficult to estimate powder layer

dynamics from single particle characteristics. The sieve analysis undertaken in Chapter

5 suggests that the control materials agglomerate to form clusters of 425um diameter.

8.4 De-bonding force

The layer bonding force is calculated by multiplying the de-bonding acceleration by the

layer mass. Inter-particle forces can then be calculated from the layer surface density

(number of particles per square metre) calculated from the particle diameter of the

material. Bonding forces inferred from measurement were compared to estimates

calculated using simple expressions suggested by Hein [53], introduced in Chapter 4

section 4.2.3. Table 8-2 shows de-bonding force calculated from measured de-bonding

acceleration, measured layer mass and estimated particle diameter. Values of the

Hamakerconstant for materials used in this study are given in Table 8-3. The predicted

adhesive and cohesive forces are shown in Table 8-4. Also shown is the force per

particle obtained from de-bonding acceleration measurements. The forces are within the

range 0.05x10°’N to 10x10°N. Studies using atomic force microscopy (see Chapter 4)

to measure inter-particle forces in dry powders produced values that are of the same

order of magnitude as those measuredin this study (109). The predicted adhesive force

between the plate and the deposited layer is greater than the cohesive force between

particles in the layer.
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Estimated Bonding

Mean De-bonding Inertial particle force per

layer mass acceleration bonding diameter particle

Material (g) (m/s?) force (N) (um) (x10°’N)

Fly-ash 6 83 0.5 75 11.8
Calcium sulphate 6 40 0.25 425 192

Calcium carbonate 4.6 105 0.49 425 377

Table 8-2 Bonding force calculated from measured de-bonding acceleration

Hamaker constant between material and
Material Hamakerconstant of material (x10°°j)_| aluminium(x10~%))
Fly-ash 15.5” 26
Calcium
sulphate 5.0”) 12.8
Calcium

carbonate 29°) 31
Aluminium 33 -

Table 8-3 Hamakerconstants for the materials

1. Reference [55], 2. Reference [112], 3 Reference [113], 4 Reference [54].

Distance Estimated

between particle Calculated Calculated Inertial

particles diameter adhesion cohesion force

Material (x10°m) (um) force (x10’N) force (x107N) (x10°’N)
Fly-ash 0.4 75 1102 30 11.8

Calcium sulphate 0.4 425 283 55 192

Calcium carbonate 0.4 425 686 320 377       
 

Table 8-4
measurementof acceleration.
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This is reinforced by the measurementresults in which a thin layer of material remained

after removal by vibration. It should be remembered howeverthat the predictions only

take account of Van der Waals forces and that the force between the powderandplate

will also include mechanical bonding forces affected by surface roughness. The inter-

particle force calculated from vibration measurements for fly-ash (the last column of

Table 8-4) is 3 times lower than the predicted cohesive force. The prediction for

calcium sulphate is 3 times higher than calculated from measurement. For calcium

carbonate, the predicted force is close (within 57N) to that calculated from de-bonding

acceleration.

It was shownin chapter 7 that the de-bonding force increases with time, this increase is

likely to be caused by the layer particles packing closer together. Therefore, if the

deposited powderlayers had been left to settle for a longer time, the force calculated

from the de-bondingaccelerationis likely to have increased.

8.5 Conclusions

The laboratory process of repeated electrostatic deposition is likely to introduce

variability in the mannerin whichthelayeris built up and it was thoughtthat this would

produce large variations in bonding force and so de-bonding acceleration. It is the

author’s opinion that whilst the properties of the powders may affect deposition

efficiency, Van der Waals forces become dominant when the deposited material is

allowedto settle for a few minutes. The bonding forces therefore converge to a common

value for a given material, giving rise to a relatively small range of de-bonding

acceleration. In general, the repeatability was better than anticipated considering the
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potential variability inherent in the powders. In particular the origins of the fly-ash

process samples were largely unknown(i.e. type of coal burned, type of boiler, when

collected and how the sample wasstored). Despite this, in terms of de-bonding force,

fly-ash appears to behaveas a family.

Fly-ash and calcium carbonate showed nostrong trend in terms of frequency. The de-

bonding acceleration required for calcium sulphate showsa trend of increasing level

with frequency but the increase is only 3dB over the range 100Hz to 400Hz.

Measurement of the de-bonding acceleration taken at 100Hz is, therefore, considered

representative for the materials in this study. This is expected as the bonding force

calculated using Hein (section 4.2.3) is not frequency dependant and the mass of the

layer is constant, therefore the acceleration should not be frequency dependant.

The rank ordering of the materials, in terms of de-bonding acceleration, show that the

material comprising of the smallest particles (from micrographs in section 5.4.1)

requires the highest vibration level to removethe layer.

The agreement with measured results was muchbetter than anticipated for such simple

expressions. The results suggest that a representative particle diameter and the Hamaker

constant for the material are all that is needed to make an estimate of the bonding force.

Bonding forces for the materials in this study are of the same order of magnitude as

those reported in studies investigating bonding forces existing in dry powders using

atomic force microscopy.
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9 INTERACTION OF SOUND WITH POWDERED
MATERIAL

9.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter a method for estimating the vibrational force required to remove

electrostatically deposited powder layers from a surface was described. Forces were

calculated from surface accelerations when a knownlayer massis removed.

This chapter considers the removal of similar powder layers using sound. Extensive

research has been undertaken in to the mechanics of airborne particles (aerosols) in

electrostatic coating processes [114,115,116] and for the delivery of dry powder

formulations for inhalation [51,109,117]. Very little research has been undertaken in to

the interaction of audio frequency sound with powdered material (significant research in

to the theory and application of ultrasonics exists but is not relevant to dry particulate

material). Practical implementation of systems using sound for industrial cleaning

purposeshas, therefore, preceded theory.

Sound gives rise to various forces which act upon powder particles [118]. Primary

acoustic forces can be derived from the linear first order wave equation. These forces

are relatively large but the time average in a harmonic wave is generally zero. Second

order effects produce smaller forces but tend to be non zero when averaged over time.

This bias can cause drift in airborne particles. Both primary and secondary forces will

be modified when in close proximity to other particles or to surfaces. For example,

acoustic waves travel in air as longitudinal waves, here the particle displacementis

parallel to the direction of wave propagation. Wave conversion can occur when
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longitudinal sound wavesencountera solid surface, producing transverse waves having

particle displacement perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. This causes a

shear force in the fluid (air). Add to this already complex situation the fact that particles

may be acted on by several different forces such as Van der Waals, electrostatic,

thermal forces, all of which will be affected by environmental conditions (such as

temperature and relative humidity). The development of an accurate mathematical

model for the interaction of sound with powdered material adhered to surfaces is

therefore outside the scope of this project. A fuller understanding of the mechanisms

involved when sound interacts with materials could lead to new applications and to

optimization of existing applications.

In this chapter, the force on solid powderparticles exposed to a plane acoustic waveis

predicted. The approach is based on steady state fluid dynamics as well as acoustics.

The air particles, forced into oscillation by sound waves, result in no net fluid flow.

However,as theair particle displacementat high sound pressure level is large compared

to the powderparticle dimensions, the oscillatory motion of the air close to the powder

particles generates drag forces similar to those produced when fluid flows past an

obstacle.

9.2 Terminology and definitions

9.2.1 Continuum model

Adopting a continuum description of matter allows systems to be modelled without

detailed knowledge of the molecular structure of the fluid [119]. This simplification can

be applied when the distance between individual fluid particles (or molecules), also
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known as the mean free path, is small compared to the physical dimensions of the

system under investigation [120]. In air the mean free path is of the order of 6x10°m.

The ratio between mean free path and the length of interest is called the Knudsen

numberandis given by [119]:

Kn= 9-1a
i

Ais the mean free path (m), / is the length of interest. For the continuum model to

apply Kn<<]

For the frequencies of interest, wavelengths are in the range 4.6m to 0.86m. For the

highest frequency of 400Hz, Kn =7.5x10°, therefore, the continuum modelapplies.

9.2.2 Viscosity

All fluids have viscosity, which causesfriction. Viscosity describes a fluid’s resistance

to flow and can be defined as a fluid’s resistance to shear force when it is in motion.

Consider a system of two long parallel plates, one of which is moving with velocity u

and the otheris stationary. The fluid between the plates has a linear velocity profile, as

illustrated in Figure 9-1. If it is assumed that there is no slip between the fluid and the

plates, the velocity of fluid and solid must be the same. If a small element of fluid is

considered, the shear stress T may be written as;

T= Ua 9-2
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is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (N-s/m’) and is the proportionality constant

between the shear stress and the velocity gradient, du is a small change in velocity

(m/s), dy is a small change in distance(m)

The relationship between shear stress and velocity gradient is described as Newtonian.

Air is essentially a Newtonian fluid but often is considered, in aerodynamics,as an ideal

fluid (having no viscosity) when flowing over objects. This assumption does not apply

to thin layers, called the boundary layers, next to the surface or obstacle to the flow. At

standard temperature and pressure, the dynamic viscosity ofair is 18.37x10° kg/ms.

9.2.3 Boundary layer

In this region viscosity and or turbulence are dominant in determining the force on the

body. This frictional layer is known as the boundary layer and can be defined as the

layer of reduced velocity. Behind the body a wake develops, in this region, areas of high

turbulence and low pressure cause drag forces on the body. At high soundlevels, the air

particle displacement is large compared to the dimensions of the fly-ash powder

particles. At 100Hz, and at a soundpressure level of 150dB,the rmsairparticle velocity

is 0.15m/s and the displacement is 2.43mm. This oscillatory motion generates similar

effects to that of steady-state flow but here the forces push the powder layer onto the

surface and then pull at the layer. The thickness of the boundary layer of an isolated

powderparticle in a sound waveis given by [121]:

6—2H 9-3
Qo

@ = 2af

Ll is the dynamicviscosity of air (kg/ms), / is the frequency (Hz)
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The boundary layer thickness is therefore frequency dependant and reduces with

increasing frequency, this relationship is shown in Figure 9-2. At 75 Hz the boundary

layer has a thickness of 7.7x10° m;at 400Hzit is 1.46 x10° m.

9.3 Force on a spherein a plane sound wave

The simplest model of acoustic force is that of a sphere situated in a plane wave sound

field. The quantities of interest are the force on the sphere and the phase ofoscillation

relative to the particle motion in the surrounding fluid. The total force is given by

Temkin [122] as;

d(Wp— Ww)

dt

2
Found = Povp aw _ 67Lborp(1 + y)(Wp _ w) - = Tory” 1+ 2. 9-4

dt 3 2y

 

p=My

Ory 1 @
y= ==— @ = 2af

2Lo O 2Lb

_/?
5

Po is air density (kg/m*), /viscosity of air (kg/ms), vp volume of the solid powder

particle (m*), wp is the powderparticle velocity (m/s), wis air particle velocity (m/s),

f is frequency (Hz), wis angular frequency, 6 is thickness of the boundary layer (m),

y is the ratio of the sphere radius to the boundarylayer thickness.
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The model requiresthat:

1.

2.

Sound wavesare consideredlinear if the air particle velocity is small compared to the

. oe. WwW reer
speed of soundin air (i.e. —<0.1) and the pressure variation is small compared to the

static (atmospheric) air pressure (101.3 kpa @ 20°C) [123]. Therefore, sound pressure

level below 170dB is considered to behave in a linear manner. At 160dB, the sound

pressure is 2000 pa andstill small compared with air pressure, at 195dB the sound

The sound wave behaveslinearly.

The wavelength of soundis large comparedto the dimensionsof the

particle.

The sound wave is monochromatic (of one frequency).

The particle is a single solid unconstrained sphere.

The flow field nearto the particle is incompressible.

The density of the particle is much greater than the density of the fluid.

co

pressure equals air pressure.

The frequencies of interest, in this project, are 75Hz to 400Hz. At 400Hz the

wavelength is 0.86m. Fly-ash has particles ranging in diameter from 1-100,m and so

they are extremely small compared to the wavelength of sound.

In terms of fluid dynamics, gases are considered compressible, whilst liquids are not.

The fluid can be considered incompressible if the wavelength is large comparedto the
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particle size at the oscillation frequency [124]. As stated above, for the frequencies of

interest in this project the flow field near the sphere can be considered incompressible

The density of fly-ash is 2300 kg/m? [125], air has a density of 1.2 kg/m’, satisfying

requirement6.

Equation 9-4 is composedofthree terms. Thefirst term is:

- (=|

Porn Tt

This is the additional force that must be included to take account of the acceleration of

 

the frame of reference. The need for this term is understood by considering the case

where the sphere movesat the same velocity as the fluid. The second and third terms

now disappearandthefirst term is the force per unit volumethat takes into account the

acceleration of the frame of reference used in the derivation of the equation.

The secondterm is:

_ 67Lbrp(1 + y)(Wp = Ww)

This is the well-known Stoke’s law for the drag force on a bodyand is proportional to

the instantaneousvelocity of the sphere and to sphere radius. At very low frequencies y

tends to zero and the term reduces to — 67%LbWprp.

The third term is:
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—2 apory’ fa BOW)

3 2y) dt

and is derived from the force on a sphere in an ideal inviscid fluid and is given in the

Lo. 2 . . .
limit, when krp > 0 where the wave number k =2 , and rp is the particle radiusas:

Cc

3 d(Wp)2
Finviscia > —TMporp 9-5

3 dt
 

Theinviscid result is then modified to account for viscosity by including the term:

14
dy

This in effect increases the added mass coefficient. The increase decreases with

increased frequency and vanishesin the limit as y >.

In this study we are interested in the sound level required to removeelectrostatically

deposited powder particles from a surface. In this case, the powder particle is

constrained with zero velocity. The difference in velocity between air particles and the

powderis now a maximum andthe equation 9-4 becomes;

 

 

dw 2 3 9 \d(-w)
Found = PoVp — — 67Uorp(1 + —w) ——7Porp’ 1+— 9-6d ve a orp(1+ y)(—w) Sra | 2.) di

Theair particle velocity, w for a given soundpressurelevelis;

_ Dims
SPL= 20g ) 9-7

Pref
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Ch)

 

prms = 10 X Pref

w- Dims

poc

Prep is the reference sound pressure level (20 wu pascals), Moc is the characteristic

acoustic impedance (415 rayls at standard temperature and pressure).

Differentiation of the air particle velocity gives:

a is the air particle acceleration (m/s°).

9-8

The rms displacement and velocity of an air particle for a given soundpressure levelis

shownin Table 9-1.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

rms
Sound Pressure velocity

Level (dB) rms sound pressure (pascals) rms dispacement at 100Hz (m) (m/s)

100 2.00 7.67E-06 0.005

110 6.32 2.43E-05 0.02

120 20.00 7.67E-05 0.05

130 63.25 2.43E-04 0.15

140 200.00 7.67E-04 0.48

150 632.46 2.43E-03 1.52

160 2000.00 7.67E-03 4.82

170 6324.56 2.43E-02 15.24

180 20000.00 7.67E-02 48.19

Table 9-1 Air particle displacement, and velocity for increasing sound pressurelevel.
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A powderlayer deposited on a surface will consist of powderparticles forming adhesive

bondsto the surface and then to each other. Prediction and measurements conducted in

Chapter 8 suggest that the adhesive forces formedat the interface of powderand surface

are larger than the cohesive forces between powderparticles within the layer. It is these

weaker cohesive forces that sound must overcome to remove a deposited layer from a

surface. A particle diameter for fly-ash of 754m was proposed in Chapter 5 based on

sieve analysis, therefore, a radius of 35um will be used in the calculations. The

estimated cohesive force within an electrostatically deposited fly-ash layer based de-

bonding acceleration is of the order 10x10°’N (section 8.4). The force produced on a

constrained particle, of radius 35um, by a plane acoustic wave (Equation 9-6) at the

frequencies of interest is shown in Figure 9-3. The sound pressure level required to

produce a force equivalent to that calculated from de-bonding acceleration is 175dB at

400Hz.

Figure 9-4 showsthe force produced on a constrainedparticle of increasing radus.If the

radius of the particle is increased from 35um to 230um, the sound pressure level

required to produce 10x10’N according to Equation 9-6 is 150dB.

9.4 Discussion

Predictions of the sound pressure level required to remove a particle of radius 35um

from a surface suggest that a level of 176dB at 400Hz is required. This level is of the

order of the sound pressure level produced at 10m from a Saturn Five rocket [126].

This level would not only be difficult to generate using commercially available systems

but is likely to cause structural damageto industrial equipment. If the particle radius is
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increased from 35um to 230um, the predicted sound pressure level is 150dB. This level

is likely to be practical to generate using commercially available acoustic cleaning

systems. The prediction relies on an accurate estimate of the particle radius. This is

difficult to define as it is a layer rather than a single particle that is being removed. In

practice, there will be many particles making up a deposited layer. The physics of a

powderlayeris likely to be very different from a single particle. Layer formation and

layer dynamics over time are extremely complicated and not well understood. Inertial

experiments suggest the forces broken are cohesive as thin layer remains, also Hein

predicts lower cohesive force. It could be that in the layer, clusters form that are much

larger than indicated in the sieve analyses undertaken in Chapter 5.

Most of the requirements given for Equation 9-4 to be valid have been complied with.

However, constraining the particle on a surface is a major departure from the original

equation put forward by Temkin and couldlead to errors in prediction. Also, placing a

surface to which the powderparticle is attached in the soundfield is likely to cause

reflections, plane wave propagation can only be assumedif this surface is very small

comparedto the wavelength of sound. Theair particle velocity at a solid surface is zero.

Howeverat a small distance from the surface the air particle velocity will be small but

finite. As the velocity and acceleration of the air particle are large at high sound

pressure level, a fraction of the velocity at a quarter wavelength distance from the

surface (300mm at 400Hz) may produce enough force to overcome the cohesive

bonding force between powderparticles.

As an accurate mathematical model for the sound pressure level required to remove an

electrostatically deposited powder plate system is extremely complicated,it is proposed
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that the coated aluminium plate system used in the inertial experiments described in

Chapter 8 now be placed in a sound field in order to measure the level required to

remove deposited powder.It is important that the sound field complies with the rules for

applying equation 9.4. Therefore, the system must produce a single frequency plane

waveof controllable level. In Chapter 10 such a system will be designed, constructed

andtested.
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10 POWDER REMOVAL BY SOUND

10.1 Introduction

In Chapter 7, a controlled method was introduced of removing electrostatically

deposited powder layers using vibration. Similarly, a controllable method to establish

the sound pressure level to removeelectrostatically deposited powder, was required.

In industrial electrostatic precipitator enclosures, the hard reflective surfaces give rise to

a reverberant field and sound is incident on the collection plates at many angles of

incidence. The enclosed environment is harsh, extremely complex and offers little

possibility of control of parameters. Also, access to full size electrostatic precipitators is

limited, usually to maintenance downtimes, whenthe precipitator is taken off line to be

checked and refurbished. Acoustic measurements were undertaken by the author in a

full sized precipitator when off line. Whilst this data is informative (Chapter 11), the

measurements were not under controlled acoustic conditions.

In this chapter the design andcalibration of a high intensity wave tube is described. The

tube system was capable of producing very high sound pressure levels at single

frequencies with low distortion. End reflections were reduced using absorptive wedges,

which formed an anechoic termination, creating a travelling acoustic wave condition.

The powder layer thus, could be subjected to a tonal sound at normal incidence.

Measurements were undertaken for the fly-ash batch samples and two control samples,

previously used in vibration measurements (Chapter8).
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10.2 High intensity wave tube

The system was required to produce a travelling acoustic wave at very high sound

pressure levels with low harmonic distortion over the frequency range 75Hz to 400Hz.

The speaker was coupled, through a transition piece, to a plastic tube fitted with an

anechoic wedge to reduce reflected components from the open end. Dimensional details

of the wave tube and wedge are shown in Figure 10-1. The system was assembled

inside an acoustic test chamber to reduce the effect of the very high sound pressure

levels produced in other laboratory areas. The longest dimension of the test chamber

limited the maximum length of the tube to 4.5 m. The tube was of UPVC (12.5 bar

pressure pipe) of 160mm internal diameter and 10mm thickness. The loudspeaker was a

380mm diameter 800 watt base drive unit (Omega Eminence Pro 15A), enclosed in a

circular metal tube (400mm diameter, 400mm long and 2mmthicksteel wall) sealed at

one end with a woodenend cap. This wasattached to one end ofthe pipe via a transition

piece. The anechoic termination consisted of an open cell polyurethane foam wedge

(density 40kg/m?*) of 2.2m length. A central section of pipe could be removed to enable

test samplesto be installed (shownin figure 10-2). All gaps were sealed using ducttape.

The electrostatically coated cubes were placed 2m from the drive unit on a resilient mat

to reducedirect excitation of the cube via vibration in the tube wall.

10.2.1 Setup andcalibration

A sketch of the instrumented wavetube is shown in Figure 10-3. A precision oscillator

(B&K type 2010) generated low distortion signals with a frequency resolution of 0.1

Hz. The outputof the oscillator was connected to the input of a 2000 W poweramplifier

(QSC professional power amplifier type RMX2450), the output of which was

connected to the loudspeaker. A 12 mm measurement microphone (Bruel and Kjaer
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4135) wasinstalled 50mm from the test cube to monitor sound pressure level. The

microphone upper sound pressure level limit was 170dB, which was sufficient for

measurement without distortion. The measurement microphone was connected via a

preamplifier (B&K Nexus type 2691 ) to a type one sound level meter (B&K 2231)

fitted with two inline -20dB attenuators, giving a full scale deflection of 160 dB at the

upper range. The meter measurement parameter wasset to linear soundpressure level.

The output of the preamplifier also was connected to an FFT analyzer (Onosoki CF-

350) in order to monitor harmonic components present. The system wascalibrated in

terms of absolute sound pressure level using a pistonphone (B&K type 4220). A

resiliently mounted sub-miniature video camera (Defender type 2299) was installed

inside the tube at a distance of 150mm from the test cube. This camera was chosen for

its small size (30x30x15 mm), robust design (for use in security CCTV equipment) and

relatively low cost. Preliminary experiments demonstrated the camera was remarkably

durable, producing pictures of acceptable quality. The output of the camera wasinput to

a PC-based digitizing capture card (Belkin DVDcreature) capable of capture rates of 30

frames per second. The images were stored in MPEG (MovingPictures Experts Group)

format and played back using media player, allowing one frame at a time to be

inspected (time increments of 33ms). The effects of the sound field on the deposited

layer thus were observed in relatively low-noise environment (but still requiring

hearing protection) and the sound pressure level recorded at which the layer detached.

The frequencies of interest were, 75Hz, 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz and 400Hz and

corresponded to the measured frequencies of the vibration experiments described in

Chapter 7. The frequencies also correspond to the operating range of commercially

available acoustic cleaning systems. The oscillator was adjusted to a frequency of

interest and the level increased typically in increments of | dB. Sound pressure levels
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up to 150dB were attainable within the tube, with harmonic components more than 20

dB lowerthan that of the frequency ofinterest, in the frequency range 75Hz to 400Hz.

The frequency response, of loudspeaker plus tube at full power output, at a driving

frequency of 100Hz is shownin Figure 10-4.

10.2.2 Anechoic termination

The efficiency of the anechoic termination was checked by comparing the acoustic

intensity, at the downstream position of the cube, to the acoustic intensity calculated

from sound pressure. Sound intensity measurements were undertaken using an intensity

probe (B&K 3520) consisting of two phased matched microphones, connected to a dual

channel analyzer (Bruel and Kjaer 2144). The probe was calibrated using a sound

intensity calibration system (Bruel&Kjaer 3541). The intensity probe was placed 50mm

from the cube face position. A random noise generator was used to drive the

loudspeaker. Differences of less than 1 dB between the measured intensity and that

calculated from the sound pressure level indicated that the anechoic termination was

effective in reducing reflected components,at the frequencies ofinterest.

10.2.3 Vibrational excitation

The test cube wasresiliently mounted to reduce structure-borne vibration from the tube

wall, however, a question arose of whether the travelling acoustic wave interacts

directly with the powder or excites the cube into vibration which then causes de-

bonding. The former condition was confirmed by recording the vibration level of the

cube during acoustic excitation. Mini accelerometers were mounted on three faces of

the cube (Bruel and Kjaer type 4393). The accelerometers were connected to a pre-
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amplifier (Bruel and Kjaer Nexus 2692), the output of which was connected to a four

channel FFT analyzer (Siglab 20-47). The system was calibrated for absolute

acceleration. The sound pressure level in the tube was increased to 150dBat the five

frequencies of interest. Values were compared with those generated when the cube was

directly excited on the calibrated vibration table (see Chapter 8). The results are shown

in Figure 10-5. The acceleration level measured on the three faces of the cube was 30dB

lower than those measured to removeelectrostatically deposited fly-ash layers using the

vibration table in Chapter 8. It was assumed therefore that if the powder layers were

removed, the removal would be due to the sound pressure level and not to direct

vibration of the cube.

10.3 Experimental procedure

Powderwaselectrostatically attached to the cube to a depth of 3mm, using the method

described in Chapter 6. The layer was allowedto settle for 10 minutes before removal.

The cube wascarefully placed onto the resilient mat in the tube and the video camera

positioned so that the front face of the cube wasclearly visible.

The access door to the tube was sealed to prevent air pumping through gaps at high

sound pressure levels. The frequency of test was selected and the output increased,

typically in increments of 1dB. The sound level meter indicated the linear sound

pressure level at the cube face whilst the video camera recorded any effects on the

deposited layer. The sound pressure level was increased until the layer was removed.

Measurements were repeated four times at each frequency.
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10.3.1 Repeatability

As discussed in Chapter 7, the powder was likely to be affected by the process of

electrostatic deposition and measurements could not be repeated on the same sample.

Therefore, measurements were repeated four times on fly-ash collected from one batch

sample from a precipitator of a large coal burning powerstation. The de-bonding sound

pressure level for batch sample | is shown in Figure 10-6. The range is approximately

4dB between 75Hz and 200Hz and 3dB between 300Hz and 400Hz. Mean and standard

deviations are shownin Figure 10-7 and indicate sound pressure level is repeatable with

a standard deviation of 1dB at 75Hz, 1.5dB from 100Hz to 200Hz and 1dB from 300Hz

to 400 Hz. The general trend is that of a reduced sound pressure level with increasing

frequency,the level reducing by 5dB over the frequency range of 75Hz to 400Hz.

10.3.2 Powderde-bonding dynamics

The process of removal was photographed and is shown in Figure 10-8. In the case

considered, the layer detached suddenly,as a sheet, at a sound pressure level of 144 dB.

The sheet then fell under gravity until impact and fragmentation. The layer did not

disintegrate into fine particles. This is important as in full-sized electrostatic

precipitators, if the removed ash does not remain partially bonded, then the ash can

becomere-entrained into the air stream, reducing collection efficiency. As with removal

by vibration, a thin layer of ash remained on the cube face after removal of most of the

layer. This again suggests that although the mechanisms of removal of vibration and

sound differ, the bonding forces between powder particles are broken rather than

between the powder particles and the cube surface. As the forces within the powder

determine the level required to removethe layer, for this fly-ash, surface roughnessis

not a contributory factor to the removal by sound.
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10.4 Removalof different powders

Asstated in Chapter 5, fly-ash is the by-product of coal combustion andthe properties

of the ash produced will depend on the type of coal burned and the design of the

furnace. It therefore was important to quantify the range of sound pressure levels

required to remove fly-ash produced at different sites. The procedure described above

was repeated for additional fly-ash batch samples collected from the electrostatic

precipitators of four large coal burning powerstations and two control materials.

10.4.1 Fly-ash

Mean de-bonding sound pressure level for five fly-ash samples is shown in Figure 10-9.

The range in level is approximately 1dB at 75Hz 2.5dB at 100Hz, 1dB at 200Hz and

4dB between 300Hz and 400Hz. Mean and standard deviations of the five meanresults,

given the term process mean, are shown in Figure 10-10. The sound pressure level is

repeatable with a standard deviation of 1dB or less from 75Hz to 200Hz, 1.5dB at

300Hz and 0.9dB at 400 Hz. The general trend is that of a reduced sound pressure level

with increasing frequency; the level reduces by 5dB overthe frequency range of 75Hz

to 400Hz.

10.4.2 Control samples

The de-bonding sound pressure level for calcium sulphate is shown in Figure 10-11.

The largest range in level of approximately 8dB occurs at 75Hz and 200Hz. At 100Hz,

300Hz and 400Hzthe range is within 5dB. The mean and standard deviation for this

material are shown in Figure 10-12. The standard deviation is 3.8dB and 3.2dB at 75Hz

and 200Hz,respectively.
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At 100Hz, 200Hz and 400Hz the standard deviation is within 2dB. The results show a

10dB reduction in sound pressure level with increasing frequency over the range 75Hz

to 400Hz.

The results for calcium carbonate are shownin Figure 10-13. The largest range in level

of approximately 4dB occurs at 75Hz and 100Hz. At 200Hz, 300Hz and 400Hz the

range is within 3dB. The mean and standard deviation for this material are shown in

Figure 10-14. The standard deviation is 1.7dB at 75Hz and 100Hz respectively. At

200Hz, 300Hz and 400Hz the standard deviation is within 1.4dB. The results show an

8dB reduction in sound pressure level with increasing frequency.

10.5 Rankordering

Mean de-bonding soundpressure level for the three materials tested are shownin Figure

10-15. Calcium carbonate required the highest level of removal followed by calcium

sulphate and fly-ash. Levels range from 141dB to 150 dB for the materials tested. On

average, fly-ash required a level 3dB less than for calcium carbonate. For fly-ash the

sound level required at 400Hz was 4dB less than that required at 75Hz. For calcium

sulphate and calcium carbonate the reduction at 400Hz was 8dB compared with the

level at 75Hz.

10.6 Conclusions

A high intensity wave tube has been designed, constructed and calibrated. The

effectiveness of an anechoic wedge system in reducing reflected components from the

open endofthe tube wasverified and a travelling wave condition was assumed.
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Preliminary experiments demonstrated that the system was capable of producing

sufficiently high sound pressure levels to remove electrostatically deposited fly-ash

layers at a single frequency and at normal incidence to the cube face. The test cube

vibration acceleration, under acoustic excitation was at least 20dB below that required

to remove the fly-ash layers by direct vibration. Layer removal, therefore, was due to

acoustic energy and notvibration.

After removal, a thin layer of ash remained on the cube surface. This indicates that the

cohesive bonds within the powder are broken rather than the bonding force at the

powder-surface interface.

The surface roughnessof the receiver plate should not affect the de-bonding force. This

wasalso the case for vibration excitation (Chapter7).

In Chapter 8 it was shown that bonding forces in electrostatically deposited powders

converge to a common value for a given material, despite differences in how the

material was produced or handled. Although the mechanisms of removal differ for

vibration and sound, bonding forces in the powder are broken in each case. Therefore,

the range of level required to removethe layer should be small Measurements using the

wave tube confirmed this, the repeatability of the de-bonding sound pressure level was

within 3dB at each frequencyfor the three materials tested.

For the materials tested the general trend is a reduction in sound pressure level with

increasing frequency. Low-frequency sound is required in industrial cleaning

applications as long wavelengths can travel further without attenuation and diffract
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around obstacles more efficiently. For fly-ash, therefore, a sound pressure level of

147dBis required to remove a 3mmthicklayerthat has settled for ten minutes.

Calcium carbonate required 150dB to remove the layer. At low frequencies calcium

sulphate required a 2dB higher level than fly-ash although the levels converged at

higher frequency.
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Figure 10-1 Dimensionaldetails of the loudspeaker enclosure, transition piece and

anechoic wedge usedin the wavetube(notto scale).
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Figure 10-3 The High intensity wave tube (not toscale).
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Figure 10-8 Process of removalin the high intensity wave tube at 100Hz

1. 144dB: no discernableeffect.

2. 145dB: layer detaches from the cube surface and beginsto fall.

3. 148dB: layer held up byresilient mat.

4. 149dB: layer cracksin half.

5. 150dB: layer brakesin to quarters.

6. 152dB: layer remainsin large pieces ontheresilient mat, thin layer of powder

remainson the cubeface.
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11. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

11.1 Introduction

In Chapter 10, measurements undertaken in a high intensity wave tube indicated that

sound levels of the order of 140-150 dB are required to remove electrostatically

deposited powdersat a single excitation frequency. In this chapter, the requirements of

industrial acoustic cleaning systemsfor use in full sized ESPs are investigated. Acoustic

systems mustbe reliable and able to withstand high temperatures and corrosive gases.

They must produce sound levels high enough to overcome powder bondingforcesin the

large reverberant spaces found in ESPs at low frequencies (to clean over large

distances) and operate without interfering with the industrial process to which they have

been introduced. Systems should also be designed to operate using typical power

supplies found on industrial sites (electrical, compressed air or gas). A commercially

available industrial acoustic cleaning system, the Primasonics PAS75 air driven horn,

wasavailable for use in the study. Primasonics are a UK based companyspecialising in

the manufacture andinstallation of acoustic cleaners to industry (35). They have a range

of acoustic cleaners of different lengths with fundamental frequencies from 60Hz to

420Hz (Figurel1-1). The PAS75 is used to promote flow in dry powders and prevent

powderbuild up in storage silos, boilers, and fans. The company have many years of

experience installing this horn system in to industrial processes and have found this unit

to be both effective and reliable.

Firstly, the system was calibrated in terms of sound output and frequency response.

Secondly, it was installed in a large reverberation chamber within the acoustic unit and

evaluated in termsofits ability to removeelectrostatically deposited powderlayers. The
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acoustic conditions within the reverberation chamber simulate those found in large

ESPs, but with the advantage of low background noise and controllable environmental

conditions.

Several alternative noise generating mechanisms were also investigated in the

reverberation chamberto assesstheir suitability as industrial acoustic cleaning systems.

A ruptured diaphragm system, capable of producing high level impulsive noise, was

designed and constructed for the measurements, and a commercially available bird

scaring system employing a gas gun purchased.

Gaining access to power station ESPs is extremely difficult. Primasonics arranged for

air driven hornsto beinstalled in the ESP of a large coal burning powerstation in the

UK. We were able to undertake measurements in the ESP during its yearly shut down

period for maintenance. Results from this site visit are presented in the chapter.

11.2 Air driven horn

11.2.1 Sound generating mechanism

Air driven horns consist of a compressedair drive unit that is loaded by an exponential

shaped horn. The mechanism of wave generation is one of air mass injection with a

stiffened plate acting as an oscillating partial baffle. Pressure builds on oneside of the

clamped plate until it lifts, the pressure is then released and the plate returns to its

original position and the process begins again. The oscillation of the driver is

acoustically loaded by the attached exponential horn and the fundamental and harmonic

frequencies can be predicted according to well-established theories [127]. The horn
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system used in this study was a Primasonics PAS75, shown in Figure 11-1. The

compressed air supply must be able to produce the required pressure and throughput of

air in order for the horn to produce a stable output. The PAS 75 requires air pressure of

70-90 psi and 1000-2000 litres/minute. The horn length is 2300mm from the output of

the driver (known as the throat, radius 17.5mm) to the bell at the end of the horn

(knownas the mouth, radius 210mm).

11.2.2 Calibration of the horn

Firstly, the output of the horn was assessed in terms of sound level and frequency

response. The standard method of measuring the frequency response of a loudspeakeris

to measureits output underfree field acoustic conditions [128]. A free acoustic field can

be defined as a space whose boundaries have negligible effect on sound waves over the

frequency range of interest [129]. This can be achieved in an anechoic chamber or

outdoors. The absorptive wedge system installed in the anechoic chamber of the

acoustics unit is only effective at frequencies above 160Hz. The large size of the cleaner

and the low frequency ofinterest effectively ruled out the use of the anechoic chamber.

A test facility was designed and constructed on the roof of the building housing the

acoustics unit (Figure 11-2). A three phase compressor unit (Clark Industrial SE250)

wasinstalled in the laboratory and 25mm copperpipeinstalled to allow the air output to

be connected to the reverberation chamberandthe roof. Control valves wereinstalled in

the pipe work near the reverberation chamberandat roof level to allow the air supply to

be connected to the horn during testing. This system was capable of providing the

necessaryair pressure andthe large air tank reservoir enoughair flow to run the PAS 75

horn for 1 minute. A calibrated microphone system and acoustic analyser wasinstalled

in the roof space of the laboratory with extension cables allowing the microphoneto be
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located 3m from the bell of the cleaner on the external roof. The horn wasorientated so

that the bell pointed away from reflecting surfaces (except the roof), as shown in Figure

11.3. The compressor vessel was pressurised to 150psi. The control valve was then

opened and the horn sounded for 10 seconds. The narrow band frequency response of

the PAS 75 horn measured with the microphoneat 3m from the bell is shown in Figure

11.4. As expected the fundamental frequency of the horn is at 75Hz, the sound pressure

level at this frequency is 123dB. Harmonics of the fundamental frequency maintain

sound pressure levels within 10dB of the fundamental up to the upper frequency of

2kHz. A simultaneous measurementin 1/3 octave bands, shown in Figure 11-5, shows

that the horn producessignificant sound levels up to 8kHz. The maximum linear sound

pressure level measured over the 5 second sounding was 140dB at 3m from thebell.

The large distance from the bell was required so that the microphone wasnot affected

by turbulent air exiting the horn. The microphone was also fitted with a standard

windshield to reduce noise induced by air movement.

11.3 Reverberation chamber measurements

The setup for measurements in the reverberation chamber is shown in Figure 11-6. The

chamberhas dimensions of 5.75m x 4.9m x 4.28m (volume 120m’). Acoustically this

chamber is similar to the large reverberant spaces found in ESP butit is 1/ 10" the

volume. Control and measurement equipment wassited outside the chamber so that

sources could be operated remotely, protecting the operator from potentially damaging

sound levels (even outside the chamber the author wore ear plugs and muffs!). The

measurement system comprised of a 7mm condenser measurement microphone (Bruel

and Kjaer 4135) connected via a pre-amplifier (Bruel and Kjaer Nexus type 2691) and

through a wall connector to a type one sound level meter (Bruel and Kjaer 2231) sited
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outside the chamber. The input to the sound level meter was fitted with two inline -

20dB attenuators allowing measurementup to soundpressure levels of 170 dB without

distortion. The horn wasinstalled in to the corner of the chamber, as this position is

likely to excite maximum room modes, as shown in Figure 11-7 (the horn shownis an

experimental resin design, but has the same acoustic performance as the spunstainless

steel version). The air pressure in the reservoir tank of the compressor wasincreased to

150psi and the horn sounded for 10 seconds. Measurementof sound pressure level was

taken at five microphone positions (see Figure 11-6). The microphone wasplaced at

least 1m from chamber surfaces, to reduce reflected components, and 2m from the

source undertest to ensure the microphone wasnotsubjected to turbulent air exiting the

bell. A wide band linear bandwidth of 2 Hz to 20 kHz wasselected. The system was

calibrated using a B&K Pistonphone 4228 producing 124dB at 250Hz. The linear

maximum peak level (Pmax, dB) and maximum level (Lmax, dB) were recorded for

each source. Pmax measures the peak overpressure (effective averaging time 40us)

attained by an event. Lmax is the maximum rms(fast averaging time constant of 0.125

s) level produced by an event. The results of the measurement are shownin Table 11-1

and Figure 11-8.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Position Max level dB Max peak dB

1 148 156
2 146 156
3 142 150
4 145 155
5 144 154

Log average 145 155     
Table 11-1 Measurementresults for the PAS75 in the reverberation chamber.
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If a loudspeaker is measuredin free field conditionsit is likely to have a very different

response when placed in a reverberant environment. The shape of the frequency

response of the horn measured in the reverberation chamber is very similar to that

measuredin free field conditions on the roof (see Figure 11.4). This suggests that unlike

a loudspeaker the horn frequency response is not affected by the room response. The

sound pressure level in the reverberation chamber is higher at each peak than that

measured at a distance of 3m in a free field (due to the fall off with distance in a free

field). The average sound pressure level required to removeelectrostatically deposited

calcium sulphate in the high intensity wave tube is shown in Figure 11-9. Table 11.2

showsa comparison of the rms soundpressure level at the peaks in the horn spectrum to

the required sound level to remove calcium sulphate in the wave tube. The sound

pressure level at each spectral peak produced bythe horn are below those measuredat a

single excitation frequency in the wave tube. This suggests that the horn will not

removeelectrostatically deposited calcium sulphate.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wavetube frequency Tube SPL dB Horn frequency Horn SPL dB

75 150 75 138

100 148 150 127

200 145 225 122

300 143 300 122

400 141 375 120      
 

Table 11-2 Comparison of the frequency and level required to remove calcium sulphate in the high

intensity wave tube to the spectral peaks produced by the horn in the reverberation chamber.

Calcium sulphate was deposited on the face of an aluminium cube in the standard way

(see Chapter 6) andleft to settle for 10 minutes. The coated cube was then placed on a

resiliently supported concrete block within the reverberant chamber, shown in Figure

11-10. Resilient mounting of the cube is required to ensure that removal of the powder

layer is caused by sound andnotdirect excitation of the cube by vibration. This was
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verified by measuring the vibration acceleration of the cube when running the source

under test and comparing this value with the acceleration required to remove the layer

measured using the vibration table in Chapter 8. The acceleration level produced by the

sound sources were 30dB below that required to remove the powderusing the electro-

dynamic shaker. If powder layers are removed, therefore, it must be caused by sound.

The measurement microphone wasplaced near to the coated cube surface and the horn

sounded. The maximum sound pressure level during the sounding measured at cube

facel42 dB. During the measurement the effect of sound on the powder layer was

monitored by the operator outside the chamber via video camera. The powderlayer was

removed from the cube face as soon as the horn sounded, as shown in Figure 11-10.

This result indicates that an overall level above 142dB will remove the layer, despite

individual frequency components in the horn spectrum being significantly below the

levels indicated by the wave tube. To establish the minimum overall level required to

removethe layer the output of the horn would have to be reduced.It is not possible to

vary the sound level produced by the horn. To investigate the minimum level required

to remove powderlayers in a reverberant environment, a source with a variable noise

output was required.

11.4 Alternative noise generation mechanisms

The air driven horn is a robust, reliable source and has shown that it is capable of

removing electrostatically deposited powder in reverberant conditions. It has some

limitations in that it has a large footprint, space being at a premium atindustrial sites. Its

sound output is not controllable and this makesestablishing the level required to remove

powder layers difficult. Alternative noise sources were investigated to assess their
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suitability as acoustic cleaning systems in reverberant conditions. Sources were grouped

accordingto their noise generating mechanism;

e Electrodynamic (loudspeaker)

e Rapid depressurisation (ruptured diaphragm)

e Chemical (gas gun)

The loudspeaker offers the most versatile source in terms of controllable output as it

will reproduce any waveform fed in to the amplifier to which it is connected. The

ruptured diaphragm and gas gun are impulsive noise sources and allow the effect of

reduced sound duration to be investigated on powder removal. Each source was

installed in the reverberation chamberand the procedure for measurementdescribed for

the air driven horn repeated.

11.4.1 Loudspeaker

The loudspeaker is a transducer that converts electrical current in to sound. The most

commontype of loudspeakeris the moving coil design, where a coil of wire (known as

the voice coil) is suspended in the magnetic field of a circular magnet. The voice coilis

positioned in a narrow cylindrical grove or air gap in the centre of the magnet. The coil

is kept centred overthe pole piece by a flexible fabric disc known as the spider. When a

signal current is passed through the coil a varying magnetic field is generated. The two

magnetic fields interact causing movementof the coil. The coil is attached to a paper

cone which compresses and decompresses the air next to it thereby generating sound

waves. When connected to a high power amplifier system, loudspeakers can produce

single frequency sine waves of variable sound output up to high levels. The high
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intensity wave tube used such a transducer as its sound source. The unit was able to

produce levels up to 155dB in the tube. However the volume of the tube was small

(0.09m?) and the sound pressure level will reduce as the volume of the space in to which

the loudspeakerradiates increases. The output of the loudspeaker is loaded by the room

in to whichit radiates and so the level it produces will vary from space to space.

11.4.2 Loudspeaker measurements in the reverberation

chamber

The loudspeaker wasinstalled in the corner of the reverberation chamber, replacing the

air driven horn. The unit used was taken from the high intensity wave tube. This

consisted of a 380mm diameter 800 watt base drive unit (Omega Eminence Pro 15A),

enclosed in a circular metal tube (400mm diameter, 400mm long and 2mm thicksteel

wall) sealed at one end with a woodenendcap. A precision oscillator (B&K type 2010)

generated low distortion signals with a frequency resolution of 0.1 Hz. The outputof the

oscillator was connected to the input of a 2000 W power amplifier (QSC professional

power amplifier type RMX2450) sited outside the chamber, the output of which was

connected via through the wall connectors to the loudspeaker in the chamber. An

electrostatically coated cube wasresiliently mounted in the chamber. With the amplifier

set to its highest gain, the maximum soundpressure level recorded at the cube face at 75

Hz excitation frequency was 128 dB. Theelectrostatically deposited powder layer was

not removed.

Stability and reliability for this source could cause problemsas the voice coil can over

heat causing failure and the spider suspension system is delicate. The cone could also be

destroyed in high temperatures or by corrosive environments. The loudspeaker provides
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a high quality variable source andis ideal for use in relatively small laboratory based

systems such as the high intensity wave tube. Whentransferred to large reverberant

spaced this system produced levels 13-23dB below those required in the wave tube

(dependant on the frequency of excitation). NASA use an electrodynamic driver system

(WAS 3000 air stream modulators) for sonic fatigue testing of structures (such as

electronic components usedsatellites). This system is capable of producing 165dB

sound pressure level over the frequency range 50-200Hzin a tube of size 1.9mx.33m

[130]. The transducers cost £10,000 each and must be replaced after only hours of

continuous use! For these reasons the loudspeaker was not considered further as a

practical source for use in large reverberant environments.

11.4.3 Ruptured diaphragm

Research in to the structural response of blast loading on materials in the Impact

Research Centre (IRC), Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Liverpool

has produced impulsive sources utilising ruptured diaphragms to cause rapid pressure

release[131]. Considerable noise is generated when creating such rapid pressurerelease,

considered an unwanted by-product of such systems. The author contacted the IRC to

draw on their expertise in this area. In response, they advised on the design and

construction of a portable ruptured diaphragm system, shown in Figure 11-11. The

system comprised of a plastic tube, 800 mm long, 220 mm internal diameter (wall

thickness 10mm) and a clamping system consisting of two 10mm thick steel clamping

rings, ( and rubber gaskets) enabling diaphragms cut from thin sheet material to be

clamped overone endof the tube. The other end of the tube was capped andhad anair

hose attachment to supply compressedair to the inside of the tube. Pressurisation of the
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tube was controlled from outside the chamber and a system to de-pressurise the tube

wasincluded so that the system could be madesafe if an operator needed to enter the

chamberbefore the diaphragm failed. The sound pressure level produced by this source

is dictated by the air pressure in the tube at failure. This will be dictated by the material

used for the diaphragm andits thickness.

The unit was assembledandinstalled in the corner of the reverberation chamber, shown

in Figure 11-12. Again, calcium sulphate coated cubes wereresiliently mounted in the

chamber. Initial tests using diaphragms made of 0.14mm thicknesses tracing paper

produced a maximum soundpressure level of 134 dB at failure (internal tube pressure

7.5psi) near the cube face. The powderlayer was not removed. Diaphragms made from

high impact polystyrene sheet, ranging in thickness from 0.25mm to 1.5mm weretested,

the results are shown in Table 11-3.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diaphragm material Thickness (mm) Failure pressure (psi) Max peak (dB) Max level (dB)

Tracing paper 0.07 3.00 143.60 130.60

Tracing paper 0.14 7.50 147.20 133.90

High impact polystyrene 0.25 10.00 145.20 133.80

High impact polystyrene 0.75 25.00 152.50 140.20

High impact polystyrene 1.50 44.00 154.66 142.50      
 

Table 11-3 Sound pressure level produced at the cube face for different diaphragm materials and

thicknesses.

Maximum soundpressure levels of 142 dB were recorded for 1.5mm thick diaphragms

(vessel pressure of 44psi). The electrostatically deposited calcium sulphate was

removed from the cube surface when using the 1.5mm diaphragm (the ruptured

diaphragm is shown in Figure 11-13). Visual inspection of the video of the layer

removal suggested that the layer was removed instantaneously as the diaphragm failed

(ie. the impulsive noise continues for 5-8 seconds after the failure due to the
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reverberant nature of the test chamber). This suggests that provided the sound level

exceeds 140 dB near to the surface on to which powderhas been deposited, the layer

will be removed evenif the level exists for a short time.

It was not possible to measure the frequency spectrum of this source in the time

available. The measurement of frequency spectra for impulsive sources is technically

difficult especially at low frequencies. Installing the source in free field conditions

would also have been difficult. The subjective impression of the operator outside the

chamberwasthat this source producedsignificant energy at low frequencies.

Measurements were repeated four times for each material. The maximum sound

pressure levels were repeatable within 1dB for the 1.5mm polystyrene diaphragm.

Replacing the diaphragms was time consuming (10 minutes) and the diaphragm

materials used would not be able to withstand increased temperatures. For these reasons

this source is not considered practical for industrial use. It does, however, provide a

repeatable low cost source for laboratory measurements.

11.4.4 Gas gun

The gas gun (Scatter Bird M3) is available commercially as a bird-scaring system andis

shown in Figure 11-14. It comprises of an electrically operated valve allowing a

metered amount of propane gas to pass into a combustion chamber. Thegasis ignited

by a spark source causing an explosion. Internal electronics inside the gun allow

controlled firing using a timer. The electronics was removed and re-mounted in a

separate case, situated outside the chamber, allowing the gun to be controlled from
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outside the chamber via wall control cables. The gun is supplied with a 750mmplastic

tube (100mm ID)attached to the combustion chamber.If the tube is removed from the

source the sound pressure level produced reduces by 27dB. The tube length therefore

can be used to control the level of sound produced. This may allow the removal of

powder to be studied systematically by changing the tube length. The mechanism by

whichthe tube increases the sound output of the device is not clear and further research

is required. Sound pressure level was measured near to the coated cube surface for

varying tube lengths (see Table! 1-4).

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Tube length (mm) Peak Max L Powder removed

115.00 127.00 116.40 No

215.00 136.00 124.90 No

445.00 148.70 136.30 No

545.00 152.00 140.00 Yes

750.00 157.00 143.00 Yes

1070.00 158.00 144.30 Yes 

Table 11-4 Effect of altering the tube of the gas gun on sound output and powder removal

Measurements were repeated four times for each tube length. The maximum sound

pressure levels were repeatable within 2dB. Only when the maximum sound pressure

level exceeded 140dB was the layer removed. This indicates that the sound level

required to remove powder is independent of duration provided a certain level is

exceeded. As with the ruptured diaphragm source, the impulsive nature of the sound

produced by the gas gun makes frequency analysis difficult. The subjective impression

of the operator outside the chamber wasthat this source produced significant energy at

low frequencies.
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This source is very easy to use once setup and repeatable within 2dB. However, the fact

that it uses highly flammable propane probably excludes it as a practical industrial

source, especially in processes that involve fine powderthat pose a possible explosion

risk. It is very useful as a high intensity impulsive laboratory noise source.

11.4.5 Summary

The sound pressure level, generated by four noise sources, has been measured in a

reverberation chamber.

The acoustic outputs were rank-ordered to establish if they can remove an

electrostatically deposited powder layer. The sound generation mechanismsinvestigated

were: chemical (ignition of propane gas) rapid air release (ruptured diaphragm),

chopped air (acoustic horn) and electro-dynamic (loudspeaker system). Rank ordering

of the sources is given in Table 11-5.

 

 

 

 

    

Source Average maxlevel (dB)

Air driven horn 145

Gas gun 143

Ruptured diaphragm 143

Loudspeaker 106
 

Table 11-5 Rank ordering of noise sources.

Previous studies, using a steady-state source in a high-intensity wave tube indicate that

a minimum sound pressure level of 140dB is required to remove electrostatically

deposited calcium sulphate from aluminium surfaces.
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This was investigated in the reverberation chamberusing the steady state (air driven

horn). The horn removed the layer, producing a level of 142dB, but as its output could

not be varied, it was not possible to establish the minimum soundlevel required for

removal.

The gas gun also produced a level exceeding 140 dB and also removed the layer. The

output of the gas gun could be varied by changing the length of tube attached to the

ignition chamber. The tube length was reduced until the level was lower than 140 dB.

At this level the powder layer was not removed. The results are summarised below in

 

 

 

 

Table 11-6;

Source Average maxlevel at cube surface Powder removed

Air driven horn 142 Yes

Gas gun 136 No

Ruptured diaphragm 143 Yes    
 

Table 11-6 Results indicting that sound level in excess of 140 dB required to remove the powder

layer.

The results indicate that a sound pressure level exceeding 140 dB is required to remove

electrostatically deposited calcium sulphate from an aluminium cube. This is the case

for impulsive as well as steady-state sources in a reverberant acoustic field. The

duration of the noise does not appearto be important.

Only the air driven horn, gas gun and ruptured diaphragm source are capable of

generating the required levels in a reverberant space (similar to those foundin industry).

The cohesive powderforce, overcome by the sound, was 0.25N (calculated in Chapter 8

from the removal acceleration and layer mass). If an average particle size for calcium
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sulphate of 100m is assumed (from visual inspection of micrographs of calcium

sulphate), the force per particle on the cube face (40mmx60mm) will be 10x10°'N. This

value of force per particle is typical of values measured in other studies involving dry

powders[93].

11.5 Field measurements

Access to full sized industrial ESP is extremely difficult to achieve as they are in use

continuously except for short periods of time when they are taken off line for repairs

and maintenance. Primasonics International organised access for one day of acoustic

measurements inside the ESP of a large UK coal burning powerstation in April 2004.

The precipitator field used in the measurements had undergone the yearly clean and

maintenancework,including the removalof the thin layer of fly-ash adhering to internal

surfaces that can not be removed by rapping. The removal is done by hand using

scrappers and high intensity water jets. The rapping system is located in a plant room on

the top of the precipitator. The plant room floor has removable inspection covers in to

which the horns were mounted. Unfortunately the head room available in the plant room

did not allow the installation of a straight PAS75 horn. A new Primasonicscleaner, the

PAS60, designed in collaboration with ARU (35), incorporates a curved section to

overcome headroom problems(this unit is shown in Figure 11-15). This cleaner was

tested in free field conditions on the roof of the laboratory, the results are shown in

Figure 11-16. The fundamental frequency of 60Hz hasa level of 119dB. The highest

level, of 124dB, occurs in the spectrum at 520Hz. The overall sound pressure level

measured at 3m from the bell of this cleaner is 134dB. The laboratory results can be

comparedto levels and spectra produced by the horn wheninstalled in the ESP.
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The dimensions of the ESP casing are 15m x 10m x 5m. The volumeof the space,

750m’, is over 6 times that of the reverberation chamberused in the laboratory study

described above. The ESP section contained 48 collection plates (estimated size, 6m x

3m) separated by a gap of 200mm and an estimated 240 wire discharge electrodes.

Access to the precipitator was through an access hatch in the wall of the ESP enclosure

shownin Figure 11-17.

Two 7mm diameter measurement microphones (Bruel and Kjaer 4135) were used to

measure the sound pressure sound level produced by the horns in the ESP. One

microphone waslocated in the corner of the ESP casing during the measurementsto act

as a reference, shown in Figure 11-18. Measurements using the corner microphonewill

show any variation in the horn in terms of sound pressure level or frequency content for

multiple soundings. The second microphone was placed in a protective wind shield and

lowered between the collection plates to measure the sound level at increasing distance

from the bell of the horn. The microphones were connected to battery power supply

units (Bruel and Kjaer 5935), a low noise 30m long microphone extension cable was

used between the microphonepre-amplifiers and the powersupplies. The output of both

microphone powersupplies were connected to the dual channel FFT analyser (Onosoki

CF920) and to the input of a type one sound level meters (Bruel and Kjaer 2231) fitted

with a -20dB attenuator. This system is capable of measuring soundpressure levels up

to 160dB without overload. Measurements were taken for the horns runningin isolation

and together over a bandwidth of 1kHz (resolution 2.5Hz).

An accelerometer (Bruel and Kjaer type 4371) was used to measure vibration of a

collection plate. The transducer was attached to the plate using bees wax. The
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accelerometer was connected to a battery powered charge amplifier (Bruel and Kjaer

2651) and input to one channel on the FFT analyser. The system wascalibrated using a

Bruel and Kjaer 4294 portable vibration calibrator. Acceleration measurements were

taken up to 1kHz.

11.5.1 Site survey results

Microphone 2 was positioned Im belowthe bell of horn 1 at a distance of 3m from the

side of the horn. The linear sound level measuredat this position was 135dB, within 1

dB ofthe level measured in the laboratory in free field conditions with the microphone

on axis with the horn. The linear sound pressure level measured at increasing distance

from the bell, as the microphone descendedin to the gap betweenplates, and the corner

reference microphonelevel, is shown in Figure 11-19. The level falls by 2.5dB when

the microphone moves from | to 2 m from the bell, then at approximately 1dB per

doubling of distance with the microphone in the 200mm cavity between plates. The

initial drop in level of 2.5dB could be due to the microphonelosing line of sight with

the horn whenentering the cavity between the plates at 2m. Oncein the cavity the level

falls by approximately 6dB in 6m.

The level at 9m is the same as that measured in the corner of the ESP, this is expected

as the two microphones are now at he same height above the ESP floor. The spectra

measured at Im and 9m from the bell are shown in Figure 11-20. The results show

equal attenuation at low and high frequency. This result was unexpected as it was

thought that at low frequency the attenuation would be less as longer wavelengths are

more efficient in diffracting around obstructions. The spectral shape of the sound

measured at 3m in the ESP is similar to laboratory free field measurement (compare
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Figures 11-16 with 11-20). The spectrum measured in the corner of the ESP for horn

sounding | and 9 are shownin Figure 11-21. The horn spectrum remained stable over

the 9 soundings with sound pressure level repeatable within 0.8dB at the 60Hz

fundamental frequency. The spectrum for 2 horns sounding simultaneously is compared

to that of 1 horn in Figure 11-22. The sound pressure level at the fundamental frequency

has increased by 7dB. At other frequencies levels have decreased as well as increased.

This could be due to the noise from the horns constructively and destructively

interfering with each other. The overall linear sound pressure level is the same for | or 2

horns sounding at this position. Time limitations on site meant that sound levels at

certain distances were not measured for the two horn case, those measured are shown in

Figure 11-23. The levels are similar to the one horn case except at 6m where the level

increases by 2dB and at 9m by 3dB. Figure 11-24 shows the position of the

accelerometer on the collection plate situated directly below horn 1. The rapping rods

mass wasestimated to be 15kg. Acceleration of the plate was measuredfirstly for the

horns sounding and then for one of the rapping hammers dropped onto the plate edge

from a height of 150mm (similar to the distance the rod will fall when the system is

running). The accelerometer was mounted on the surface of the plate using bees wax,

the plate was degreased to ensure good contact. The acceleration was measuredat right

angles to direction of excitation by the rapping rod. Theresults are shown in Figure 1 1-

25. The measuredacceleration on the plate surface for the rapping rod peaks at 210Hz

with an acceleration of 23m/s’. The excitation by the horns has a peak at 117Hz of

6m/s*. The average acceleration required to removeelectrostatically deposited fly-ash

using the vibration table (Chapter 8) was 89m/s”. It is assumed thatif the accelerometer

could have been mounted on the edge ofthe plate, in line with the rod, the acceleration
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due to the rapping rod would have been muchlarger (this was not possible as the plate

wasonly 2mm thick).

11.6 Conclusions

The installation of compressed air systems and acoustic measurement equipmentto a

roof top facility having free field acoustic conditions allowed industrial acoustic

cleaning systems to be calibrated in terms of sound level and frequency spectrum. A

reverberation chamber within the unit has been supplied with compressed air to allow

several sources to be installed in the chamber andtheir acoustic output measured. This

moves the study from the unrealistic but highly controlled conditions of the high

intensity wave tube to acoustic conditions similar to those found in ESPs. The

reverberation chamber set up was then usedto establish the minimum sound pressure

level required to remove electrostatically deposited calcium sulphate. The

measurements showed that an overall sound pressure level of 140 dB is required to

remove electrostatically deposited calcium sulphate in the reverberation chamber,

similar to the sound pressure levels at single frequencies measured in the high intensity

wavetube for similar powder plate combinations. The individual spectral componentsat

the fundamental and harmonic frequencies were below 140dB butthe addition of energy

from all frequency components produces an overall level high enough to remove the

powder layer. This could have implications when hornsare installed in full sized ESP

enclosures if the higher frequency components are attenuated by obstacles such as

collection plates. Measurements employing high level impulse sources suggest that the

duration of the soundis notcritical provided that it exceeds 140dB.
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Air driven horns are used extensively in the dry powderindustry to promote flow in

powdersand prevent build up of powder on surfaces. They have proved overtime to be

reliable and able to cope with harsh environments that can exist in industry. At the

present time they are the only practical industrial acoustic cleaner. This study has shown

that air driven horns are not acoustically loaded by the room into which they are

sounded unlike loudspeakers. They are repeatable in terms of sound pressure level

output and spectrum shape. The horns produce a fundamental frequency based on the

horn length and harmonic frequencies with significant energy up to 2 kHz. The PAS75

cleaner produced soundlevels capable of removing electrostatically deposited calcium

sulphate powderlayers in the reverberation chamber.

The high powered loudspeaker-amplifier combination could not produce high enough

levels to remove electrostatically deposited layers in the reverberation chamber.

Loudspeakers are extremely versatile sources but they are acoustically loaded by the

space in to which they radiate and the system tested could not produce the required

levels in the chamber. They are also considered too delicate to form a practical

industrial source.

The ruptured diaphragm and gas gun sources did produce high enough levels in the

chamberto removethe calcium sulphate layers. The results using these sources suggest

that the level of the soundis critical and not its duration. Whilst they are not practical

for use in industry in their present form, further research could lead to a practical

industrial source. At the present time they have great potential as laboratory sources of

high level impulsive sound.

Measurements undertaken in the ESP of a large coal burning powerstation illustrated
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the difficulty of working in a hostile industrial environmentand the scale of the spaces

required to remove particulate pollution from the air in such a large industrial process.

Sound pressure levels measured in line of sight of the PAS60 cleaner had an overall

sound pressure level of 135dB. This is 1dB higher than measuredin the free field test

for this cleaner and 5dB less that measured for the PAS75 at the same distance. This

level is 5dB below the 140dB required to removeelectrostatically deposited powders in

the reverberation chamber. The level was further reduced when the microphone was

lowered in to the cavity between the ESP collection plates. The level measured at a

distance of 9m from the top of the ESP was 126dB. This reduction wasacross the

frequency range, higher frequencies (up to 1kHz) were not attenuated any more than the

60Hz fundamental frequency. This may be caused by the close proximity of the bell of

horn 1 to the top of the cavity in to which the microphone was lowered. The cavity

between the plates may be acting as a wave guide. It may bethat if measurements were

taken in a cavity further away from the bell, increased diffraction at low frequencies

would result in lower attenuation at these frequencies.

The linear sound pressure level when two horns sound simultaneously did not show

significant change from the single horn case. It was expected that sounding two horns

would increase the linear level by 3dB. Figure 11.22 compares the sound pressure level

measured at different microphonepositions within the cavity between plates for 1 and 2

horn excitation. Close to horn 1 the level actually reduces by 1dB when two horns are

sounded, increases of the order of 3dB are seen at greater distances from horn 1. The

spectral results show that constructive and destructive interference occurs at certain

frequencies when two horns soundtogether.
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Compressedair drive unit as d ea PAS 250

PAS 420
—

Curved PAS 100 
Figure 11-1 Industrial acoustic cleaning horns (picture courtesy of Primasonics International).
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Figure 11-2 Air driven horn on the roof of the Acoustics Research Unit.
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Microphoneat 3m from the bell [Rs

 
Figure 11-3 Bell of the horn, removed away from reflecting surfaces (except the roof). The

microphoneis placed 3m from thebell.
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Figure 11-4 PAS-75 air driven hornin a free field at 3m from the bell (2kHz
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Figure 11-6 Position of the source and microphone,in reverberation chamber
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Figure 11-7 Primasonics PAS 75 Air driven acoustic cleanerinstalled in reverberation chamber
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Figure 11-8 Narrow band frequency spectrum for the PAS75 horn in the reverberation chamber.
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Figure 11-9 Average sound pressurelevel required to remove calcium sulphate.
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Resilient cords

20kg concrete block

Resilient layer 
Figure 11-10 Resiliently supported cube showing electrostatically deposited calcium sulphate

removed using the PAS75horn in the reverberation chamber.
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Figure 11-11 Component parts of the ruptured diaphragm source
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Figure 11-12 Assembled ruptured diaphragm sourceinstalled in the reverberation chamber
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Figure 11-13 Ruptured 1.5mm thickplastic diaphragm
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Figure 11-14 The gas guninstalled in the reverberation chamber.
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Figure 11-15 Prototype PAS60 cleaner on the roof of the Acoustics Research Unit
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Figure 11-16 Frequency spectrum for the PAS60 (curved) measuredin free field conditions.
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Figure 11-17 The author taking measurements in the ESP
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Figure 11-18 Reference microphone placed in the corner of the ESP.
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Figure 11-19 Linear sound pressure level recorded at distance from one horn with reference

microphonein the corner of the ESP.
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Figure 11-20 Spectrum of the sound pressure level measured at 3m from the bell of horn lat 1m

and 9m downin the cavity between collection plates.
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Figure 11-22 Comparison of the measured spectrum for 1 and 2 horns sounding at 3m from the bell

of horn 1 at a height of 1m from the roof of the ESP.
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Figure 11-23 Variation in sound pressure level with distance from the ESP roof for 1 and 2 horns

sounding.
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Figure 11-24 Diagram showing the position of the accelerometer on the collection plate (not to

scale).
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Figure 11-25 Acceleration measurements taken on the collection plate for excitation by the air
driven horns and dropping one rapperrod.
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12 CONCLUSIONS

12.1 Introduction

The work reported in this thesis has been concerned with quantifying the sound level

required to remove electrostatically deposited powders. In this mainly experimental

work, a laboratory system for electrostatically depositing powders has been developed.

To estimate powder bonding forces, a calibrated vibration system has been designed,

constructed and tested. The same powder-plate combinations were then exposedto high

intensity sound in a wavetube, also designed and constructed for the project.

Fly-ash, collected from the electrostatic precipitators of five coal burning power

stations, has been studied along with two control materials. Measured results have been

comparedto predictions using available mathematical models.

Measurements undertaken in a reverberation chamberand in a full sized ESP lead to a

specification of the sound level, frequency and duration required to remove

electrostatically deposited powderlayers.

12.2 Summary

A calibrated vibration table has allowed deposited layers to be removed in a controlled

manner. Results have shownthat fly-ash has mass-like behaviour when removedin this

way. This allows a simple method of estimating the removal force from de-bonding

vibration acceleration. Results also indicate that the removal force is independent of

contact area if the layer depth remains constant. Detachmentoffly-ash by vibration was
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observed to be catastrophic in nature, the dust coming off as a sheet. This is important,

as if the dust layer does not remain largely intact on removal, dust particles can be re-

entrained in to the air flow of industrial units.

Powderlayers varied in the way they built up under electrostatic deposition. Fly-ash

samples 1, 3 and 5 required less powder to form a 3mm layer than samples 2 and 4.It

was assumed that this would lead to the deposited layers having different physical

characteristics (samples 2 and 4 more loosely packed compared to the other samples for

example). However, it seems that whilst the properties of the powders may affect

deposition efficiency, Van der Waals forces become dominant when the deposited

material is allowed to settle. The bonding forces converge to a common value for a

given material, giving rise to a relatively small range of de-bonding acceleration. In

general, the repeatability was of the order of +3dB andthe fly-ash samples behavedasif

from one population.

Variation in the acceleration level over the frequency range of interest, 75-400Hz, for

the three materials tested, fly-ash, calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate, was 4dB.

This suggests that measurement at one frequency (100Hz for example) is representative.

If test procedures are developed,it is suggested that measurementat one frequency only

will be required.

The additional force produced bya discharge electrode voltage of -30kV (at 20°C), has

little effect on the de-bonding acceleration. At a voltage of -50kV the increase in force

was 34%. Predictions for industrial units suggest the additional force is not significant,

except if the fly-ash has high resistivity (above 10’? Qm). This was demonstrated
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experimentally by oven drying fly-ash at 170°C (driving off particle surface moisture

and so increasingthe resistivity). The bonding force increased by 60% for dried fly-ash.

The measuredincrease wasof the same order as prediction whenthe valueofresistivity

used in the prediction model was increased from 5x10’Qm (typical value at 20°C)to

1x10°Qm (typical resistivity at 150°C).

Removal acceleration increases by 3dB in the first five minutes after deposition,

increasing by 1.5dB in the subsequent five minutes. The time a layer remains on the

collection electrode after deposition will, therefore, be critical in determining the de-

bonding force required to removeit. This is probably due to the distance between the

dust particles reducing as the layer consolidates. The distance between particles

assumed in prediction is 0.4x10°m (described as the distance of closest approach

between surfaces). If this distance is increased by an order of magnitude the predicted

force reduces by 100 times. For the inlet zone of an ESP,a settling time of ten minutes

after deposition allows sufficient build-up for efficient removal by gravity, but is not

likely to cause difficulties in removal. This is likely to be more of a problem on the

outlet section where the dust burden in the flu-gas is much less compared with the inlet

section. The layer, therefore, takes longer to build up sufficient thickness for removal

and consequently higher bonding forces must be overcome to removethe layer.

Comparison of the removal acceleration for fly-ash with those of calcium sulphate and

calcium carbonate show that the material comprising of the largest particles (by visual

inspection of micrographs) requires the lowest vibration acceleration for removal. In

general, fine powders are harder to remove than coarse powders.
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Estimates, based on the bulk Hamaker constant and average particle diameter (fromsiev

analysis), predict the cohesive Van der Waals forces as 30x10’ N for fly-ash.

Measurements, based on removal acceleration, give an average value of 10 x10’ N. The

predicted force therefore is 3 times greater than that calculated from measurement(level

difference 10dB). This is thought to be due to the assumption in the prediction that the

distance between powderparticles has reduced to a minimum,so maximising the force.

In practice, the distance between particles varies with time and is dependent on the

physical characteristics of the powder and environmental conditions. Micrographs also

indicate that the physical properties of the five samples are similar. The results suggest

that an accurate estimate of particle size and the Hamakerconstant for the material are

all that is required to estimate the bondingforce.

It is shown theoretically that adhesion (interaction between particle and a surface)

exceeds cohesion (interaction between powderparticles) in fly-ash. This leads to the

dust layer fracturing and leaving a thin layer attached at the powder-plate interface. This

was observed in the laboratory and in a full-sized ESP. The thin residual layer can only

be removed from the collection electrode by scraping during shut-down of industrial

units. The surface roughness of the receiver plate does not affect the de-bonding force.

The removal of the layer is governed by interaction within the powder and notat the

receiver surface. This was confirmed by measurement of removal acceleration on

receiver surfaces having different surface roughness. The results were within Im/s*

(0.2dB).

The predicted sound pressure level, required to remove powderparticles, was 26dB

higher than measured in the wave tube. This suggests that the existing models of free
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spherical particles in air are not an accurate representation of a powder layer on a

surface.

For fly-ash, a sound pressure level of 147dB is required, at 75 Hz, to remove a 3mm

thick layer that has settled for ten minutes. The de-bonding sound pressure level

decreased with increasing frequency. This conflicts with the requirements of acoustic

cleaning of large volumes, where long wavelengths can travel distance with little

attenuation and diffract around obstacles moreefficiently.

Measurements in a reverberation chamberindicate that a sound pressure level of 140 dB

is required to removeelectrostatically deposited calcium sulphate. This is 5 to7dB less

than required for removal in the wave tube. It is assumed that the combination of

multiple angles of incidence and multi frequency excitation reduces the soundlevel

required. The individual spectral components, produced bythe horn, at the fundamental

and harmonic frequencies were below 140dB but the addition of energy from all

frequency components sumsto the required level. This could have implications when

commercial air driven horns are installed in full sized ESP enclosures, where higher

frequency componentsare attenuated by obstacles such ascollection plates.

Air driven horns are not loaded by enclosure modes, unlike loudspeakers. Output is

repeatable in terms of sound pressure level, within +1.5dB, measured at 3m in a free

field, and spectrum shape. The required fundamental frequencyis easily obtained based

on theory. The measured harmonics have significant energy up to 2kHz. The prototype
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cleaner (fundamental frequency 75Hz) generated sound levels capable of removing

electrostatically deposited calcium sulphate powderlayers in the reverberation chamber.

Ruptured diaphragm and gas gun sources also generated sufficient levels to remove

calcium sulphate layers. This suggests that the level of the soundis critical, rather than

its duration.

Field measurements, undertaken in the ESP of a large coal burning powerstation,

indicated the attenuation with distance at low frequencies was the same as at mid

frequencies. This was thought to be due to the horn being located close to a cavity

between the plates into which the microphone was lowered. The cavity behaved as a

wave guide at mid and high frequencies and this could be important in positioning

horns.

Sounding two horns simultaneously did not produce the expected 3dB increasein linear

sound pressure level, levels remaining within 1dB ofthe single horn value.

12.3 Suggestions for Further work

This study has shownthat a simple model of a free sphere in a plane wave soundfield,

in air, underestimates the force generated by sound on a compacted powderlayer, by

approximately 30dB. Further work on the development of an accurate mathematical

prediction model for the forces generated by sound when interacting with particle

clusters and layers adheredto surfaces is therefore required.
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The voltage clamping forces increase with increasing temperature. In order to simulate

field conditions in the laboratory careful control of environmental conditions,

particularly temperature, is required.

Further investigation is required in to the way that horn sound pressure levels combine;

also the frequency spectrum and sound level generated by multi horn arrays composed

of different length horns. An increased understanding of the air horn driver could lead to

increasedefficiency of acoustic output.

The impulsive noise sources used in this project are not practical for use in industry in

their present form. The use of propane gas and a spark generator in the gas gun

introduces an unacceptable risk of explosion. The ruptured diaphragm system would

need an automated system for replacing diaphragms after rupture. Further research

could lead to a practical industrial source.

An expandedfield trial of air driven horns in working ESPsis now required. Thetrial

should include the effect on filter efficiency of air driven horns working in parallel with

rapping systems. The effect on horn operation of adverse environmental conditions

existing in ESPs (high temperature, acidic nature of the flue gas) should also be

investigated. The results of such a survey could provide the powerindustry with greater

confidence in acoustic cleaning and hopefully lead to greater take up of the technology.
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Abstract

Powders can be dislodged from surfaces by inertial or drag forces. Inertial forces are

primarily generated by vibrating the coated surface. In industry, inertial forces are

generated by shaking (or rapping) the coated surface, such as a collection plate of an

electrostatic precipitator. Drag or viscous forces result from exposure of the powder

particles to fluid flow, including sound fields. Commercially available sonic cleaning

systems are presently available but are not alwaysas efficient as rapping systems. In a

series of laboratory experiments, electrostatic deposited powders were exposed to
controlled vibration from which estimates of powder bonding forces were possible. The

same powdercoatings were exposed to low frequency soundthe level and frequency of

which could be adjusted until the powders were de-bonded. Therelationship between

the bonding forces and acoustic de-bonding forces is explored. It is demonstrated that

an estimate of the required de-bonding sound pressure level is possible from knowledge
of the de-bonding vibration level and a third factor, which depends on the drag
characteristics of the powderparticles.

14 INTRODUCTION
Electrostatic precipitation is an efficient means of reducing particulate emissions from

flue gases from large coal fired power stations. The process exploits the difference in

electrical properties between the particulate and the gas, allowing dust particles to

become charged and directed using strong electric fields. The collected dust forms

layers on large earthed collection plates. After a period of build-up the dust must be

removedbefore the thickness of the layer reducesthe efficiency of the system. The most
common method of removal is by rapping the plates using large metal hammers [1].

This methodis efficient but can lead to mechanical damageto the system.

An alternative to rapping is the use of high intensity low frequency sound to

removethe collected dust [2]. Such acoustic cleaning systems are inexpensive, easy to

run and maintain, and can operate in parallel with the main process [3]. However the
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use of acoustic cleaners in precipitators is not common and the efficiency of the

technique is variable. The aim of this work is to assess the sound pressure level and

frequency content of sound required to de-bondelectrostatically deposited fly-ash. The

approach adopted wasto first assess the adhesion forces (between fly-ash and surface)

and cohesion forces (within the fly-ash) by meansofinertial effects in a vibration rig.

The second step then was to generate sufficient sound to de-bond the sameash plate

combinations. The relationship between the acoustic and vibration forces then is
explored.

15 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The investigation involved electrostatically coating an aluminium cube with fly-ash in a

mannersimilar to that in real electrostatic precipitators. A calibrated vibration table then

was employed to removethe layers at selected frequencies. Finally, the coated cube was

subjected to high soundpressurelevels at selected frequencies [4].

The coated cube wasplaced onthe calibrated vibration table and at a selected frequency

the acceleration was increased until the fly-ash layer was removed from a vertical

surface of the cube. The removal was usually sudden, rather than gradual, and results

were repeatable within +/- 2dB (see figure 1).

162.0

 

 

  
75 100 200 300 400

Figure I Range ofde-bonding accelerationlevelsforfive tests of the same ash

The samefly-ash plate combinations were then placed in the high intensity wave tube
system. A travelling wave condition was obtained by means of acoustic wedges at the
open end ofthe tube (see figure 2). The sound pressure level at a selected frequency was

increased until de-bonding occurred. Measurements were repeated four times at each
frequency and results were repeatable within +/- 3dB (see figure 3). The measurement

frequencies of 75Hz, 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz and 400Hz corresponded to the measured

frequencies of the vibration tests conducted previously and with the operating range of

commercially available acoustic cleaning systems. (N.B. the low frequency range of

operation of commercial cleaners allows penetration of the soundto distant andpartially

screened area of the precipitator housing, which often are of dimensions of the order
15m x 15m x 5m.Higher frequency sources, including ultrasonic sources, can be more

effective but over limited distance).
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Figure3 Range ofde-bonding soundpressure levelsforfive tests of the same ash

Materials used in the study
The dusts used in the investigation are samples of fly-ash from the precipitators of five

large coal burning powerstations within the UK. Micrographs of typical samples from
two powerstations are shown in Figure 4. The compositions of the dust are similar and
comprise irregular shaped particles with a broad size distribution. The larger particles

are approximately 30-50 microns across their largest dimension. The sample also
contains fine powderparticles of approximately 5 microns diameter. The fine powder

adheres to the larger particles, forming asperities which enhance the bonding between

the larger particles to form agglomerates.

 

— 50 um
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Figure 4 Micrographsoffly-ashfrom two powerstations

The similarity of the particles making up the five samples is surprising as the five fly-

ash samples were obtained from five different power stations, which are supplied with
different types of coal.

Dust layer removal by vibration

On placing the coated cube on the calibrated shaker table, the acceleration level was

increased until the layer detached from a vertical surface. In general the detachment was

catastrophic in nature, leaving a residual layer of approximately 50 microns thickness.

In figure 5 is shownthe vibration level at which de-bonding occurred.
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Figure 5 De-bonding acceleration levelsforfly-ashfromfive powerstations. Also shown are

values for Gypsum (SOum).

The results are consistent in that the values are frequency invariant, within the range of
repeatability, for frequencies below 300 Hz. Above 300 Hz, a reduced level is indicated
but this is not consistent across the five samples. In general, the powders behave the
same, within a range of 4 dB.

If it is assumed that the powderlayer behavesas a rigid massthen the total de-bonding

force is obtained directly from the product of the removal acceleration and the mass of

the deposited powder layer. The particle bonding force can then be estimated by

dividing the measured inertial force by the number of particles in contact with the

surface or each other (the last columnin table 1).

Table 1: Powder bondingforces

 

 

 

 

Powder Layer mass g Acc. m/s” F inertial N F bonding 10°N

Dust 30um 6 93 0.56 2.1

Gypsum 80um___| 6.2 54 0.33 8.8     
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Adhesive and cohesive forces

Hein[5] gives the adhesive force between a sphere and plate in terms of the Van der

Waals force as

Fa = Any?
12 a

(1)

Likewise, the cohesive force between particles as

— Ary P
coh 24 a

(2)
A,, is the Hamaker constant between the plate and the powder, A,, is the Hamaker

constant between powderparticles, dp is the particle diameter, do is the distance

between particles. The adhesive and cohesive forces, from equations | and 2, are shown

in Table 2. Also shownis a value obtained from the inertial force in Table 1.

Table 2 Adhesive and cohesiveforces

 

 

 

Powder Adhesive force x 10’N [Cohesive force x 10°’N [From inertial force x 10°’N

Fly-ash(304 m) |8.7 2.9 2.1

Gypsum(80 44 m)}19.8 5.2 8.8     
 

The predicted adhesive force between the plate and the deposited layer is greater than

the cohesive force between particles in the layer. The estimated values, from the

vibration measurements (the last column of Table 2) are of the same order as the

predicted cohesive forces, both for the fly-ash and the gypsum powder. Equations | and

2 include only the effect of Van der Waals forces. Electrostatic and mechanical forces

between the layer and the plate can be expected to contribute but results indicate that the

Van der Waals forces are dominant.

Removal by sound
The coated cube wasplaced in the high intensity wave tube 2m from the drive unit. The

de-bonding sound pressure level was measured by a microphone mountednear to the
cube. The cube wasresiliently mounted to reduce direct vibration excitation, and

measured accelerations were 30 dB below that required to remove the fly-ash layer

when the cube was directly shaken. In Figure 6 are shown the de-bonding sound

pressure levels for the five dusts investigated. Again the results are within a range of 4
dB at each frequency. There is a consistent decrease in level with increased frequency,

of the order of 3 dB per octave.
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Figure 6 De-bonding sound pressure leveloffly-ashfromfive powerstations. Also shown are

valuesfor gypsum (80m)

16 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The Gypsum powder wasincluded in the study asit has significantly different powder

characteristics (as shown in Figure 7). The de-bonding acceleration for the Gypsum

powderis consistently lower than for fly-ash, by about 4dB (see Figure 4). As the mass

of the ash and Gypsum layers were similar the inertial de-bonding force for Gypsum

must be less than for fly-ash. It might have been assumed that a lower sound pressure

level would be required to remove the Gypsum powder. Figure 6 does not show this to

be the case. Removal by acceleration is likely to be mainly by inertial forces whilst

removal by soundis likely to be a combination of drag and inertial forces. Therefore in

order to predict the sound pressure level required to remove a powder layer from

acceleration measurements an additional factor, based on powder characteristics, is

required. This factor might be inferred from micrographsof the powder.

  
100um — SOLum

Figure 7 Micrographs of Gypsum powder(left) andfly-ash (right)

The high repeatability of the de-bonding acceleration and onset sound pressure levels

for individual fly-ash samples and the small spread in results for different samples

indicates that the fly-ashes appear to behave as a sample from the same population. The

ash also had the same shape andsize distribution, from inspection of the micrographs.

This is somewhat surprising as the five power stations which provided the ash burned

different coal compositions in different boiler/burner systems. This suggests that a
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general specification for onset sound pressure level at a particular frequency is possible
for electrostatically deposited fly-ash.

17 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The fly-ash samples, from five powerstations, had similar physical characteristics. The

dusts therefore behave as a family and have a narrow range of de-bonding accelerations

and onset soundpressure levels. Fly-ash having similar physical characteristics to those

tested will have similar onset sound pressurelevels.

The de-bondingacceleration for fly-ash is frequency invariant.

The trend in de-bonding soundpressurelevel is of the order of 3 dB per octave.

To predict onset sound pressure level from de-bonding acceleration for physically

different powders a new factor based on powdercharacteristics is required. This is

illustrated by the gypsum powderresults in which a low de-bondingacceleration did not

correspond to a low onset soundpressurelevel.

The remaining objective of this work is to refine the laboratory set-up to more closely

simulate conditions found in real electrostatic precipitators. This will involve

investigating the effect of surface roughness on the onset sound pressure level and
testing sections of precipitator collection plates.

The voltage on the discharge electrode remains whenthe precipitator is operating and

may produce an additional residual clamping force. This will be considered by

investigating the effect of varying the high voltage supply to the discharge electrode

(say 10kV to 5OkV) on the inertial de-bondingforce.

A practical implication of the work concernsthe attainable sound pressurelevels onsite.

Commercially available air-driven horn units will be considered in terms of number,

location and operating conditions, required to achieve levels of the order of 145 dB at

remote points in the precipitator housing.
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Removalof charged powder deposits by high intensity low
frequency sound: Measurementof adhesive and cohesive
forces.

GarySeiffert Acoustics Research Unit, University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3BX, UK

Barry Gibbs

1 INTRODUCTION

Electrostatic precipitation is an efficient means of reducing particulate emissions from flue gases from

large coal fired powerstations. The process exploits the difference in electrical properties between the

particulate and the gas, allowing dust particles to become charged anddirected using strong electric

fields. The collected dust formslayers on large earthed collection plates. After a period of build-up the

dust must be removed before the thickness of the layer reducesthe efficiency of the system. The most

commonmethodof removal is by rapping the plate assemblies using large metal hammers’. This method

is efficient but can lead to mechanical damageto the system.

Analternative to rapping is the use of high intensity low frequency sound to removethe collected dust”.

Such acoustic cleaning systems are inexpensive, easy to run and maintain, and can operate in parallel with

the main process*. Howeverthe use ofacoustic cleaners in precipitators is not common and theefficiency

of the technique is variable. The aim of this workis to assess the sound pressure level and frequency

content of sound required to de-bond electrostatically deposited fly-ash. The approach adopted wasto

first assess the adhesion forces (between fly-ash and surface) and cohesion forces (within the fly-ash) by

meansofinertial effects in a vibration rig. The second step then wasto generate sufficient sound to de-

bond the sameash plate combinations. The relationship between the acoustic and vibration forces then is

explored.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Measurementset-ups

The investigation madeuse of three experimentalrigs. The first was an electrostatic coating rig on which

dust layers were deposited on to a metal surface in a mannersimilarto that in real electrostatic

precipitators. The receiver system was one face of a 60mm by 60 mm aluminium cube on to which the

fly-ash layer is deposited. Spacers on the cube surface allowed the thickness of deposit to be set to 3mm.

Ash particles were charged using a -30kV DC powersupply. The layers wereleft to settle for 10 minutes

before removal by either vibration or high intensity sound. The process and conditions for ash deposit

were the same for the subsequent vibration and wave tube experiments, which were performed in quick

succession. This reduced the effects of changes in powder condition (temperature, moisture content,

residual charge) throughoutthetotaltest run.

The second experimental rig was a calibrated vibration table on which wasplaced the coated aluminium

cube. The vibration acceleration wasin the plane of the coated surface and this corresponded to the

relative direction of the removal forces in conventional rapping systems. At selected frequencies, the

acceleration level was increased until removal occurred. The removal wasusually sudden,rather than

gradual, and results were repeatable within +/- 2dB (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Range of de-bonding acceleration levels for five sample tests

The third rig consisted of a wave tube system capable of producing high soundpressure levels at single

frequencies. Sound pressure levels of the order of 150dB were achievable anda travelling wave condition

wasobtained by meansof acoustic wedgesat the open end of the tube (see Figure 5). The measurement

frequencies of 75Hz, 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz and 400Hz correspondedto the measured frequencies of the

vibration tests conducted previously and with the operating range of commercially available acoustic

cleaning systems. (N.B. the low frequency range of operation of commercial cleaners allows penetration

of the soundto distant and partially screened area of the precipitator housing, which often are of

dimensionsof the order 15m x 15m x 5m. Higher frequency sources, including ultrasonic sources, can be

more effective but over limited distance). Measurements were repeated four times at each frequency and

results were repeatable within +/-3dB (see figure 2).
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Figure 2.Range of de-bonding soundpressurelevels for five sample tests

2.2. Materials used in the study

The dusts used in the investigation are samplesof fly-ash from large coal burning powerstations within

the UK. Micrographs of samples from two powerstations are shown in Figure 3 The composition of the

dust is similar and comprises ofirregular shaped particles with a broad size distribution. The larger
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particles are approximately 30-50 micronsacrosstheir largest dimension. The sample also containsfine

powderparticles of approximately 5 microns diameter. The fine powderadherestothelargerparticles,

forming asperities which enhance the bonding betweenthelarger particles to form agglomerates.

  
50um  — 50um —

Figure 3. Micrographsof fly-ash from two powerstations

2.3 Dust layer removal by vibration

The coated aluminium cubewasattachedto a large electro-dynamic shaker and the vibration acceleration

wasregistered by attached mini-accelerometers. The vibration spectra were monitored to ensure harmonic

components weresignificantly below the set frequency of excitation. The acceleration level of the coated

block wasincreased until the layer detached from a vertical surface. In general, the detachment was

catastrophic in nature, leaving a residual layer of approximately 50-500 micronsthickness. In Figure 4 is

shownthe vibration levels at which de-bonding occurred.
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Figure 4. De-bondingacceleration level for fly-ash from five powerstations. Also shown are

values for Gypsum (80Um)

The sampleresults are consistent in that the values are frequency invariant, within the range of

repeatability, for frequencies below 300 Hz. Above 300 Hz, a reducedlevelis indicated but this is not

consistent across the five samples. In general, the powders behave the same, within a range of 4 dB, with

several cross-overs.

If it is assumedthat the powderlayer behavesasa rigid mass then the total de-bonding force is obtained

directly from the product of the removal acceleration and the mass of the deposited powderlayer. The

particle bonding force can then be estimated by dividing the measured inertial force by the number of

particles in contact with the surface or each other (the last columnin table 1).
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Powder Layer mass g Acc. m/s” F inertial N F bonding 10’N

Dust 30um 6 93 0.56 2.1

Gypsum 80um 6.2 54 0.33 8.8   
Table 1: Powder bondingforces

2.4 Adhesive and cohesive forces

Hein‘ gives the adhesive force between a sphere and plate in terms of the Van der Waals force as

A, 4d
Fyg=—BxS ay

12. a,

Likewise, the cohesive force betweenparticles is given as

A,, 4
coh —Sy (2)

24 a
0

A12 is the Hamaker constant betweenthe plate and the powder, A11 is the Hamaker constant between

powderparticles, dp is the particle diameter, ao is the distance between particles. The adhesive and

cohesive forces, from equations | and 2, are shown in Table 2. Also shownis a value obtained from the

inertial force in Table 1.

Table 2 Adhesive and cohesive forces

 

 

 

Powder Adhesive force x 10°N Cohesive force x 10’N [Frominertial force x 10°’N

PFAdust (30 4 m) 8.7 2.9 2.1

Gypsum(80 £m) 19.8 5.2 8.8      
 

The predicted adhesive force between the plate and the deposited layeris greater than the cohesive force

betweenparticles in the layer. The estimated values, from the vibration measurements (the last column of

Table 2) are of the same orderas the predicted cohesive forces, both for the fly-ash and the gypsum

powder. Equations 1 and 2 include only the effect of Van der Waals forces. Electrostatic and mechanical

forces betweenthe layer and the plate can be expected to contribute but results indicate that the Van der

Waals forces are dominant.

2.5 Removal by Sound

The high intensity wave tube consisted of a 4m pipe of 180mm internal diameter and 10mm plastic wall

(see Figure 5). An enclosed 380mm diameter 800 watt base drive unit was connected to one end ofthe

pipe via a transition piece. An anechoic termination of 2.2m length wasinstalled at the open end of the

pipe to reduce reflected energy and create a travelling acoustic wave. The acoustic intensity, measuredat

the position of the test cubes, differed by less than 1 dB from the value calculated from sound pressure,

indicating that the anechoic termination waseffective in reducing reflected components. The coated cubes

were placed 2m from the drive unit. Sound pressure level was recorded by a 10mm microphonenear to

the test cube and the removal of the powder was remotely monitored using a video camera. Sound

pressure levels of up to 150dB could be generated within the pipe, with harmonic components 40 dB

lowerin the frequency range 75Hz to 400Hz.

The test cube wasresiliently supported to reduce structure-borne vibration but a question arose of whether

the acoustic wave interacts directly with the powderor excites the cube into vibration which then causes

de-bonding. The former condition was confirmed by monitoring the vibration level of the cubes during

acoustic excitation and comparing values with those generated when the cube wasdirectly shaken. At

150dB, the acceleration level measured on the cube face was 30dB belowthat required to remove the
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powderin the vibration test.
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Figure 5: High sound intensity wave tube.

In Figure 6 are shownthe de-bonding soundpressure levels for the five dusts investigated. Again the

results are within a range of 4 dB at each frequency. There is a consistent decrease in level with increased

frequency, of the order of 3 dB peroctave.
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Figure 6. De-bonding soundpressure level for fly-ash from five powerstations. Also shownare values for

3

gypsum (80pm)

INTERPETATION OF RESULTS

Thefive fly-ashes appear to behave as a sample from the same population. The ashes also had the same

shape andsize distribution, from inspection of the micrographs. This is somewhatsurprising asthe five

powerstations which provided the ashes burned different coal compositions.
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The Gypsum powderwasincludedin the studyasit has significantly different powder characteristics (as

shownin Figure 7). The de-bonding acceleration for the Gypsum powderis consistently lower than for

fly-ash, by about 4dB (see Figure 4). As the mass of the ash and Gypsum layers were similar the inertial

de-bonding force for Gypsum mustbeless than for fly-ash. It might have been assumedthat a lower

sound pressure level would be required to remove the Gypsum powder. Figure 6 doesnot showthis to be

the case. Removalby accelerationis likely to be mainly by inertial forces whilst removal by soundis

likely to be a combination of drag andinertial forces. Therefore in order to predict the sound pressure

level required to remove a powderlayer from acceleration measurements an additional factor, based on

powdercharacteristics, is required. This factor might be inferred from micrographs of the powder.

 

100 um — 50um —

Figure 7 Micrographs of Gypsum powder(left) and fly-ash (right)

The acoustic forces generated in the wave tube canfirst be considered in termsof the force acting on a

single spherical particle, according to Landau andLifshitz °

 

dp . dp 2 dp
F. = 1 = +S(@) 37ndp\1+ 25(0) i 25(o) fs 9 raat (3)

apo

7) =air viscosity, Po =air density, dp = particle diameter, u = particle velocity,

0(@) = viscous boundary layer, @ = z7f

From equation 3 the acoustic force on a 30 micron sphere, at 148 dB, is 30 times less than the cohesive

force. If gravity is included, the acoustic force is still an order of magnitude less than the measured

cohesive force. The simple model ofa single spherical particle in free space therefore underestimates the

acoustic force generated in a powderlayer consisting of clusters ofparticles.

The mechanism of removal, using sound, involves both inertial and drag components,and theirrelative

contributions depend on the material characteristics making up the layer. Therelative importance of

inertial Fi and drag Fd forces can be estimated from®;

_7 P dW = moeRaid V/> F, =3upd(Usin ot-W) (4)

d is particle diameter, (p is particle density, Vis viscosity of air, ois density of air, W is the velocity

of the sphere, U is the amplitude of the oscillating gas velocity.

The forces calculated using the equations (4) are 50 times smaller than those inferred from measurement.

The modelagain is based on calculating the forces on single spherical particles and this may be the reason
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for the underestimation. The overall value is calculated by summing phase shifted drag andinertial

components. The contribution of drag and inertial componentsis almost equal, the inertial force being

slightly larger. The drag componentof the gypsum powderis 3 times larger than the drag componentof

the fly-ash dust, using this model.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The fly-ash samples, from five powerstations, had similar physical characteristics. The dusts therefore

behaveas a family and have a narrowrangeof de-bonding accelerations and onset sound pressurelevels.

Wecan concludethat fly-ash having similar physical characteristics to those tested will have similar onset

sound pressurelevels.

The de-bonding acceleration for fly-ash is frequency invariant.

The de-bonding sound pressure level for fly-ash displays a consistent decrease in level with increased

frequency, of the order of 3 dB per octave.

To predict onset sound pressure level from de-bonding acceleration for physically different powders a

new factor based on powdercharacteristics is required. This is illustrated by the gypsum powderresults in

which a low de-bondingacceleration did not correspondto a low onset sound pressurelevel.

The remaining objective of this work is to refine the laboratory set-up to more closely simulate conditions

foundin real electrostatic precipitators. This will involve investigating the effect of receiver system

surface roughnesson the onset sound pressure level for electrostatically deposited fly-ash and produce a

receiver system with a surface roughnesssimilar to that found in real precipitator collection plates.

The voltage on the discharge electrode remains whenthe precipitator is operating and may produce an

additional residual clamping force. This will be considered by investigating the effect of varying the high

voltage supply to the discharge electrode (say 10kV to 50kV)on the inertial de-bonding force.

An important practical implication of the work concernsthe attainable sound pressurelevels onsite.

Commercially available air-driven horn units will be considered in terms of number, location and

operating conditions and will be required to achieve levels of the order of 145 dB at remote points in the

precipitator housing.
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Abstract
This paperpresents the results of an investigation of the effect of high intensity sound

on adhered powders,first reported at the Tenth International Congress on Sound and

Vibration, Stockholm 2002. The work reported here is concerned with the acoustical

removal of powder deposits on electrostatic precipitators, which are used extensively in

the power generation industry to removedust particles from air streams. The dust layers
formed on the charged plates are normally removed by rapping the plate assemblies
using large metal hammers. High sound pressure level acoustic cleaning offers the

possibility of dust removal from the plates without the structural damage rapping can
cause. This paper reports on the experimental determination of the adhesive forces

betweenelectrostatically deposited powder layers and metal collection surfaces using a

calibrated shaker system. Acoustic forces also are applied to the powders, using a high

soundintensity test rig. Preliminary measurements showcatastrophic failure of the

adhesion forces between the powderlayer and the collection surface for both vibrational

and acoustic excitation. Results will be presented of predicted and measuredparticle

adhesion.

20 INTRODUCTION
Electrostatic precipitation is an efficient means of reducing particulate emissions from

flue gases from large powerstations, cement processing plant and boilers. The process

exploits the difference in electrical properties between the particulate and the gas,
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allowing dust particles to become charged anddirected using strongelectric fields. The

collected dust formslayers on large earthed collection plates. After a period of build-up

the dust must be removed before the thickness of the layer reducesthe efficiency of the

system. The most common methodof removalis by rapping the plate assemblies using

large metal hammers[1]. This methodis efficient but can lead to mechanical damage to

the system. A possible alternative to rapping is the use of high intensity low frequency
sound to removethe collected dust [2]. Such acoustic cleaning systems are inexpensive,

easy to run and maintain, and can operate in parallel with the main process. However

the use of acoustic cleaners is not commonandtheefficiency of the techniqueis

variable. This is a result of the inherent variability in the dust properties and in the

operating conditions (temperature, moisture content, exhaust gas flow conditions,etc.).

The aim of this workis to assess the sound pressure level and frequency content of

sound required to de-bondelectrostatically deposited powders. The approach adopted

wasto first assess the adhesion forces (between powderand surface) and cohesion

forces (within the powder) by meansofinertial effects in a vibration rig. The second

step then wasto generate sufficient sound to de-bond the same powderplate

combinations. The relationship between the acoustic and vibration forces then is

explored.

MEASUREMENTSET-UPS

The investigation required the construction of three measurementrigs. Firstly, a method

was developedto electrostatically deposit a powderlayer on a metallic surface in a

mannersimilar to real electrostatic precipitators. Secondly, a calibrated vibration table
wasconstructed to remove charged deposited layers. Thirdly, a wave tube system was

developed in order to generate soundpressure levels sufficient to remove the powder

layers.
The powders usedin the investigation were coal ash, collected from the

precipitators of a large powerstation, and gypsum powder, as supplied to the

construction industry. The dust had a representative dimension of 75 microns and the

gypsum, 200 microns.
The investigation required a method of coating powders on surfaces, which was

controllable and repeatable. One face of a 60mmx60mm aluminium cube wasused as
the receiver system. Spacers on the cube surface allowed the powderto be uniformly
deposited to a thickness of 3mm or 6mm. The powderparticles were charged by a DC

powersupply with an output voltage of -30kV. The powderlayer wasleft to settle for
10 minutes before removalby either vibration or high intensity sound.

Vibrationrig

The coated cube wasattachedto a large electro-dynamic shaker and wasexcited at a

single frequency andto a controlled vibration level. The vibration acceleration was

recorded using attached mini- accelerometers. Measurementsoftransfer functions

confirmed that the cube movedas a rigid massin the frequency range of interest and the

acceleration on the back face of the cube was the sameasat the surface where the

powderlayers were deposited. The vibration spectra were monitored to ensure harmonic

componentsare significantly below the set frequency of excitation.
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Highintensity wave tube

High sound pressure levels were generated in a wavetube, which consisted of a 4m pipe

of 180mm internal diameter and 10mmplastic wall. An enclosed 380mm diameter 800

watt base drive unit was connected to one end ofthe pipe via a transition piece. The

coated cubes were placed 2m from the drive unit.

An anechoic termination of 2.2m length wasinstalled in the end of the pipe to

reduce reflected energy and create a traveling acoustic wave. The acoustic intensity,

measured nearto the test cubes, differed little from the value calculated from sound

pressure, indicating that the anechoic termination was effective in reducing reflected

components.

Sound pressure levels of up to 150dB could be generated within the pipe, with

harmonic components 40 dB lowerin the frequency range 75Hz to 400Hz. Thetest

cube wasresiliently supported to reduce structure-borne vibration but a question arose

of whetherthe traveling acoustic wave interacts directly with the powderorexcites the

cube into vibration which then causes de-bonding. The former condition was confirmed

by monitoring the vibration level of the cubes during acoustic excitation and comparing

values with those generated whenthe cube wasdirectly shaken. At 150dB,the vibration

measured on three faces of the cube was 30dB lowerthan that required to remove the

powderlayer on the vibration test rig.

POWDER REMOVALBY VIBRATION

After depositing the powders, the acceleration level of the coated block wasincreased

until the layer detached from vertical surface. In general, the detachment was

catastrophic in nature, leaving a thin residual layer of approximately 50-500 microns.If

the layer behavesas a rigid massthen the total de-bonding force is obtained from:

F debonding= ‘ayer Mass x acceleration

(1)

A rigid mass-like behavior was confirmed in Table 1.

Table 1: Removal acceleration for dust for variable contact area and layer mass

. 2% contact area layermassg acceleration m\s
100 5.2 38

40 2.1 40

30 1.6 42

100 10.4 15

In Table 1 it is shownthatif the ratio of contact area to layer mass is constant, then the

de-bonding acceleration is constant. Likewise, the de-bonding acceleration is inversely

proportionalto layer thickness.
Figure 1 showsthe average of four values of acceleration at the onset of

detachment, as a function of frequency. The acceleration required to removethe layer

does not vary with frequency except at 400Hz, wherethere is an increasein acceleration
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becauseoflikely non rigid mass behaviorofthe layer at this frequency and higher

frequencies. For gypsum the onsetacceleration is, on average, 15 dB greater than for
the dust, again with an increasein level at 400 Hz.
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Figure 1: Acceleration levels required to remove dust and gypsum layers.

It is difficult to estimate the bonding forces from the inertial force because the particle
geometry and contact conditions are highly variable and also alter with time [3]. In

addition, it had been observed that the bonds broken were between adjacentparticle

layers rather than betweenparticles and the surface. As an approximation, the measured

bondingforce,in the last column of Table 2, is given as the quotientof inertial force (at
100Hz) and the assumed numberofparticles in contact with the surface or with an

adjacent powderlayer.

Table 2: Powder bonding forces

Powder Layer mass g Acc. m/s2 inertial x 10-1N F bonding 10-7N

Dust 75um 5.2 36 1.9 4.45
Gypsum 200um 6.2 51 3.2 53

The bonding force for gypsum is an order of magnitude greater than that of the dust and

it might be expected that the sound pressure and resultant acoustic forces, required to

remove the gypsum,also will be greater than for the dust.

POWDER REMOVAL BY SOUND

The same cube wasrelocated in the wave tube with the coated surface facing towards

the loudspeaker. The sound pressure level was recorded by a 10mm microphonenearto

the test cube and the removal of the powder was remotely monitored using a video

camera. At about 135 dB, the surface becamepitted and small areas of dust were

dislodged. Above 140 dB, mostof the layer is removed. In Figure 2 is given the sound

levels corresponding to almosttotal removal of the powder.
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gure 2: Soundpressure level required to remove dust and gypsum layers.

Again, in each case, a thin residual layer remained, which could not be removed even

whenthe soundpressure level was increased to 150 dB. As expected, the onsetlevels

for gypsum are significantly greater than for the dust; 148 dB, at 100 Hz, compared with

140 dB forthe dust. In both cases, lower sound levels are required to remove the

powderat high frequencies.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The experimental results can be interpreted in terms of the adhesive forces between the
powderparticles and the surface and cohesive forces between powderparticles. These

forces can be overcomebyinertial forces generated in the vibration rig and drag (and

inertial) forces generated by incident acoustic waves. The gravitational force assists the
inertial and drag forces in the removalofthe layer. In all measurements,a thin layer of
powder remained on the plate surface after most of the powder had been removed by

vibration or sound. This suggests that the cohesive bonds within the powderare broken
during layer removal and not the adhesive force that exists between the plate surface

and the layer.

Adhesive and cohesive forces

Hein [4] gives the adhesive force between a sphere andplate in terms of the Van der

Waals force as

AndP
12 a

0

(2)

Likewise, the cohesive force between particles is given as
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coh = Au?
24 a

0

(3)

A12is the Hamakerconstant between the plate and the powder, A11 is the Hamaker

constant between powderparticles, dp is the particle diameter, aois the distance

between particles. The adhesive and cohesive forces, from equations 2 and 3, are shown

in Table3. Also shownis a value obtained from the inertial force in Table 2.

Table 3 Adhesive and cohesive forces

From inertial force x

Powder Adhesive force x 10’N Cohesive force x 10’N 107N

Dust(75 // m) 22 7.5 4.5
Gypsum(2004 m) 48 13 53

It is confirmed that the adhesive force between the plate and the deposited layeris

greater than the cohesive force between particles in the layer. Also, that estimated

values, from the vibration measurements(the last column of Table 3) are of the same

order of magnitude. For the dust, the estimated value correspondsto the cohesive force

but, for the gypsum,the estimated value correspondsto the adhesive force. However,

equations 2 and 3 account only for Van der Waals forces. Electrostatic and mechanical

forces betweenthe layer andthe plate will also contribute and values obtained from

equation 3 are likely to be an underestimate of the true values.

Acoustic forces

The acoustic forces generated in the wavetubecanfirst be considered in terms of the

force acting on a single spherical particle, according to Landau andLifshitze [5]

 

 

 

dp . dp |.2 dpFs(@) = 1 - 142
(O)=3andP + Ty i143eo ®

po

7 = air viscos ity, Po = air density, dp = particle diameter, u = particle velocity,

0(@) = viscous boundary layer, @ = 2zf

From equation 4 the acoustic force on a 75 micron sphere at 140 dB is 50 times smaller

than the cohesive force. Howeverif the force due to gravity is includedit is found to be

of a similar order of magnitudeas that of the cohesive force inferred from measurement.

Removalof the layer could be dueto both acoustic and gravitational forces.

In Figure 2 it is seen that the onset sound levels are frequency dependent. The

level required to removethe dust layer reduces at approximately 3dB per octave. For

gypsum powderthe reduction is approximately 6dB per octave. The mechanism of

removal, using sound, involves both inertial and drag components,andtheir relative

contributions depend on the material characteristics making up the layer. The relative
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importance of inertial Fi and drag Fd forces can be estimated from [6];

puym
‘dt 6

, F, =37vped(usin wt) (5)

d is particle diameter, > is particle density, Vis viscosity of air, Oe is density of air. In

the case of the dust, the ratio of drag to inertial forces is approximately 350. For

gypsum,theratio is 8. In both cases, the drag forces are greater and are predominantfor

dust. Therefore, for dust, a lesser frequency dependence might be expected than for

gypsum. Theair particle velocity is proportional to soundpressureanditis air particle
velocity which determinesthe drag force.

CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigation has been conductedinto the acoustic removal of

electrostatically charged powders from plates. A calibrated vibration table was used to

removedeposited layers of dust and gypsum andthe associated bonding forces were

estimated.

A wavetube system was developedin order to generate sound levels sufficient

to remove the powderlayers and the acoustic forces estimated.

The measured bonding force of the gypsum (200 um)is an order of magnitude

greater than that of the dust (75 um) and it was thus expected that the sound pressure,
and resultant acoustic forces, also would be greater than for the dust. This was

confirmed in the wave tube measurements. The onset soundpressure levels for gypsum

were of the order of 150 dB, at 100 Hz, compared with 140 dB for the powder.

For both materials, lower sound pressure levels are required to removethe layer

at high frequencies.

The predicted adhesive forces between the plate and the deposited layers are

greater than the cohesive forces between particles in the layer. This is confirmed by the

observation that a thin layer remainedonthe plate, after most of the powder has been

removed,either by vibration or sound.

The estimated values, from the vibration measurements, are of the same order of

magnitude as values obtained from simple Van der Waals assumptions. For the dust, the
experimental value correspondsto the estimated cohesive force but, for the gypsum,the
experimental value correspondsto that for the adhesive force. However, electrostatic
and mechanical forces have not been considered, so far, and predicted valuesare likely

to underestimate the true values.
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